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ABSTRACT

Buildings are like black holes within the urban fabric,
channelling us through to alternate built realities,
helping to create a universe experienced as multiple
viewpoints or ‘worlds’. These worlds or realities are
to a degree created by each individual’s perception
and understanding of, and interaction with, the
physical environment. Architects design buildings
to fit into, or help manifest the world as they see
it, or as the possibility of the world (or fragment
of reality), they see that could exist, or does exist,
but is often hidden (or not noticed). Architects do
not build representations of reality. Through the act
of designing and building, architects disrupt and
change the surface of physical reality. These multiple
scattered objects are manifestations of the real, and
form nodal points which can, on occasion, reveal
aspects of reality. By changing the surface of reality,
these architectural objects can shift our relation to,
and awareness of, the real.
Each building becomes a mini reality-monad in this
heterogeneous reality of multiple shifting points of
view, like screen-vortices in the urban fabric. This is
what we design and build, intentionally or not. This
is the situation, which our design actions insert into,
much like space junk landing in the urban sprawl. The
environments we design and build allow people to
heighten their experience and awareness of the real
and their relation to it.
How do architectural objects affect our
understanding and experience of reality? How do we
experience and understand architectural space and
surface that, like a screen-vortex in the urban fabric,
mediates the internal with the wider field of reality?
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PREFACE

This dissertation is one of three elements that
together form the complete PhD research outcome.
A filmed oral presentation along with a public
discussion of the work and an exhibit in the RMIT
Design Hub are the two other elements. The filmed
presentation can be viewed on Vimeo. The exhibit is
documented in photos at the end of the dissertation
and can be viewed also in the filmed presentation.
For the exhibit I constructed a model of the PEP
Dandenong (PEP) and the Arrow Studio with a tree,
then hung them upside-down from the ceiling at the
RMIT Design Hub. A camera was placed upside-down
on the ceiling, recording an upside-down image of
the model in the room. A screen (also being shot by
the camera, to form a feedback loop with the model
and screen) was connected to the camera as a CCTV
that displayed the image of the model in the room.
The image of the model in the screen was corrected
on the screen, but the people walking around the
room are mirrored and now look like they are walking
on the ceiling. The screen image is mirrored ad
infinitum within the screen, each mirror reflection
reverses the gravity/orientation of the one before.
This causes a basic spatial disruption of the room
with an architectural model and became the setting
for the oral presentation and discussion.
These three elements, the dissertation, the exhibit
and the filmed presentation and discussion form
the three parts of the practice research PhD. All
the ideas and concepts which are discussed in the
dissertation are ideas that were part of the design
process of the buildings under discussion, not
imposed at a later date. Therefore the buildings act
as objects that provoked a series of connected and
disconnected lines of inquiry in the dissertation.
The persistent investigation into the effects of
the cinema and media on our perception and
experience of architectural object and space comes
from my ongoing involvement in various aspects of
filmmaking, most recently the architectural films.
A brief introduction to some of these design ideas,
metaphors and heuristics follows:
The notion of the black hole as used in this
dissertation is primarily a post-cinematic metaphor
that is commonly used in the cinema, television and
in everyday life, but also in philosophical discourse
such as Deleuze and Guattari’s use of the ‘black
hole of consciousness’ in ‘Year Zero: Faciality.’1 This
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metaphor feeds off the scientific understanding of
the black hole but is not scientific and has many
variations and uses. Here the black hole metaphor
is applied to an architectural and urban context
that allows for a number of architectural issues to
be explored at a number of scales. For instance, it
allows us to understand the experience and influence
that the cinema, the screen and advertising has
on our perception of the built environment. It also
works as a heuristic device to explore new ways of
understanding the relations of semiotics, simulation
and our perception of, and relation to reality in terms
of architecture and urbanism. Other terms related to
the black hole are used to expand the exploration:
the event horizon or supernova are used as the
surface layer between the outside field of reality
and the internal experience of the object. The vortex
is used to imply an interior that plunges us from
normal reality to a reality experience of one type
or another, usually an experience which provokes a
contemplation of the nature of reality.
Space junk became a heuristic device that I use
often in the design process as a way of exploring
the intricacies of the architectural object. Often
when a building is overtly object-like it is demeaned
as an alien spaceship with no regard for context.
For some time I have wanted to explore this aspect
of the object to discover its positive potential and
possibilities. When Rem Koolhaas wrote Junkspace2
he was making reference to the proliferating debris
of modernisation which is filling our environment
like expanding foam, polluting the world with
junkspace just as we pollute outer space with space
junk. Koolhaas has written of the ever-expanding
connectivity of Junkspace, and the need for cities
that flow and transform in “Whatever Happened
to Urbanism.”3 Exploring the metaphor of Space
Junk allows for us to understand how we can
counter the proliferation of Junkspace and the city
which expands with seemingly no rational logic
outside political or economic gain. Junkspace
appears disconnected but is all about connection,
whereas space junk is about disconnection and
dis-rupture but can help redefine connection. The
Thousand Plateaus - Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Translated by
Brian Massumi. (The Athlone Press, London).
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device of space junk allows us to devise strategies
for inserting nodes of consciousness within the
mess of the post-cinematic urban environment,
allowing for an architectural confrontation and
investigation of reality. I will explore how the space
junk metaphor can redefine the notion of connection
between object and context in a more oblique and
complicated way.
Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle is important
to my work and this writing as it investigated and
critiqued how politics is invested in the image in the
media saturated world we live in. Particularly for
architecture, this brings up the issue of buildings as
image and spectacle and to what degree a building
reinforces the dominant ideology through its relation
to image and spectacle. These are issues that must
be investigated in our designs, particularly when
designing in the public realm. How a building or
object manifests as image, as spectacle and how it
can internally disrupt the spectacle are important
design issues for our time. Peter Eisenman discusses
OMA’s CCTV and Gehry’s Bilbao Museum in these
terms.4
The feedback loop is invoked as a diagram of how
object and image work together and are actually
inseparable. The camera captures an image of reality,
which is fed into the screen then out to reality again
to be captured as image within image. The object has
a similar relationship with image. An understanding
of this process is what can possibly help us design
the object to deny spectacle. Sometimes this takes
the form of a foregrounding of the structures that
produce the object as image that then may expose
the morphological and political structures in the
object.
The screen is an important element in this
investigation. I focused on the screen as an
architectural embodiment of the structure of
image. This is only one of a multitude of possible
investigations, but it had already been an aspect
of my thinking behind my buildings, so it became
important in this writing. There are obvious parallels
between the screen and architectural surface. I felt
that as I had explored this idea in my designs (The
PEP Dandenong in particular), it was worth pursuing
as an investigation to see one of the many possible
ways of exploring image and its relation to the
architectural object.
10
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To understand the influence of the image on our
perception of objects and space I felt that we needed
to investigate all possible hidden structures of the
image and the screen. Walter Benjamin’s notion
of how film exposes the ‘optical unconscious’5 of
physical reality has always been very important to
me. I utilised this in my investigations of the screen.
In order to investigate what I have termed the suboptic structure of the screen I have referenced some
of the interpretations of the screen that I have learnt
from film theory, many of which are in the back of my
mind when designing. I had always been interested
in the screen as an object, like the screen in Jean-luc
Godard’s Le Mepris (1963). A common reading of
the cinema screen is to compare it to the allegory of
Plato’s Cave in which the cinema-goers watching a
false projection of reality in a dark room is compared
to the slaves in the cave watching the false shadows
of reality on the cave wall, unable to see the reality
outside the cave. Godard had made this parallel in
a 1965 interview6 and Bertolucci directed a scene
in Il Conformista (1970) which also made this idea
explicit. It was Jean-louis Baudry who then made this
explicit in film theory in his 1974 article “Ideological
Effects of the Basic Cinematographic Apparatus.”7
Baudry’s equation, in the article, of the cinema screen
as a spatial situation and viewers with the cave
combined with my equation of certain architectural
surfaces with screens, brings Plato’s Cave in as a
possible hidden subliminal element of surface.
My interest in the Plato’s Cave analogy of the
screen, although obvious in the cinema and the
writing of Baudry, was also autobiographical. My
early childhood memories of the screening room
are strong spatial memories and I often thought
that this room was a spatial type that could help us
investigate the objects relation to the image. The
screening room could be the primitive hut for the
media age. The screening room has within it many
subliminal traces such as the cave and the mirror (as
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we shall soon see). Even though the cinema is fast
becoming extinct, it would seem that an investigation
of these relations can help us understand the fast
mutating spatial situation we are all in.
Baudry also discussed the screen in terms of Marxist
theory, relating the false impression of movement in
still images to the masking of ideology. His analysis
is also semiotic. Importantly, in the same article he
relates the screen to Lacan’s theory of the ‘mirror
stage’. He discusses the mirror stage, which is a stage
that Lacan posited that all infants pass through, in
which the child sees him/herself in the mirror and
imagines possessing greater sensory motor skills
than he or she actually possesses. Baudry relates this
to the viewer watching a character on a screen and
identifying with the all-powerful filmic characters.
This creates a false sense of power relations between
reality and the screen, that is hard to relate explicitly
to the architectural screen, but does implicitly help us
understand certain power relations within the large
screen image, which could transfer to architectural
surface.
I have always been aware of the similar interests of
other architects such as Tschumi and Diller Scofidio
+ Renfro who in different ways have looked at
the influence of the media on architecture. I have
found that due to my particular way of coming to
these ideas through film, video art and film theory
I have always had my own preferences for how to
explore them in architecture. Paul Virilio’s writings
were always important to me as were his early
experiments with Claude Parent. That Jean Nouvel
had worked for them was interesting as he seemed
to absorb the ideas without explicitly dealing with
them on a didactic level. The seemingly speculative
nature of these ideas is primarily a result of this being
a practice research dissertation that needs to explore
the ideas and motivations behind my buildings and
the completed works. These are the ideas that I
was grappling with through designing the projects
discussed.
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The majority of the ideas which propel the design of
my buildings evolve around an investigation of the
sub-optics of architecture. Others can see in these
works anything that they want to and all these views
are totally legitimate. The following is a summary of
the fascinations, if not obsessions, from my point of
view that helped realise these projects.

SYNOPSIS

My earliest spatial memories are of cinema screening
rooms, a quintessentially modern spatial memory,
and these have infiltrated my spatial consciousness
and often provoke ways of investigating design and
creating designs which respond to our modern postmedia spatial sensibility. The viewer-screen relation
in the cinema has structural and spatial similarities
to both the cave and the mirror. This spatial diagram
can expose aspects of the political and image
structures of our spatiality and has been influential
on my design process and investigations.
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Central to my design investigation and process is the
concept that architecture is like a black hole. This
idea has at least two parts. The first part is how the
architect’s everyday act of building is one of creating
our physical spatial/surface reality. Architects, I claim,
build spatial realities, not representations of spatial
realities. In the most extreme examples, an architect
may delve into the utopian vision of creating an
idealised template for the future, or a cheap theme
park reality of alternate worlds. Usually architects are
building a reality of the vision, not a representation.
Generally architects are in the daily process of
designing and changing our reality and the multiple
ways of doing this creates multiple dispersed reality
monads. Each building in the modern world seems
to have a different relation to us, unlike a seemingly
cohesive classical city. These black hole dispersions
seem to be controlled by a feedback loop structure
which disperses the vortices like space junk over
the field of the modern city. Space junk channels
the object / context displacement common to both
conceptual art, the readymade, and the modern
sprawl. Space junk is familiar, displaced and slightly
alien or unknowable. This typical subject/object
relation in the modern city reflects on both Koolhaas’
and Shinohara’s investigations into the architectural
object and the city. Like an eternal return the
feedback loop disperses, but also feeds ideas and
consciousness into images and space and vice versa,
forcing a grafting into the one, with the image and
idea eternally repeating within the modern space.

I have a long-standing interest in the investigation
into the relation between the free plan of Loos and
Le Corbusier and the cinema: the white screen with
complex cinematic space within analogous to the
white cube of early modernism with chaotic free plan
interior. This investigation, which took place through
the design of two houses, leads on to the second
part of the black hole system, where surface and
vortex interrelate, and are infected by the structure
of the screen, provoking levels of consciousness.
The investigation of cinema and the free plan leads
on to the second part of the black hole metaphor
of architecture and urbanism, which concerns
architectural surface. An analysis of the sub-optics
of the screen and its relation to architectural surface,
reveals how the screen has conditioned us to
experience surface subjectively. This investigation
evolved around a short video animation I made in
1998 called 25 FPS (architecture at 25 frames per
second), and the subsequent design of the PEP
Dandenong in 2011. The blurring of the white wall/
window of modernism into the pixelated matter
of the screen in recent architecture shows this:
the building skin mutates towards ‘screenness’.
In both the video 25 FPS and PEP Dandenong
building, a rough design formula was elaborated:
buildings have a screen structure; our relation to,
and experiences of, the screen, are subjective; the
modern surface (television screen and building as a
screen) acts as ‘black hole’ with perceptual spacetime displacement and shifts (vortex to another
space/time) that television gives our everyday lives;
and the screen sometimes also acts as a void. Screen
depth is subjective, like television space, and this
bleeds out to our experience of architectural surface.
This has caused a perceptual absorption of space
into surface (which causes the black hole or void
effect). The black hole and void are linked closely to
subjectivity and consciousness. Buddhist thought
conceives of the void in this way, relating both form
and consciousness to the emptiness of the void. The
surface as black hole evokes the perception that we
experience with the screen of worlds within worlds,
spaces within spaces, realities within realities.
I investigate how some of my buildings and some
unbuilt projects (ECB Officer) explore this tendency
of buildings becoming television. These projects
explored these relations not by designing buildings
as screens but by structuring the architecture along
the deep structure of viewer screen relations.
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The ideas, which had been worked through in
the design of relatively small buildings, were then
blown up and tested on larger urban scales. I have
attempted, in my designs and now in writing, to
translate an implicit urban theory from these small
projects into large scale urbanism, starting with
Dandenong, then the Officer and Nanjing projects
and then the master-plan for Dazhou. How do
we conceive the intervention and strategy for the
modern city that seems to have the logic of a world
run by gangster capitalism? I have called this section
cowboy space / gangster urbanism, to highlight the
desire for open space in the reality of the chaotic
closed city, seeming ruled by a gangster logic.
The issue of the conscious and submerged
semiotic are explored through a ‘splatter’ theory
of architecture, which has been a guiding process
in my designs for the understanding of the sliding
scale between abstraction and image (explored
in three projects here). This is explored as a way
of understanding how our design communicates
to others as well as a design methodology that
conceives of an anti-metaphysical basis of art.
The investigation of the zero degree image-object
explores how, in a minimal move, a design can
provoke consciousness and at the same time an
awareness of the process of the construction of the
architectural spatial experience. I am interested in
defining the necessary ‘design moves’ to provoke
levels of consciousness. Simply adding ideas and
forms in a Neo-Baroque manner, or conversely
stripping a project down to the minimal do not
achieve this automatically. This section is about
how, in my designs, I have explored the building
as subjective black holes and how to trigger an
awareness of the constructs of spatiality, surface,
image and existence. How to instil consciousness and
subjectivity in a building and also a meta-discourse
on the means of doing this?
The creative process for me is similar to a feedback
loop of ideas and designs. One feeding into the other
to the point where they become inseparable. For this
reason the writing divides generally into sections
which each divide into two: ideas and the designs.
The ideas come out of the designs and then provoke
new designs, which provoke new ideas for future
projects.
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The notion of entering into a practice-based research
investigation into my work and creative process,
as a method of architectural shoegazing or quasipsychoanalysis, in which I discover all the hidden
ideas and motives behind the work was not part of
my motive. I am always eager to discover new ideas,
but what I actually found was that the random and
varied ideas which I had been obsessed with over the
years, had actually worked their way into the work,
sometimes semi-consciously and sometimes without
intention.
For example, I had early in my student years become
obsessed with theories of viewer-screen relations
(including the gaze and the screen) and our relation
to images. The readings and films based around
these ideas are ingrained in my consciousness, such
as Baudry’s application of Lacan’s mirror stage,
Plato’s cave, semiotics and Marxist theory to the
modern viewing conditions of the cinema screen,
as well as Guy Debord’s critique of the image. Even
if I do not specifically subscribe to Lacan’s ideas I
cannot hide the knowledge of them when designing
certain surfaces such as the PEP Dandenong or the
blurred mirror surface of the Arrow Studio. I did not
seek out references to apply to the buildings while
designing. The various ideas, many not specifically
traditional architectural ideas, are embedded in my
psyche and after finishing certain projects I realised
that they become inescapable.
This confirmed what I always suspected about
creativity: that if you learn and develop ideas
they tend to find the right way, time and place to
become explicit in the work and appear virtually
and sometimes explicitly in the right formation. I
was surprised at the consistency with which this
happened in my work, both in the films and the
architecture.
The chapters are ordered as a series of dispersed
scenarios of exploration to be potentially rearranged
in multiple orders. Many of the chapters work in pairs
and can be read together or equally be read as two
separate parts: the ideas and works. Therefore the
reader can construct a sequence of idea essays as
one slate and a constellation of work analysis as a
counterpoint.
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Film Still from the Future Happiness video (2016) showing a black hole leading to
new architectural realities. The vortex was made by putting a television test pattern
through the slitscan process that was used in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
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The PEP Dandenong (2012)
cogeneration building conceived
as urban space junk with unknown
functional logic and black hole surface
dropped into the public plaza.

How do we, in architectural or urban terms,
understand our relation to reality? Defining levels
of reality is fundamental to the cinema, for both
filmmakers and audience alike. Architects and
designers define reality through the act of building.
We have traditionally comprehended physical reality
through our interaction with objects. Architects
build objects. Architetcs disrupt the surface of
reality, physical reality, through the act of designing
and building, ultimately changing it. Architecture
changes our experience and perception of reality.
Now in the 21st century it would seem that reality
has been infected by the cinematic. Our experience
of architecture and reality is informed by multiple
factors, including the post-cinematic experience of
the screen in all its mutations. The surface of reality
that we experience is not the total reality but it is
part of it.
Due to our constant exposure to the media, a
cinematic understanding of our experience of reality
has become an undercurrent to our everyday spatial
consciousness. Imagine this cine-architectural
scenario:

Black Hole Architecture / Black Hole Cities
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INT CAR/DESERT SUBURB – DAY (TV SKY)
A point of view looking through a car window at a
desert freeway ahead: driving down an outer-outer
suburban strip, at 100km per-hour, past a service
station. It is almost desert. Seemingly floating in the
distance, Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion
slowly moves into the focus of our windscreen view,
the service station now in the rear-view mirror.
The Mies building moves past to rear-view mirror
reverse-image... A McDonalds shoots past us on the
right as Le Corbusier’s Firmany Church comes into
focus on the left, before taking its place in the ever
vanishing rear-view. We pass Kurokawa’s Nagakin
Capsule tower and Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin West
interspersed in fragments of suburban sprawl floating
in the desert. Fast food outlets and dilapidated driveins litter the roadside which is now more desert than
suburb. We catch glimpses of Rietvelt’s Schroeder
House, Shinohara’s ‘House Under High Voltage Lines’,
the Malaparte House, OMA’s CCTV and the Birds
Nest in the rear-view mirror. Mendelson’s Einstein
Observatory zooms past us as a Toyo Ito office
block approaches. As we pass each building, we
feel a vacuum sucking us into an unknown spatial/
psychological vortex.
25

				FADE TO BLACK.
INT CAR/LAS VEGAS – DUSK

Still from the video 25 FPS
(architecture at 25 frames per second)
1998
showing a virtual space of floating screens
(or screen-buildings) with black holes and
worlds within worlds repeated within the
surface.

Each building seems to be attempting to pull us into
its own micro-world, a world which seems to contain
many of the elements of the other building’s ‘worlds’,
but they seem to shift and change, scrambled
individually for each architectural ‘vortex’. This is
the spatiality of the cinema where buildings help
create worlds, genres and spatial ambience. The
cinema creates worlds and multiple worlds within
our everyday psychological reality and architecture is
used to help achieve this.

The screen flickers like an eye blinking from waking
sleep.

					CUT TO:
INT CAR/MELBOURNE STREET – DAWN
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Back in Melbourne, we drive onto Swanston Street.
A similar multi-vortex effect happens as we pass
ARM Architecture’s Storey Hall, Edmond and
Corrigan’s RMIT Building 8, Lyons’ SAB, heading
towards the pixelated screen-surface of Godsell’s
RMIT Design Hub and the optical cathode ray-like
screen image of Aboriginal leader William Barak
on ARM Architecture’s Barak building. These last
two buildings in particular seem to be at war with
each other, each trying to mark out an alternate
reality which excludes the other, while using similar
optical techniques. Each building in this RMIT strip

of Swanston Street seems to be pulling us into a
different but interconnected ‘reality’ or ‘world’,
distinctly different from its neighbour, but sharing the
same individual elements.8 These buildings, unlike the
Las Vegas casinos, are not representations, but are
built reality.
				TITLE: THE END

Over: PEP Dandenong

We are now awake and realise that this was an
illusory road-trip through architectural curb appeal.
Looking out the real-life window in the back of a
cheap hire car is the Las Vegas strip: the airport
on one side and the Luxor on the other, heading
towards the MGM Grande and the place where 2Pac
was shot like a 20th century Jesse James. We pass
Caesars Palace, Circus Circus (Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas), New York New York, Sahara, Treasure
Island all attempting to suck us into the vortex of
their isolated but overlapping, theme-park style,
‘realities’. Nothing changes. Reality seems to be no
different from fiction as we slip between semiotic
surfaces and simulated spaces. They appear to be the
same. Las Vegas may seem to be an anomaly to our
everyday visual experience but it is actually key to
understanding the experience of the world we live in.

8

This phenomenon described here is one that could seem
particular to Melbourne but actually is structurally linked to how
many modern cities work. The architects in Melbourne are each
defining their built reality in their individual objects, but it is actually
the project of Leon van Schaik, who is behind the orchestration
of these architectural collisions. Whereas each of these architects
is vying for a particular reality object, it is Leon van Schaik’s
vision that insisted on the opposing realities/objects of Corrigan,
ARM Architecture and Lyons along with Godsell in the one RMIT
University city zone.
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Buildings are like black holes within the urban fabric,
channelling us through to alternate built realities,
helping to create a universe that appears to consist
of multiple viewpoints or ‘worlds’. These worlds or
realities are to a degree created by each individual’s
perception and understanding of, and interaction
with, the physical environment. Architects design
buildings to fit into, or help manifest, the world as
they see it, or as the possibility of the world (or

P ublic space as credit sequence skin
Aerial view of proposed Dazhou Tiger Bridge redesigned as a public plaza
over the river and the transformation of the east bank freeway (L) into an
entertainment strip and public plaza

View of Dazhou bridge and the west bank

Moving through the modern city there is a common
splicing of ‘realities’ which seems to occur in both
the ‘imaginary’ cinematic city (eg: Le Mepris,
Bladerunner), the city infiltrated by the logic of
the theme-park (Las Vegas) and the ‘normal’,
‘real’ city (Melbourne, New York City). The reality
system that we experience in Melbourne is similar
to most modern cities. The New York City grid is
dispersed with monads and zones of architectural
reality such as Raymond Hood’s Rockefeller Centre,
Mies’ Seagram black hole, Wright’s Guggenheim
vortex, Edward Durrell Stone’s decorative surfaces
and countless others as well as zones and clusters
of buildings similar to the ones mentioned. These
are scattered amongst a sea of so called ‘normal’
buildings, both seemingly random and planned.
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Stills from the video 25 FPS
(architecture at 25 frames per second) 1998
The video makes the connection between the cinema
and our perception of space, between buildings and
screens and buildings forming nodes of reality.
The video was also used as an exhibition to display
work (in the screens) and as a music video.
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fragment of reality) they see could exist, or does
exist, but is often hidden (or not noticed). In this
way, architects can disrupt the surface of reality. A
screen placed in the city like a billboard, building
façade, or a mobile phone acts like a reality-vortex
within the environment. Buildings also can work
like this. Architects do not build representations or
images of reality. They build reality. These multiple
scattered objects are built manifestations of the real,
and form nodal points which can reveal or provoke
a contemplation of reality. Our buildings change the
surface of reality. We are doing this in a world where
our perception and experience are infected by the
post-cinematic and the multitude of image offshoots.
By understanding this context, our architectural
objects can help shift our relation and awareness of
the real.
This is an investigation of how we experience reality
through a cinematic filter. This is not a matter of
experiencing reality as fiction or image, but how
the cinematic dialogue of reality and image actually
can help us understand the nature of reality. The
means of recording and mirroring reality are actually
part of our reality. Understanding the so called
‘fake’ cinematic experience which has infected our
world actually allows us to design architectural
object points, where clarification, contemplation or
investigation of reality becomes more tangible. To
understand the post cinematic state of the object
can help us build objects and interiors that help us
understand the multi-faceted depth of reality.
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Over:
Mei Long Lake project Nanjing. The bridge as
vortex entry/exit to the lake park

Using the black hole as a heuristic system for
how we interact with architecture and reality is
intended in the cinematic sense, not the strictly
scientific sense of the word, although the science
of black holes enhances the investigation (the
scientific characteristics of the black hole have some
interesting spatial possibilities for architecture). Here
I am using the term in the cinematic (science fiction)
sense which infiltrates everyday life, where the black
hole is a portal or vortex to another space-time
(past/future, near/far), and brings with it the notion
of another ‘world’ or ‘reality’. If buildings are visions
of a possible (built) reality made into the real, like
how films are the reality of their images, then the
metaphor becomes quite useful.

On a popular level, new suburbs and places are
systematically given the aura or signification of
other ‘worlds’ or ‘realities’ by their designers,
developers and marketers. The developer delivered
‘world/reality’ borrows (often unconsciously,
unintentionally) from the semiotic and simulation
systems of the theme park. 9 Peter Eisenman
wrote “Media environments such as advertising
and synthetic realities such as Disney World have
become so potent that they might be said to form a
new reality.”10 This is not really what most architects
would like to think they are doing, but in fact it is
not so different. We are not consciously creating
simulations or ‘theme park’ worlds and are not
building a representational system, but rather we are
manifesting multiple unique moments of built reality
(through the designed architectural object), creating
pockets of an ever-folding paradoxical complex
reality. This has a multi-vortex effect. This cinematic
experience of reality is usually almost subliminal. A
triggering of consciousness of reality can possibly
occur if there is a shift or mutation in the object

Internal view of proposed Mei Long Lake
entry bridge, Nanjing which brings visitors to
the lake park from over the freeway (2015)

Our psychological universe would seem to be
partly formed by our perceptions, and is necessarily
made up of multiple shifting impressions of ‘reality/
realities’. This perception and experience of reality
is influenced by cinema. Architecture forms a large
amount of the matter perceived, a combination of
form, surface and space that come together in the
object. In this reality made of billions of perspectives,
these points of view are like multiple worlds within
our mental universes, a universe based on difference.

9

Sorkin, Michael. (1992). Introduction: Variations on a
Theme Park. P. xiv.
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Eisenman, Peter. “Unfolding Events.’’ In Incorporations.
Zone 6. Edited by Crary, Jonathan and Kwinter, Sanford. 1992
Urzone inc. New York. 423.
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or the object/context relations in the wider urban
field. To the developer it might look like most
‘progressive’ architects are all creating the same
alternate abstract ‘world’ but actually the differences
in these explorations and manifestations of the real
are infinite and vast. The black hole system is not
the simulated system of the theme park but it does
include it, just as it includes everything else.
Each building becomes a mini ‘reality-monad’ in
this heterogeneous universe of multiple objects and
shifting points of view.11 This is what we design and
build. This is the situation our design actions are
inserted into, intentionally or not. The architectural
objects we build include consciously designed
objects in all varieties and associated with multiple
ideologies, boring objects, messy objects, beautiful
or ugly objects and objects which appear to have
little or no conscious design input. The buildings we
design and build can allow people the possibility to

11

The black hole is a system where Nietzschean
perspectivism has replaced the Cartesian perspectival. This is
another way of understanding the collage effect of the city that
Rowe and Koetter analysed in another way in Collage City.
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heighten their experience and awareness of the real,
as well as assess their relation to reality (amongst
the impressions of realities) through architectural
objects, interior and exterior.

Model of the Mei Long Lake project in the Nanjing
Ministry of Planning.
The bridge as entry to the lake park experience
is in the foreground. The tea houses on the island
appear to float amongst the trees.

Using this metaphor to help us understand how
buildings work in relation to our experience and
understanding of reality can be useful and even
enlightening, as it allows us to contextualise what
we do when designing buildings and spaces, and
also the perception of these buildings we design by
people who will interact with them.
The notion of architecture embodying an alternate
vision of reality is most obvious in the tradition of
utopian architecture and urbanism. The history of
architecture is littered with attempts at manifesting
possible utopian realities. We can see this in unbuilt
and built urban schemes and buildings, from Boullee
and Ledoux to Le Corbusier’s Voisin Plan, his Obus
Plan, Wright’s Broadacre City to Brasilia to drop
city to the Nakagin Capsule Tower, and also in a
multitude of small buildings from the Schroeder
House to The Barcelona Pavilion and Villa Savoye.
The utopian architectural impulse is the most obvious
manifestation of architects attempting to manifest
and insert an alternate reality, to change what is
real, or the surface of reality, into our everyday
experience. However, it can be argued that many
serious but ‘non-utopian’ works are in fact also
asserting a type of spatial and physical architectural
reality into the chaos of our urban sprawl. This
utopian urge within architecture is not science fiction
representation but rather the urge to transform
everyday built reality in the hope that transformation
in society will follow.
It would seem that it is not only ‘utopian’ architecture
which attempts to manifest an alternate built reality.
All buildings in some way manifest a built vision
of their own reality, not necessarily aiming at an
‘alternate reality’, but just another ‘reality’, sometimes
defined by minute difference from others, the reality
of the architectural object. We can see this if we
compare a standard suburban house with a recent
‘designer’ speculative house, an architect ‘designed’
house or a mud brick house. Each situation allows us
to attempt to understand an aspect of the real.
Even the seemingly non-intentional buildings that
make up 95% of our built fabric manifest their visions
of a reality on a fairly primitive or subconscious level
38
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Diagram of a city grid with superimposed black hole nodes, both general
(groups of buildings and areas) and specific (individual buildings) creating
an impression of intersecting reality vortices
Larger overall reality zones contain, overlap or coincide with multiple
dispersed reality monads, scattered in random alternating loops.

Black hole surface in the
Renzi Fade House (in progress)
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and are of course all real objects. We can see how
the ‘Las Vegas system’ of every building being a
‘world’ within a world has rubbed off on the everyday
practice of developer driven buildings, even if these
buildings are positioned as ‘real’ or ‘normal’ buildings.
Even when the design of these buildings is driven
purely by budget and re-sale logic, they are asserting
a ‘reality’ of cheap commerce, where architecture is a
direct expression of money and the economic system
of supply and demand as expressed in the collision of
architecture and real estate. Cheap developer driven
architecture, just like its more expensive counterpart,
borrows from this technique of creating worlds or
‘hints’ of worlds, transformed as built reality.
Therefore, the black hole is useful as a post-cinematic
metaphor or as a diagram of how we experience,
visualise, conceptualise and position ourselves in the
built environment in relation to everyday reality in a
world overtaken by image. The black hole as object
is a collection of parts which form nodal points
which, on occasion, awaken us to an experience and
understanding of the real.
The black hole is a wormhole to another space
and time. Besides our relation to multiple visions
and manifestations of juxtaposing and overlapping
realities, there are the other characteristics of this
black-hole diagram that could be useful for our
understanding of how we relate to reality in the built
environment. Besides the metaphorical function of
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the black hole being a conduit to an alternate built
reality or world, the black hole is also a wormhole
to another space and time, bringing them in close
proximity to our own time and place. In science,
space folds and the black hole is a wormhole
between distant galaxies, with different spacetime. Of course, this space-time disjuncture is not
physically possible in architecture. This scientific
aspect to the black hole metaphor/diagram has
strong architectural possibilities for elaborating the
relations of flow to separation and disjuncture in
architectural objects/spaces.
Before we look at the specifically architectural
implications of space-time and black holes,
we need first to compare classical and current
conceptualisations of space-time.
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Stills from the video 25 FPS (1998) showing a virtual
space of floating zero gravity screen/buildings each
with the world repeated within its mirrored vortex.
Each screen (building) embodies a particular reality
and has potentially multiple realities within it.

Space-time is commonly defined as any
mathematical model that combines space and time
into a continuum. Euclidean definition of space
consists of three dimensions whereas time consists
of one dimension, the fourth dimension.
For Aristotle, the normal state of an object was
static, and movement was considered the deviant
situation from the mean. 12 So for classical philosophy,
space was perceived in relation to movement, but
now space is generally perceived in relation to
time. However, time is not a constant (it depends
on the position and point of view), so three spatial
co-ordinates and one time co-ordinate are used to
define a space-time position or place. As classical
spatial construction usually prioritises the experience
of movement over time, this foregrounding of
movement would usually seem to be aligned with the
expression of a metaphysical spatial experience. The
foregrounding of time would then seem to express
a non-chronological (or possibly ‘anti-classical’, or
modernist) spatial/surface experience. After Einstein13
and Cubism, movement became the norm and time
was necessary to define space, the opposite to the
classical situation.
Sigfried Giedion in his 1947 book ‘Space, Time, and
Architecture’ wrote about modern architecture
in terms of space-time and that space must be
considered in relation to our point of view, which
changes with time as we move and change position
through it.14

12
13
14

Aristotle. Physics – Book IV.
Einstein, Albert. Special Theory of Relativity. 1905.
Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time, and Architecture.
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The Barcelona Pavilion worked as a diagram of
black-holeness in architecture in every way. In 1929
Barcelona, it was a vacuum to another reality or
possible world. It also prioritised a spatial sensibility
in which each element and space is dependent on
a time co-ordinate. In the Barcelona Pavilion, the
actual space and ‘form’ seems to change as one
moves through and around it, changing depending
on the space time co-ordinates. Its space is almost
elastic, or, as Toyo Ito pointed out, liquid.15 Space-time
disjuncture between the inside and the surrounding
environment is heightened, even as each wall
threatens to extend infinitely outside into the world,
constantly dissecting the environment and causing
spatial disjuncture.
How does space-time disjuncture work in an
architectural context since Mies? This may not be
immediately apparent. However, if we introduce
the element of the screen, and more specifically
the television, then this can help us see the blackholeness of architecture in relation to space and
time. Conceptually organising architectural spaces in
relation to sheets of time can express this space-time
disjuncture conceptually.

The screen is also like a black hole and can help us
understand how the black hole system works in the
city, the architectural object, and the movement
and relation between the interior and exterior of
the object in the field. The screen exposes part of
the black hole structure that we experience in the
modern city, interior and exterior space, and surface.
The impressions and experience of space, time,
image and reality are all important experiences of the
screen and architecture and the analysis of one can
illuminate the other. Linking the screen and the black
hole helps us see directly the emergence of the black
hole system in architectural surface and space.
The screen has become an integral part of every
aspect of our life. The cinema and television screen
in all its mutant forms and manifestations is like
a portal to another reality, bringing another time
and space, and alternate spatialities, into our room.
Space-time dislocation is inbuilt into the screen’s
DNA. Buildings are now becoming like ‘expanded

The screen becomes a black hole / void through the
space time displacement between the inside of the
screen and the present space and time of the living
room or space where the screen sits. Like a black hole
it brings other space, time and spatial morphologies
into our room. This experience possibly bleeds into our
relations to screen-like surface in the environment.

The Screen is like a Black Hole

Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1947. P. 356.
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Ito, Toyo. “Tarzans in the Media Forest”. Tarzans In The
Media Forest. Architecture association London, 2015. Pp116-117.
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screens’ that we inhabit, black holes taking us to ever
new realities. We imagine the world as cinema and
television. Landscape has become ‘screenscape’ as
the tabula rasa seems to have been replaced by the
screen, that is, the screen as black hole that brings
other space times into the present tense of our living
environment. The screen as black hole embodies
the endless four-dimensional space and paradoxical,
overlapping ‘space within space’.

The screen functions a bit like a wormhole that
connects two distant spaces and times by bringing
them close together in space time, like the screen
does every day with sitcoms and news. This is
a type of cathode ray spatial disjuncture, which
has become our everyday spatial experience
since the advent of the television. The screen has
accustomed us to a sense of space-time disjuncture
(and spatial morphology disjunctures) within our
intimate architectural spaces. This is a real spacetime disjuncture: the news taking place in another
continent yesterday in contrast to our place and time
today in our living room. Slicing and juxtaposing
spatial types and functions is an architectural
expression of this modern sensibility.

The NGV Splatter Pavilion process photos
showing the act of pouring the pavilion form
into the sculpture garden. The scale shift and
design-action create a particular spatial zone
within the surrounding environment.

If the television screen (and other screens) act as
black holes, then the everyday occurrence of this
in our lives would accustom us to a certain type of
subliminal ‘black hole effect’ in our everyday spatial
experience. The screen system is part of the suboptic background to our experience of black hole
architecture, interior space and our experience of
reality.

This space-time disjuncture is harder to actualise
in architecture, but it is something, which can be
virtualised in the idea of architecture and urbanism
in how we orchestrate (and juxtapose) movement,
flow and spatial types and configurations (as well
as content). It is a concept which can, and has been,
explored in architecture since the conceptual spacetime disjuncture between inside and outside in the
raumplan of Loos and the free plan of Le Corbusier’s
white cube with free (chaotic/cinematic) interior.
It is a conceptual shift in architectural composition
that organises space and surface in sheets of time,
not by continuous movement. Paul Virillio’s ‘The
Overexposed City’16 touched on the cathode ray as
the new city gate, the camera and screen as the new
barrier. The screen helps us understand the individual
object and its placement in the wider field of reality,
46
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Paul Virilio The Overexposed City, Zone, 1980.
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Screen space disjuncture brings faraway space and time into
the present space of the living room. This can also mean two
different spatial systems. Juxtaposing spatial systems is one
possible way of expressing the space time shift common to
screen-space relations in everyday spatiality.

as well as the surface experience of the object (our
conditioning to it) and the relation of interior/exterior
of the object and the configuration of spaces and
functions (content) in the object. How the surface of
the architectural object works as an event-horizon to
the black hole interior has similarities to the screen in
all its manifestations.
If there is a link between our spatial relation to the
screen and the illusion of space, depth and time
within the screen, and a resulting effect in our
experience of surface and architectural objects,
then we must look at all the possible ways of
understanding this spatiality. This would include an
analysis of the structure of the screen as well as the
media in general.17 This will be elaborated later in the
discussion of ‘screenness.’
It is possible to see our experience of the
architectural object in urban reality as being like a
galaxy of screens, as ‘worlds within worlds’, grafted
together in the one reality and made manifest by
‘architectural black holes’, like a Haruki Murakami
or William Gibson novels.18 The objects and spaces
we design help define our shifts in the perceptions,
experience and understanding of reality, the
paradoxical ‘impression’ of space time disjuncture,
and allow for our tendency to mentally exist
simultaneously in multiple worlds-within-worlds,
of conflicting coexisting ideologies and spatial
formations like an ever multiplying feedback loop.
Image is Reality / The Feedback Loop
How can we conceptualise the organisation,
distribution and ‘event-horizon’ of these architectural
black holes in an image saturated society? Point a
camera at a TV screen with a live image feeding from
the camera to the TV and back to the camera until
you have a CCTV feedback loop. There is a feedback
loop within our universe, in which the real feeds into
image and then is projected back as an ‘image-ofreality’ into our ‘reality’, becoming part of the real,
that is then fed back into ‘image’ in a constant loop.
Both image and reality are aspects of the real. Here
the ‘image of reality’ is repeatedly grafted to the
reality it presents like in a hall of mirrors. Jean-luc

17

I will discuss the relation of the screen to our perception
of architectural surface in ‘Screenness – Black Hole Surface’ as well
as in relation to the design of the PEP Dandenong. The screen’s
relation to the interior will be also be discussed in relation to the
free plan in the last part of this section.
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Toby Reed and Anna Nervegna “The William Gibson
Interview” Transition.
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Internal view of the front screen wall cavity of the PEP
Dandenong. What appears dark in daytime from the
outside becomes a window from the inside. These areas
light up with moving LED lights at night time giving a
varied impression of screen depth.

External view of the PEP Dandenong showing the
perforated screen-skin with optical gradated black hole
surface to the plaza.
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Godard’s post-68 position on the cinema, from La
Chinoise (Jean-Luc Godard 1967) on, would seem
to imply that any understanding and experience of
reality must include within it the structure of the
ways of perceiving that reality, including image.
The screen is a common surface that brings spacetime disjuncture in to the everyday. The surface of
the screen separates and brings together alternate
spatialities, space and time, and does the same with
the image/reality relation. In the same way that the
feedback loop fuses and grafts image and reality, one
within the other, to the same surface, we see a similar
effect with the architectural object in the wider field
of reality. A building or interior might appear as
image through its difference from the everyday, but
it is actually the disruption of the surface of the real
(real grafted with image) via the designers ideas and
actions, intentional or not.
By making ideas into (built) reality, architects
conceptually turn image into reality. This constant
everyday process creates a type of feedback loop
between idea/image and reality, where one is inside
the other and is multiplied infinitely to a point
where they cannot be separated. The daily practice
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Intersecting loops and nodes of space junk
black hole buildings make up a diagram of the
experience of the modern city.

of an architect is to conceptually and practically
insert a concept or idea into the real, resulting in
a black-hole effect of a few or multiple objects as
disruptions of the real side by side in the city. These
objects can form spatial events which trigger a
relation with the real (as the wider field of reality
often goes almost unnoticed). Once an idea is built
it spreads throughout the reality of the city and the
environment as other buildings are influenced by it.
The image rides shotgun to reality. Architecture
shows that reality and image are like a feedback
loop endlessly infecting one another, ultimately
inseparable and creating an unknown space between.
The world has no Platonic hierarchy with separated
image and ‘actual’ reality. Both are always there and
always evolving, mutating, returning. The image is
part of the real, grafted like looping CCTV footage.
Guy Debord predicted the current situation of the
image in modern society accurately. Debord wrote:
“The spectacle is not a collection of images, but a
social relation among people, mediated by images.”19
Part of what Debord describes here seems to be a
kind of feedback loop in our lives. On an architectural
or urban level, it is not just images (with their
relation to signs and abstraction) but architectural
surface and space. We cannot separate reality from
its images as they keep moving inside each other,
becoming one another, becoming part of an evershifting looping reality.
For this loop to overcome Platonic hierarchies of the
image, reality must not only have the image within
it, inseparable, but also the apparatus for creating
images and the experience of looking, blended within
its very being, to some degree. This is the reality of
the image embedded in everything, every space,
every surface. It is the building of the structure
of consciousness and thought into the physical
architectural reality of the object.
The architectural surface, which at times acts like a
screen or event horizon between the external field
and interior of the object, may sometimes appear as
image spread throughout the reality of the city, but
is actually part of the surface of the real. The idea
has become reality (not representation). The relation
of interior/exterior to the real/image binary in the
contemporary city is like the sliding of reality into
image then into reality (and back again ad infinitum)
of the feedback loop of a camera pointed at its own
52
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Debord, The Society of the Spectacle, 1:4, page 2.
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The loop also has infinite possibilities for the
structuring of the black hole field and internally.
Nietzsche’s eternal return is a way of conceiving
of objects (and space) outside the system of the
Platonic theory of forms. 20 The constant appearance,
disappearance and reappearance of objects that
often appear the same but are actually each time
different, with no original, ideal or model to base a
hierarchy on. The loop of the eternal return also has
similarities to the looping compositional strategies of
video art, cinema and the feedback loop: co-existing
loops, loops of repetition and difference within the
loops, loops organising the scattering of objects (on
the macro and micro scale both interior, exterior and
urban). This is a system which produces diversity.
With these tendencies implicit in the loop, we can
see that it may have interesting implications for the
structuring of architectural and urban compositional
strategies. As a diagram there is also a strong
connection between the loop and the Moebius Strip.
We can see the loop structure working explicitly in
Peter Eisenman’s Max Reinhardt Haus tower project
(1992) and OMA’s CCTV, but we also see it working
implicitly in the 1920s plans of Mies’. In Mies we see
scattered matter forming nodal points in endlessly
repeating space which then become buildings at
clusters of intensity. The implication is that the
system keeps repeating and scattering ad infinitum,
and at some point the elements would loop around
to something similar (but different) to the start point,
and then keep on looping. The world becomes an
expanded field of scattered objects, elements. We
can see that the loop is a particularly modern sense
of composition and structure, with close links to the
screen via the feedback loop and filmic form, that
has profound implications to the composition of
interior and exterior space and form in architecture
and the city and the dispersion of objects on all
scales, both interior and urban.

The inaccessible/mysterious interior
PEP Dandenong interior showing the soundproofing.

screen. We can now see that in architecture there
is not a loop from reality to image and back again.
One or the other may appear dominant at certain
moments but actually the loop is the two fused as
one all the way.

The loop has multiple possibilities for architectural
composition, both in the plan and everything else.
Besides describing the grafting and blurring of
image and reality and space-time in the black hole
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Deleuze, Gilles. Nietzsche and Philosophy. Translated by
Hugh Tomlinson. Columbia University Press. New York. 1962. 1983.
P. 24-25.
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city, the loop can also be a structuring device for
the city, the building, the interior, which produces
constant variation. The field of urban sprawl is made
of multiple loops of buildings randomly scattered
like asteroids. The modern sprawl of scattered space
junk is made for the feedback loop. The feedback
loop is a system of the image and the real which can
help order the architectural vortex of the black hole
system, and also provides multiple structures for the
production of architectural variation and diversity,
mediating the event-horizon/surface between the
black hole interior and the black hole city.
The endlessly mutating and shifting loops with
varying intensities of objects (and spaces) help form
overlapping impressions of black hole zones in the
city or suburbs which work in a more subliminal or
diluted way than the intense black hole object within
or near the zones.

Space junk is a conceptual framework for the
architectural object that allows us to work with
the characteristics of the black hole system. It has
possibilities for the event-horizon/surface interface
between the wider field of reality and the individual
nodal points of objects and interiors. The building
as space junk allows for a rethinking of architectural
object/context relations and can help define relations
to space, time, image and reality common to the
black hole system and our screen experience. It is
also able to interact with and explore, the relations of
the chaotic scattered object in the spreading loops
of modern sprawl, described by Rem Koolhaas.21
There are many buildings and built situations for
which the metaphor of space junk is useful as a way
of generating architecture and urbanism. The space
junk metaphor can help negotiate issues of context,
function, semiotics and typology. Koolhaas’ seminal
essay Junkspace22 feeds off and inverts a space junk
metaphor to describe what Henry Miller termed the
‘air-conditioned nightmare’, the ever-spreading and
mutating architecture of the mall, the airport, the
debris of modernisation/modernism. Is it possible
that continuing the metaphor and conceiving of

The Arrow Studio as e blurred reflective black hole
surface dropped into the countryside like space junk.

Space Junk Architecture
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Koolhaas, Rem. “Whatever Happened to Urbanism?”
SMLXL. The Monacelli Press, New York, 1995, second edition 1998.
Pp. 959-971.
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Koolhaas, Rem. Junkspace – the Debris of Modernization.
Project On the City 2 – Harvard Design School Guide to Shopping.
2001, Taschen. Koln pp. 408 – 421.
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The modern city is defined by a complex relationship
between flow and disjuncture. The open and
overlapping loop controls the flow of the city and
interior and space junk controls the internal and
external disjunctures of the object. To work with
this sprawl of disconnected but continuous looping
junkspace of the modern world, space junk can
help us explore the complexity and depth of the
architectural object in the individual instance. If, as
Walter Benjamin implies, we experience everyday
architecture in a distracted state, then much of reality
goes unnoticed or is blurred.23 The conscious space
junk building can wake us to a recognition of the real.

The NGV Splatter Pavilion creates a frozen
liquid vortex in the National G allery of
Victoria’s sculpture garden. The curved space
is aimed at Willem de Kooning’s sculpture in
the foreground.

buildings as space junk might be a way of working
with and countering the effects of the present
situation? This could be a useful way of working with
the seemingly endless unplanned sprawl of modern
civilisation, making the anti-dote from the disease.
Junkspace is what connects and dissolves the object
into endless amorphic and seemingly unplanned
airconditioned space, whereas space junk is what
separates objects. In this separation forms a new
type of relation which reconfigures the notion of
connection.

In their 1970s science fiction, novel “Roadside Picnic”
Arkady and Boris Strugatsky portrayed an almost
present-tense world in which aliens go spacetripping around the universe, stopping off at various
worlds with curb appeal for an outer-space variation
on the roadside picnic. They leave behind alien
space junk like humans leave cigarette butts and tin
cans by the freeway. These space junk objects are
recognised by humans but not totally understood.
The humans study the space junk like unknown but
possibly understandable data, trying to find out the
answer to the gravitational and space-time bending
effects of the zone in which the junk was left. The
space junk is recognisable but unknowable, it seems
to have an aura, a perceptual and a physical effect
on the surroundings in which it lands. The stalkers
enter the zone and steal the space junk, selling it on
the black market as scientists hope to find answers
and others, propelled by the hype surrounding the
space junk, hope to find the mythical eldorado of
the space junk that will solve all their problems
and desires. The Strugatsky brothers later wrote
the screenplay for Andre Tarkovsky’s Stalker, a
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Walter Benjamin describes our modern experience of
architecture as distracted.
Benjamin. The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,
Illuminations.
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The Arrow Studio 2013
The building as blurred reflective vortex in the back yard
facing the bush. The studio is sited as if it has
randomly fallen onto the site like space junk.

variation on the concept of Roadside Picnic, utilising
the loop structure and space junk together. The
idea of buildings as the space junk left over from
intergalactic picnics is evocative for the conceiving of
architectural insertions into the modern sprawl and
built environment in general.
Our relation to buildings, objects, matter and the
fragment, and how we experience and understand
them can be enlightened by conceiving of them as
space junk. One of the many ways of thinking about
this is how the Strugatsky’s describe our relation
to the space junk after the alien visit to the zone.
But there are other levels of the metaphor as well.
Outside the world of science fiction, space junk is
man-made debris floating in zero gravity, littering
the universe. Our experience of buildings, spaces and
junk triggers consciousness on levels of experience,
recognition and cognition and the space between
these. What are the characteristics of Space junk?
Primarily there is the effect of the object (space,
surface or fragment) on the viewer, the zero gravity
displacement, the unknowable depths of the reality
of the object, and the knowledge of the object as
other. There is also the notion of architectural or
urban trash which forms the background to much
of our everyday. This is not just the intended effect
of the ‘author’ of the work, but more importantly
the accidental effects too. Space junk has certain
characteristics which are relevant: In the space junk
metaphor there is a sense of the disconnection within
the sign, as the meaning of the object is ambiguous
and not totally knowable. This is a variation of
modernism via a type of form-follows-function from
another planet, in which the whole building has an
‘unknown’ but detectable functional logic, like a
fragment of a lunar module. We cannot begin to fully
understand it without delving deeper. The full reality
of the object can never be fully understood. This
way of conceiving buildings mirrors our relation to
the real. It is also an apt description of much of the
modern built environment.
Space junk describes our seemingly accidental
urban mess. A conscious use of this metaphor can
contextualise insertions into the mess but also trigger
consciousness, while also sometimes informing the
object with a self reflexiveness.
Louis Sullivan’s ‘form follow function’ had the
intention of a direct semiotic relation between
signifier and signified, form and content. The
60
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semiotic implications of space junk would possibly
break this relationship or complicate it, invert it,
reverse it, mystify it. The space junk complication of
the sign’s signifier/signified relationship is relevant
to the individual architectural object/space/event
but also in the analysis of typology, and urban
morphology, the relation of the interior to exterior
reality and object/context relations. There is a
disconnection, a disruption, between all of these.

The object/context disjuncture common to both
the readymade and the suburban sprawl can be
manipulated and mediated to interesting ends via
the space junk model. The object/context disjuncture
of the modern world relates to the space-time and
image-reality dis-junctures and grafting of the screen
experience and the black hole city. A space junk
system or metaphor is a system for exploring context
relations in new ways. It allows for various other
issues to enter the design rather than just those in
the immediate vicinity (reality) and determined by
obvious function or program. Space junk becomes
a methodology for inserting a set of alien relations
and elements into a context that might not seem
directly related to the immediate surrounds (social,
physical, morphological or political), but is actually
exactly what will achieve the unexpected (and
unpredictable), but desired result. Space junk as
framework allows for various other issues, political,
social or theoretical, to enter the design, when
previously they may be excluded due to the logic of
context or rational functional planning. This can be a
way of inserting a type of free association of objects
which trigger a contemplation of the nature of reality,
within the structure and space of the buildings in the
urban field.
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30 km Masterplan Sichuan. The Dazhou island as lensflare vortex is distinct from the other proposed reality
nodes dispersed over the city.

One significant experience of space junk and its
relation to architecture, is the building that is driven
by an internal logic of its own, an almost alien
logic, that makes sense to the ‘aliens’ or aerospace
engineers but not to us as pedestrians. This is the
half understandable building and half mysterious.
The building where there is not a straight continuity
between signifier and signified. Paradoxical
functionalism. So as a result we detect the presence
of a logic in the interior of the object but do not
actually know what that logic is. This can help
elaborate the experience of the pockets and folds of
reality in the black hole system of our environment
as the architectural object can awaken us to an
experience of the real.
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Black Hole Interiors
If the experience of the modern city is like a
scattering of overlapping zones and architectural
black holes, then what is the interior space of the
dispersed architectural objects? How is the interior/
exterior mediated? How can we negotiate the
modern sense of space-time overlap and spatial
disjuncture and that of the image/reality feedback
loop? The looping scattered field of objects and the
screen/event horizon to the interior of the house is a
good place to consider these issues.
The Raumplan of Loos and then the Free Plan
of Le Corbusier can be seen as cinematic spatial
disjuncture par excellence. The parallel of the white
cube exterior as three-dimensional white screen, with
dis-associative relation to a chaotic or picturesque
interior relates closely to the pre-television
experience of the cinema screen as white surface
with other spaces and temporalities inside it. 24

The Tea Room, Brunswick as displaced space junk object
placed precariously on the edge of an old factory.

Space junk is a useful working metaphor when
designing in the system of black-hole urbanism that
I have been describing. Space junk can help mediate
the wider reality field with the nodal point objects,
and the black hole interior. The space junk object/
building can act like a remnant/s, hint or portal to
another fold in the real. The compositional technique
of space junk could be one of the most effective
ways to interact with the system of modern sprawl by
creating scattered nodal points awakening us to the
depths of reality. These nodal points of space junk
relate to the structure of disconnected and looping
randomness of the sprawl. The event horizon of the
screen can be used to negotiate the wider field with
the interior of the object. This will be further explored
in a later chapter.

The free plan as outlined by Le Corbusier in point
three of his ‘Les Cinq Points d’une architecture
nouvelle’25 in 1926 and as elaborated in the Citrohan
houses conceived a disjuncture between the pure
white, repeatable exterior cube and the free (chaotic,
individual) interior. The free plan for Le Corbusier
also included the manipulation of the section. Le
Corbusier also explored this idea in his larger housing

24

This reading coincides with Beatriz Colomina’s analysis of
Loos and Le Corbusier in Privacy and Publicity – Architecture and
Mass Media.
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Frampton, Kenneth. Le Corbusier, Thames and Hudson
2001, p.72.
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schemes such as the Obus plan, where a single
building could foreseeably contain multiple pockets
of the real, and multiple lifestyles and ideologies.
In Le Corbusier’s Immeubles Villas project (1922)26
each unit can be seen as a positive and negative
screen-space for living. In the axonometric view, the
exterior space for each unit has a certain ‘screenness’
to it, predating Hitchcock’s Rear Window/screen
analogy. The interior view from the main living
positions the view simultaneously as nature
‘brought’ inside, plus nature on a big screen/window
as ‘readymade’. By the time he built the Unite in
Marseilles, the honeycomb pod of each apartment
became the primitive screen, the balcony/brise-soleil
area as screen-depth, a vague barrier which segued
the interior and exterior spaces, making the singular
boundary habitable. The brise soleil of Indian projects
such as The Millowners Building created a screen of
massive physical, habitable depth.

The ‘event-horizon’ interface between the surface or
image of the exterior reality and the interior space
was in Mies’ more fragmented than the white cube/
black hole formula of Loos and Le Corbusier. In Mies’
buildings, the gaps between the walls became black
holes to the interior experience which fragment into
the garden and the wider environment.
Mies’ take on the free plan was quite different and
equally as cinematic as Le Corbusier. He did not
foreground the disjuncture between white cube
and chaotic interior. To Mies the whole world was
a series of floating screens. The Barcelona Pavilion
and projects like the Brick Country House (1923)
proposed a vision of architecture as floating screens
of marble or glass (and in subsequent projects,
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Le Corbusier Vers Une Architecture p.246.

Deleuze, G., & Guattari, F. (1999). Year Zero: Faciality, A
Thousand Plateaus - Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Translated by
Brian Massumi. (The Athlone Press, London).

The domestic interior as a reality vortex distinct
from the surrounding environment in the W House
(2009). The effect is highlighted by the curved
relation of the light court to the circulation, the
kitchen and living/dining zones.

The white wall of 1920s modernism read as
a repeatable datum for an unknown interior
experience. The white screen-like surface played off
the dark windows and voids that acted as black holes
to the interior experience, connecting the interior
space and exterior reality like a wormhole. In ‘Year
Zero: Faciality’27 Deleuze and Guattari discussed
the white wall of signification and the black hole of
consciousness in terms of deterritorialisation from
face to landscape, and by extension we can apply
this to architectural surface.
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In certain situations the house becomes like a screen
for living in. The ‘event horizon’ surface between
the outside field of reality and an interior reality is
the architectural equivalent of the screen. The later
advent of the television screen and then the growing
proliferation of the perforated architectural surface
would begin to gradate the surface, the black hole
and the void into the space of the surface that blurs
into the interior spaces, like the television screen
mediating the internal space of the living room in
which it is placed with the other space-time inside
the screen.
The 1920s white cube with other or chaotic (free)
interior containing unknown internal experience
multiplied to the scale of the apartment block (for
example in Le Corbusier’s Immeubles Villas project,
1922) and then gave way to the possibility of the
multiplied Chicago frame (of Colin Rowe) and
Koolhaas’ Manhattan frame, where each grid module
could contain a different lifestyle, ideology, program
and style. 28

The front of the Working Drawing House (1998)
has the 1:1 scale working drawing as an ephemeral
screen-like barrier to the interior experience.

floating screens of paintings and landscape views).
Here the outside world too becomes screen, which
is glimpsed between ‘shots’ as we move through the
space and the walls of marble and glass converge
and diverge to reveal ever-changing views to other
layers of space both interior and exterior. Walls as
screens fold around space. In Mies’ 1934 Project for a
Court House with Garage, the wall/screens bend and
fold in space as if by the impact of the movement
of the car into the garage which plunges into and
curves the space of the house in true space-time
fashion. The curvature of space is explicit. That
our vision curves around with space but has the
impression of being straight is something that Mies
seemed to understand. Roof and ground plane of
this and the Barcelona Pavilion are also conceived of
as screens of marble, plaster and water floating on
the tabula rasa of the planet earth. The ‘service core’
of the Farnsworth House is essentially an expanded
screen-wall with services hidden in the expanded
cavity.

The black hole system is partly an investigation
into how we experience reality through a cinematic
filter and partly an investigation into how we
can investigate the nature of reality through the
architectural object. Central to the cinema is the
binary of the reality/image. Actually everything is
68
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Koolhaas, Rem. “’Life in the Metropolis’ or ‘The Culture of
Congestion’” Architectural Design 47, no. 5 (August 1977). P. 321.
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The black-hole concept shows us how, by eclipsing
the classical concept of a single unified space
and time, it can open us up to an architecture and
urbanism which is multi-dimensional and more in
keeping with modern theories of perception and
experience (as demonstrated to us by cinematic
subjectivity and objectivity) and scientific knowledge
of the object. In this world of multiple, spliced,
juxtaposed, overlapping glitches in the surface of
reality that architects (and others) design, everything
is real. The black hole system of architecture shows
us a glimpse of how buildings are subliminally
experienced and how even the most ordinary undesigned space junk lying on the side of the freeway
can provoke a consciousness of reality.
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The NGV Splatter Pavilion creates a frozen liquid
spatial vortex in the National G allery of Victoria’s
sculpture garden. The spatial channel is aimed at
Willem de Kooning’s sculpture in the distance.

real. The cinematic influence on our experience of
the real is not about us seeing reality as image, but
how the cinematic dialogue of reality and image (or
reality and fiction) actually helps us understand the
nature and complexity of reality. The so called ‘fake’
cinematic experience which has infected our reality
and the structuring of our experience of reality and
our spatial sense can actually allow architectural
spatial points (or objects, surfaces) where
clarification of the real becomes almost tangible.
If much of our reality is taken for granted, but
operates partly as a black hole system which is often
unconscious, then the specific black hole objects and
zones can be architecturally worked to encourage a
contemplation and understanding of reality in all its
complexity.
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Still from The Story of the Kelly
G ang (Tait 1906), the worlds first
feature film. The interiors were shot
in the St Kilda studios.

The Black Hole Interior
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Free Plan + Cinema =

Melbourne was home to the birth of the feature
film in 1906. The film ‘The Story of the Kelly Gang’
(Tait 1906) had a running time of over an hour. It
only remains in fragments now but iconic images
of the final shootout and interiors patterned by the
distortion of disintegrating film are easily accessible.
Much of this movie was filmed in St Kilda, the same
suburb in which Anna Nervegna and I designed the
WD House (Working Drawing House) in 1996-8.
The knowledge of the importance of this cinematic
moment, locally and to world cinema, infected our
initial thought process when designing the house.
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We experimented with the diagram of the white
cinema screen with chaotic cinematic spatiality
relating to the white cube of modernism with free
plan interior. This is made into an experience with
the 1:1 working drawing as ephemeral barrier making
the exterior of the cube become like a screen,
almost a credit sequence, which you pass through
into a cinematic black hole that is spatially complex
but simple in its surface treatments. The exterior
surface takes on the reflexive ephemerality of the
screen as vague barrier between outside reality and
interior chaos. The interior surfaces are treated as
readymades, an off-the-shelf mixture of modernist
cube with warehouse style plywood.
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Working Drawing House 1998

The Working Drawing House 1998
The facade has an ephemeral barrier of a 1:1 scale
architectual working drawing made from reflective
road sign tape which negotiates the exterior order and
interior chaos.

The WD House, was the first architectural project
which we seriously experimented with the idea of
linking the free plan and the cinema. We consciously
pursued the idea of the plan libre of the Citroen
Houses as cinematic experience. In this house the
manipulation of the idea of the free plan, as chaotic
interior experience distinct from the exterior cube,
was expressed primarily in the section. The interior
was manipulated in section as much as possible to
create a sense of the tracking through space in the
interior. In order to inject the plan with the cinematic,
we endeavoured to make the circulation through
the house as fluid and complex as possible, like a
Samuel Fuller or Orson Welles tracking shot. We
thought of the free plan as ‘free section’ combined
with circulation loops. The front and back of the
house, which was in a small St Kilda site, have the
notations from the working drawing inscribed at
1:1 scale in reflective road-sign tape. This defines a
sense of screenness at the barrier of the cantilevered
cube. The photos that John Gollings then took show
the play-off between the cube defining the site
envelope and the ephemerality of the barrier to the
inside aiming to define a sense of screenness. The
literalness of the gesture was influenced by JeanLuc Godard’s post 1968 films such as Tout Va Bien,
in which the reality of the sign is foregrounded
in its objectness, and also Duchamp’s use of the
engineering notation. The aim was to use cheap
materials in a tight area with many site restraints,
and to create an experience that you enter that was
distinct from the streets and buildings around it, and
also acknowledge the conditions of its production.
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Following pages: Sequence of interior views.

Exterior view and exploded perspective of the Working
Drawing House showing the exterior order and the
looping interior circulation.
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Exploded perspective of the
Working Drawing House showing
the use of levels to negotiate and
include the site within the spatial
loop.

Stills from The Story of the Kelly G ang
(Tait 1906), the worlds first feature
film, the interiors shot in the St Kilda
studios and exteriors in Heidelberg.

Previous pages: Working drawing from the
WD House 1997.

29

Soon after completing the WD House the screen as
boundary to the cube was explored again in the circle template
studio project. Here the brise-soleil was envisaged as a series of
circular holes based on the proportions of a circle template. Like
the working drawing graphic, this was intended as a peripheral
barrier that foregrounds the process of construction of the image.
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Over: Still from the video Future Happiness (2016)
showing the Arrow Studio and PEP Dandenong as floating space junk in an
urbanism of asteroids, space junk, cyclic loops of chaos and credit sequence
style signs floating in space. The video is framed as a science fiction ad for a
new alternate Melbourne and references Robin Boyd’s mid century architectural
critique in the titles to help convey a mixing of sheets of time.

In the WD House we aimed for a house diagram of
the screen as cube/surface29 with infinite varied depth
inside, like the space of a projected film or television
screen. This was to be further explored later in the W
House.

Side/rear views of the WD House.

The WD House was imagined as a screen for living.
There was an 8m height limit within which we had
to fit three levels and car parking. We excavated half
a level down for the basement car park and studio.
The main living, dining and kitchen floor is a split
level to fit over the parking ramp. For this level the
whole site is the room, starting on ground level in
the garden and cascading upwards to the lounge
which overlooks the street. The dining/kitchen area
is lower with a closer connection to the rear garden.
The demarcation of space is subdued and favours a
continuous flow, like a constantly moving tracking
shot. Spatially the whole site becomes part of a
continuous room, for both the main living level but
also to the studio level below. The three bedrooms
are on the top level. The arrangement and the flow of
spaces throughout the site gives a cinematic flow to
the everyday life inside.
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The W House (2003-09)
The ground floor plan relates to the site
like a pinball machine vortex which sucks
one into a spatial experience which is
simultaneously open and closed and
encourages multiple looping journeys
through the site.

White House Prahran 2009

The W House (White House Prahran), which I
designed in 2003 and was built in 2009, extended
this idea of the free plan as cinematic experience.
Here the free plan was diagrammed like a pinball
machine scattered with objects which would attract
and nudge us through the fluid spatial loops. The
idea of the tracking shot/point of view as fluid
movement through the house is more fully explored
than in the WD House. In both cases the house
is envisaged as the whole site, and the site as a
demarcated area of a larger field.
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The house is long and narrow, 28.5m x 6m, and the
site 43.5m long. As in the WD House, we wanted to
utilise the whole site as a spatial field. This would
increase the sense of space, which was a prime
concern of the clients due to the claustrophobic
spatiality of the Victorian house which we were
replacing. Our client, the gallery director Anna
Pappas, wanted an open plan, but her husband
wanted a closed plan with defined rooms. This
informed our thinking about the placement of
objects and elements on the plan and the implication
of spaces as zones with overlapping regions, where
one could feel as if you were in a room or an open
plane simultaneously. The aim was to explore
the grey area between open and closed, by the
seemingly random placement of elements which
form zones in the overall space. The placement of
elements was intended as a scattering of looping
repetitions, where objects could scatter endlessly in
different formations.
Human movement through the house has been
orchestrated as a perpetual series of movement
loops, each time slightly different from the previous.
The experience internally is one of expanding space
with the impression that the internal space is larger
than the actual six metre wide block and is part of an
expanded field. The flow through the house is one of
expansion and compression of elastic perception and
real objects and submerged images. Films typically
play with the expansion and contraction of space,
often by a total mismatch of exterior location with
interior set (such as the caravan in Raising Arizona)
and this became the aim for the narrow width of the
W House.

The W House (2003-09)
The front of the house aims for a zero degree
abstraction but still reveals readable traces of a ‘2’ or ‘?’.
The cuts into the white walls create black hole-like voids
and an interlocking of the exterior site with the interior
experience on all levels, including basement gallery.

The desire to create a cinematic experience became
more explicit in the W House with the creation of
an abstract, looping, experience of a stripped down
reality. Here I was thinking of an architectural space
that would strip back, reconfigure and redistribute
the elements like John Coltrane or Ornette Coleman’s
free jazz experiments in playing a vaguely familiar
song. When Leon van Schaik wrote about the house
in AR, the title of the article was appropriately Free
Form,30 evoking the free jazz which had influenced
the design.

30

The free jazz of Ornette Coleman had been important to
my early creative thinking and was reinforced when watching him
perform in Italy.
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The W House
Entry stair and detail of handrail made of
reinforcing rod. The stair ballustrade creates
a screen of optical blur using raw reinforcing
rods placed diagonally,
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I saw the loop structure in terms of Nietzsche’s
Eternal return. The appearance of a looping series of
objects, elements and matter scattered and repeat,
but each time with difference. The W House plan,
and the general thinking behind symmetry, order
and plans relate to notions of loops, repetition
and difference scattered in an endless field of the
modern world. The repeating loop, where the start
is the same as the end, structures many of my film
projects, particularly 25 FPS (which I was re-working
at the time of the W House design) and later Future
Happiness.
In the WD House we explored the free plan as a
cinematic vortex, behind a stripped-back façade
with the working drawing at 1:1 scale, attempting
to create a mini-world/reality and psychic spacetime disjuncture between inside and outside. This
continued into the design of the W House where the
concept of the black hole works on an intense but
subtle way by creating an intense interior of objects
and space stripped of signification.
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Our client was eager for the house to be as abstract
as possible. I therefore attempted to submerge all
signification as much as possible, knowing of the
impossibility of totally eradicating signification or
images. The house evolved into a field of objects
with submerged signification. The main stair that
one passes when first entering the house is made of
cantilevered concrete treads hidden behind a veil-like
screen of diagonally spaced reinforcing rods. This
is in lieu of the usual handrail or glass wall. This was
intended to create a screen-like blur of static around
the everyday object of the stair.

Intersecting the light-court and kitchen is an angled
series of steps that plunge the dining/living down
into a conversation pit. The Kitchen space is an
angled wall with triangular window which hovers
over the dining area.
The steps leading to the sunken entertaining area
and fireplace form a picture view of the rear garden,
which is all part of the one space. The fireplace is
another abstracted object sticking to the periphery
where the boundary line inexplicably shifts. The
garden is part of the living room and forms a
positive/negative space of interior/garden like in
some of Mies van der Rohe’s early houses. The
elements which form the kitchen and living areas
such as the light court and fireplace as well as the
steps and front stair are treated as objects which
have randomly ‘landed’ in a spatial field.
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The W House
The entry stair made of concrete treads with
handrail and ballustrade made of reinforcing
rods attempt to raise the raw object to the
surface and submerge the sign.

The only way to get light into the middle of the
house, in the kitchen area, was the age old solution
to insert a light court. I drew a 9.5m diameter circular
light court and slid it over the boundary line so that
less than one quarter of the circle pushed into the
corridor space, faced the kitchen and the entry.
The side walls to the house are curved up to the
circle to increase the curvature of space and the
sense of flow through the house. The light court is
like a void floating in the field, intersecting with the
house boundary, as if randomly. I was well aware
of Roy Grounds’ modernist light court in his Hill
Street Toorak house (1953), but wanted to decentre
Grounds’ classicism by having the light court
randomly floating in an endless field, not classically
centred.
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Our client was eager for the front to be as abstract
as possible. The front, unlike the WD House, aims for
zero degree abstraction. I cut up the front façade
to connect the inside and outside spaces, through
balcony areas and window voids, to create a spatial
continuity between the house and the site. However,
we found that no matter how much you submerge
signification, unintentional images tend to form in the
abstraction. Hidden geometries of the number ‘2’ and
‘?’ remain in the abstract surface of the front façade,
working on our subconscious optics. I sometimes
referred to the house as the ‘? House’. The WD
House defined the abstract cube with an ephemeral
barrier and here the white cube is cut away at so as
to interlock the interior with the surrounding reality,
pulling you into a vortex in a different way. In this
way the house works like a white wall surface with
cut-away black hole vortex’s to the inside experience.

The W House
The ground floor dining area
looking past the curved space of
the light court and kitchen area.

The front entry stair also leads down to a basement
gallery with stair as diagonal slash of plasterboard,
with the same floating concrete treads, and 50mm
reinforcing rod hand-rail. The hand-rail is the largest
piece of reinforcing rod available and pushes the
experience of the element beyond the idea of a
handrail to the raw material of the steel rod. The
skylight at the end of the basement gallery connects
the exterior above to the interior below, like a spatial
plug.

If the white cube of modernism could be seen as
relating to a cinema screen, then the front of the
White House is like an expanded, fractured screen.
It is bent, cut and perforated to force a compression
and expansion, that enables the free plan to feel
more scattered. The white surface of the exterior
interlocks with and creates a feedback between the
scattered loop of objects inside and the open plane
of the exterior urban fabric. The slicing into the
façade forms an interlocking between the elements
of the house and the wider environment.
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Elements like the stair and the projection-hole
windows explored a sense of ‘screenness’. The
staircase screen was a conscious experiment in
making a wall into a screen-like optic blur. The
diagonally placed reinforcing rods placed in space
near the cantilevered concrete stair treads give
the impression of a field of static and made me
interested in exploring the texture of the screen in
physical space, an interest which soon moved into
the PEP Dandenong. These worked mainly as an
attempt to manifest a particular, intense experience
of ‘reality’, creating a vortex of experience distinct
from the surrounding environment, like a black hole
effect, with a loop structure of scattered event zones
and elements, stripped of sign value as much as
possible with meaning and content submerged. This
created a very distinct experience of reality which
one feels strongly when moving from the exterior
through to the interior.
The notion of architecture as space junk was often
present during the design, particularly due to local
town planning guidelines and the interference from
local authorities and neighbours. In an inner city
site it is almost impossible to design a consistently
autonomous piece of architecture with desired
proportional structure. The negotiations with
neighbours and the council in order to meet an
agreed interpretation of the regulations meant that
the breaking of the design into distinct elements
became not only a preferred option but a necessity.
The cutting away of sections of the plan or visual
bulk lead to undesired structural solutions and

Exploded perspective of the W House ground floor
showing the elements dispersed over the site and
the pinball machine like squeezing of movement
through the site.

The holes perforating the front and rear facades
were subliminally influenced by the idea of the
screening room and images in films, which in turn
are influenced by the spatiality of the cinema such as
the bullet holes in the Coen Brothers Blood Simple
(1984).31 This projection room/cinema image had
definite architectural precedents. The windows in Le
Corbusier’s Ronchamp are like the wall of a cinema
projection booth meets Chartres cathedral. The
form of Marcel Breuer’s Witney Museum is like the
section of a cinema, but with his signature projecting
windows (Ronchamp in section without the cavity
wall), reads more like an inside-out projection booth,
projecting outwards to the city.

31

As well as the scenes in Patty Hearst (Paul Schrader 1988),
with the perforated walls which light up like rays from a projection
booth, and, and Kathryn Bigelow’s Near Dark (1987).
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The kitchen and sunken level of the
dining/living area of the W House
ground floor.
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The designing of the WD House and the W House
made me think that there could be a symbiotic but
accidental structural link between the white screen
of the early cinema and the white cube of early
modernism.

Views from the kitchen looking at the
sunken level of the dining/living area
of the W House ground floor.

spatial dis-junctures. I came to see the forced coming
together of the elements as a ‘landing’ of elements,
with the randomness that this implies. All the
elements are designed but have to come together
in a fragmented magnetic field along with the more
prosaic elements which become necessary to hold
it all together. This made me think that a space
junk analogy could be useful for these situations,
as the design necessarily became a constellation
of ‘designed’ elements alongside the seemingly
un-designed or fragmented which are the result
of random acts of bureaucracy. I realised that this
problem could be made into a productive design
strategy, which could help decentre the classical
tendencies within architecture.
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Views of the W House ground floor (from L
to R) the dog’s window at the front, the light
court and stair from the kitchen and the living
area from the rear garden.
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The first floor plan and view
of open plan bathroom/
bedroom/ deck.
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The basement/gallery plan
and views of the W House
basement.
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View of the front of the W House
ground floor showing the dog’s window
and the window to the basement
gallery below.

Exploded perspective of the W House
ground floor showing the elements
dispersed over the site and the pinball
machine-like squeezing of movement
through the site.
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The End . . . of Space
The birth of the cinema marked the symbolic death
of architecture and the social/urban experience as
it had been known up to that point. Before 1895
our spatial sensibility, including our perception,
experience and expressions of movement and
time, were to a large extent defined architecturally,
especially in the urban environment. Since 1895 that
situation has slowly dissolved, mutated and evolved
so that our experience of space, movement and
time are infected by the screen in all its forms. The
cinema, the screen and other mutant offspring of the
cinematic system and media have opened the doors
to a spatial subconscious and has shown us new
ways of understanding our relationship to the world,
which in a way, was the way we have always related
to our environment but we were unaware of it. Even
though it was staring us in the face, via nature, it
took the screen to show us this.
Reality is Cinematic
In many ways the cinema has become a model
for our universe, defining much of our spatial
perception. The universe has slowly become more
like the static blur of an ever-expanding screen,
made of atoms and electrons buzzing through space
and our bodies.
“The sky above the port was the colour of television,
tuned to a dead channel.”32
The opening lines of William Gibson’s Neuromancer
describe a television sky, the world as Cinema, the
tabula rasa as screen. Once the physical world was
primarily defined by architecture, now it is defined
by cinema, the media and the image, but we keep
building objects. Jean Luc Godard said “Everything
Is Cinema”33. Architecture was the most significant
spatial model for our world and our physical
existence and experience, but that model has shifted
to the cinematic in all its forms. Gilles Deleuze saw
the cinema as a model for our universe. “The cinema
has given birth to its own signs, whose classification
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William Gibson. Neuromancer and Reed, Toby and
Nervegna, Anna. “The William Gibson Interview” Transition #47, pp.
82-85, 1995.
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Brody, Richard. Everything is Cinema – the Working
Life of Jean Luc Godard. Holt Paperback 2008. Godard said
“Everything Is Cinema” in an interview and Brody used it for the
title of his book.

belongs to the cinema. But once they are born, these
signs cascade elsewhere, and the world becomes
cinematic.”34 For Deleuze the cinema has produced
a few models which can be used for our world, and
will continue to produce new models. The cinema
of Eisenstein, which favoured a model based on
movement and dialectics, conforms to the model
of what Deleuze calls an ‘open totality’. Here the
relations of individual shot to montage is configured
in a way that any change in shot makes changes in
the whole. The post WW2 cinema of Godard and
Resnais favours a time based model, as opposed
to movement. Here images are connected through
irrational discontinuous junctures. Godard’s films did
not try to create a classical impression of cohesive
cinematic movement. Classical cinema structured
shots and series of shots in relation to movement, to
give the appearance of a spatially rational screenspace and time. This began to Change after Orson
Welles’ Citizen Kane (1941) in which the film is
structured in distinct sheets of time, relating to
various characters flashbacks. With Godard, the
relation of shot to shot and scene to scene became
discontinuous and no longer motivated by classical
notions of continuous movement. Non-chronological
time became the structuring device for what often
appeared as disjunctured collage. We can see these
systems working in modern architecture.
The World is Yours 35
Gil Scott-Heron’s proto-rap song ‘The Revolution Will
Not Be Televised’ (1970) took the title from a popular
1960s black power slogan and projected a vision of
the world as television. In the song the dominant
ideology of the 1960s, comprising of sit-coms, soap
operas and commercials would be sidestepped by
the revolution, much like Debord’s detournement
of the ‘Society of the Spectacle.’36 Ten years later
Scott-Heron’s ‘B-Movie’ envisaged American reality
under Reagan as an all-encompassing B-Movie. It
would seem now that our relation to the screen and
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Deleuze, Gilles “On The Crystaline Regime” (interview with
Hors Cadre) Trans D.N Rodowick, in “Art And Text” Spring 1989
p.20. As is noted in footnote #3, Deleuze implies that whilst the
world makes the cinema, the cinema then makes the world, that
“the world is determined by, inflected, or resonant with a cinematic
logic.” P.22.
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The quote on the billboard in Scarface (Howard Hawks,
1932). The slogan was re-used in Brian de Palma’s 1982 remake and
has subsequently seeped into the popular consciousness via Hip
Hop (Nas’ Illmatic, 1994).
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Debord, Guy. The Society of the Spectacle. (book 1967,
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media is so intense that the notion of revolution,
change or critique coming from ‘outside’ the screen
apparatus would seem very unlikely. The screen, the
multi-perspectival point of view (both subjective and
objective), the screen apparatus in all its mutations
has become part of the surface of reality.
Our relation to matter had possibly always been a
subliminal, hidden structure of architecture. After
the Lumiere’s, it seemed that this relation had the
possibility of increasingly becoming actualised, as
the screen became a fixture of our urban experience
allowing for an increased relation of the sub-optic
experience. The screen became more prominent in
our environment, first interior and then also exterior,
first big, and then increasingly smaller like molecules
swarming our consciousness, and showing us parts
of reality which had always been present but hidden.
According to Kengo Kuma, media has connected us
to new relations outside the normal subject/object
relations favoured by pre-modern architecture.37
This has now opened up new spatial possibilities.
Our knowledge of scientific matter has combined
with our experience of the screen and with ‘natural’
experiences such as mist, water, liquid, flocks of birds
to make us aware of other spatialities.
If our world has been infected by a cinematic logic
then it would seem a logical step to explore how
architectural objects, like ‘ants’ buzzing in a blurred
screen of the tabula rasa, have been infiltrated and
changed by the new structures of experience from
the media. It seems that architects could now rethink
the various notions of the architectural object, as
well as architectural surface, space, the tabula rasa,
in terms of the experience of media, the science of
matter and the screen.

hidden structures to our architectural experience.
Not just Walter Benjamin’s ‘optical unconscious’38 but
also the cognitive structures which unconsciously
organise our everyday architectural experience.
The screen organises chaos into patterns, both
abstract and image based. Deleuze wrote “the screen
makes something issue from chaos”. 39 There is the
chaos of the modern world, the suburbs, the urban
sprawl, the city even the countryside. The building
can act as a screen which distils this chaos into
pattern, image or something else. There is the chaos
of the individual building and the surface sometimes
acts as an organising screen which forces this into
something. The environment and the buildings and
objects within it oscillate between abstraction and
image and these are made more succinct by a sense
of screenness.
Two interesting possibilities presented themselves
here. The tabula rasa is conceptually replaced by
the notion of screen and the building becomes an
abstract image in the wider screen of perceptual
reality; and the building as screen, an abstract
surface that mutates in the chaos and appears
sometimes as abstract with the void and black hole
as abstract experience and sometimes as image
constellations.
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Walter Benjamin. The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction. XIII p.15
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Deleuze, Gilles. “What Is an Event.” The Fold – Leibniz and
the Baroque. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993. pp.
76.

In what way is architecture cinematic? The obsession
with narrative, the ‘boy meets girl’ simplicity of the
story, totally sidesteps the more profound aspects
of the cinema (and television, or the screen in
general) such as the filmic experience, the cinematic
apparatus, our relation to the screen and image in
all its permutations and sizes, and the illusion of
movement and ‘reality’ on the screens surface. It is
these other aspects of the cinema which can reveal
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Kuma, Kengo. “Making a Connection: The Hyuga
Residence by Bruno Taut”. Anti-Object: The Dissolution and
Disintegration of Architecture. Translated by Hiroshi Watanabe, AA
Words 2, Series editor Brett Steele, p.31
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We have been channel surfing in the endless summer
of the cathode ray, searching for the perfect reality.
Remote control by our side, flipping distractedly
through black holes and half-tone surfaces, looping
randomly through space and time, floating in the
fuzzy blur of the endless screen.

Black Hole Surface / Screenness

We seem to have a new model by which we
understand spatial experience: the universe as
cinematic and buildings as screen-surfaces and
object/images mediating the black hole experience
of reality and the interior experience.
Reality, like the cinema, is experienced as a
constellation of points of view. To design buildings,
spaces or cities within this situation demands an
investigation of the changes that have taken place
in our everyday spatiality. In order to do this we
must make an attempt at a close up of the deep
infra-structure of architectural surface and spatial
experience, similar to what Walter Benjamin called
the optical subconscious.40
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PEP Dandenong after the completion
of the plaza and surrounding buildings
(2016). Lyons Community Centre is in
the distance at the end of the mall.

The birth of cinema was the beginning of the
realisation of our present spatial condition: the
beginning of a type of ‘screenness’. In many ways
this seems to have given physical expression to a
spatial situation that has possibly existed for milenia
but has been without dominant expression. The
audience reaction to the Lumiere’s ‘Arrival of a Train
at La Ciotat’ (1895) when the film first screened, was
to hide under the seats, and was prophetic of the
reactiveness that screenness would later bring to
the city. The Lumiere’s ‘Demolition d’un mur’ (1896),
a reverse motion of a wall falling down, exposed an
actual optic subconscious for the first time.
This meditation around the screen attempts to
explore aspects of how our sense of surface and
spatiality has altered as a result of the screens
increasing presence; on how the screen in all its
forms since 1895 has affected the experience and
production of buildings, space, surface, forms,
in the environment. The screen is part of the
hidden structure of our spatial experience and any
understanding of reality must include it. The screen,
as surface and as hidden spatial and temporal
structure, has aided the media in changing our
sensitivity to these seemingly new but actually old
relations to objects and buildings.
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Benjamin, Walter. “The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction” in Illuminations.
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One of the most important changes is the way
we experience space and surface. The screen has
reconfigured this experience in a unique way which
would seem to sidestep the metaphysical bind of
form/content, surface/space, body/soul, reality/
image, original/copy and so on. In some ways
we now know that our spatial consciousness has
possibly always worked this way, but the screen
and media has made this seem more acute and also
provides a hidden meta-experience of the natural
forces that make up our spatial consciousness.
The screen has had a subliminal influence on all the
arts since 1895. Mies’ Glass Skyscraper projects of
the early 1920s utilised German expressionism to
produce the first great essay in ‘screenness.’ These
projects are not actually expressionism at all, but
studies in immateriality, transparency, shadow and
reflection, all characteristics soon to be recognised
in the cinema (and the screen), particularly in the
German cinema of the 1920s. German expressionism
used acute angles, fractures and shadows for various
political and artistic motives often based around
an expressive angst. In the German cinema of the
1920s this was combined with the reflectiveness
and transparency inherent in film. Mies’ concern was
less expressionist but more intent on exploring the
spatial posibilities of reflection, superimposition and
shadow that were new possibilities for architecture.
Bruno Taut had utilised the angular and crystaline
before Mies, but Mies’ experiments were more like
the cinema that would follow.
Black Hole Surface
We have seen how our perception and experience
of the world is like a cinematic diagram of a
field scattered with intensities of groupings of
architectural black holes that at certain moments
appear as manifestations of reality. Some of these
nodal points can help trigger in us a reaction to
reality. Some of these black hole realities appear
as alternate reality but are actually disruptions of
the surface of reality. Certain disruptions can help
a recognition and contemplation of the depth of
the real and our relation to it. In this system the
scattering of black hole objects, like space junk in
the sprawl, can be related to the screen as a way of
helping us understand the system as how it relates
to us in our everyday lives, surrounded by various
screens and their offspring. The screen is like a black
hole in that both are a barrier that brings faraway
130

space and other time into close proximity, into our
living room and also in the myriad other places
where we experience the screen, from the country to
the city. An understanding of the screen can help us
understand structure of the event horizon between
the urban field, the object and the black hole interior.
The perceptual shifts in space, time, spatiality and
spatial morphologies that mark this transition can
have important possibilities for the architectural
object. Here we will look at the characteristics of
the screen that could form a sub-optic experiential
conditioning to our everyday experience of surface
and spatial transition, as well as some of the other
issues pertinent to the screen as a supernova surface
in our city of black holes.
Architecture manifests physically in the environment
like random plays of space junk falling in intersecting
loops. Buildings are dispersed over the countryside,
suburbia, the sprawl and the city in overlapping
loops, as isolated objects and clusters of varying
intensities, forming the impression of mini reality
vortices in our environment.
In this perceptual city infected by the cinematic, the
architectural object can play like an object/image
on the wider screen of the surface of reality. There
is also a possible shift in our relation to architectural
surface, which is a result of this screen exposure.
There has been a shift in the design of many
architectural surfaces, some of which seem to mutate
towards a condition of what I call ‘screenness’. How
we relate to surface is integral to understanding our
current spatial experiences. If a building sometimes
works like a black hole in our environment, as a
screen does, then it is worth investigating the
possibility of a structural/perceptual link between
the skin of a building and the screen. Building skin as
screen, as an event horizon or supernova to the black
hole experience of the objects interior.
In ‘A Thousand Plateaus’ Deleuze and Guattari
have written of ‘faciality’ in which they describe
the white wall of signification and the black hole of
consciousness and subjectivity. The model for this is
the face which de-territorialises over the landscape,
the orifices becoming black holes of consciousness.
We can easily relate this notion to the white walls
and shadowed windows of 1920s modernism,
particularly the free plan buildings of Le Corbusier
with their interior experiences distinctly separate
from the outside field. The perceptiveness towards
131
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Our relation to surface has always been a mixture
of objectivity and subjectivity. Our experience
of the surface of the screen is one of heightened
subjective perception. The influence of the screen,
which heightens the subjectivity, would now possibly
increase the importance of our subjective relation
to certain architectural surfaces. Constant screen
exposure would be subliminally increasing this
subjectivity towards screen-surface. The linking
of the black hole with consciousness, subjectivity
and surface helps us understand much of what has
happened to architectural surface in our media age.
We need to understand how some architectural
surface has slowly mutated towards a type of
screenness that allows for the black hole effect to
be more pronounced. It is also worth looking at the

Working drawing and photo of the W House stair
showing the optical screen barrier made from diagonal
reinforcing rods.

screens and the development of varying new wall
types which relate to screens opens up a multitude
of variations on this facial de-territorialisation which
forms a black hole of consciousness on surface. The
perforated white wall, as one common example, can
now gradate the white wall of signification and the
black holes of consciousness into the abstract blur of
the void and countless gradated variations.

structure of the screen, as a diagram of a certain
perceptual conditioning towards surface particularly
our subjective experience of surface, in order to
extrapolate certain relations, experiential effects and
tendencies within our experience of surface.
The screen is also like a perceptual void in which
surface appears to absorb space. Throughout
the twentieth century we can see a lineage in
architectural surface in which a strand of building
skins slowly seems to morph or mutate towards a
screen surface. The screen has a black hole effect
which is now bleeding out to architectural surface.
This is in regards to both subjective perception of
reality as well as space and time disjuncture, which
is a characteristic of the television in the living
room and the black hole in space. For example, the
screen, like the black hole, brings far away space and
alternate time zones into close proximity, causing a
perceptual space time disjuncture. Both the screen
and the black hole also embody the void. The screen
channels consciousness and subjectivity through
the surface void and black hole nodal points. The
architectural surface has within it the elements and
subjectivity of the black hole of consciousness, as
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this surface has become steadily more like a screen
surface it has become more prone to the void of the
black hole within its surface gradations.

screen surface causes a subliminal impression of
spatial absorbtion into surface. This creates what I
term ‘’screen-space.’’

For many years the static on the screen late at night
was one of our most common experiences of the
void. The screen (and screen-surface) as the void can
relate to the Buddhist Sunya, embodying both chaos
and emptiness and often within the abstraction of
the static blur lies a sliding scale between image
and abstraction that reverberates optically and
psychically. Deleuze discusses the relation of the
chaos of abstraction to the screen which creates
a “something’’ out of chaos 41, (possibly an optic
order or image). In the screen, not only do we have
space/time disjuncture, but we also have the surface
of the screen seemingly absorbing space into one
vague surface realm, creating a modern everyday
experience of the void.

The white wall (of signification) and the black hole
(consciousness) window/void often merge in the
modern surface, sometimes explicitly in the screen
wall, or screen-surface, and in the wall that has
absorbed the structure of the screen. In order to
understand this aspect of surface it is worth taking
a slight detour into the world of the screen to
understand the modern surface experience from the
point of view of the media.

The screen surface appears to absorb space through
the subjectivity of perception. The works of Nam
June Paik42 seem to make a connection between
the screen and the void. Besides video art, the void
also permeates the appearance of the television
screen in movies (Godard’s Prenom Carmen, 1983
or Tobe Hooper’s Poltergeist, 1982), especially when
the television is tuned to a dead channel and we
contemplate the static.
The experience of the void in the screen flows over
into screen-space and surface in architecture. The
static blur of the television screen with its sliding,
changing relation to chaos and image alerts us to
the spatiality of other pattern and texture fields,
including the spatiality of underwater, a school of
fish or flock of birds. 43 These can be found in the
variations of abstraction and image and perceptually
shifting depth of the surface screen, even the recent
digital images when glitching. In our experience of
architectural surface we begin to see a new relation
to certain surfaces: Perception combined with certain
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Deleuze, Gilles. “What Is an Event.” The Fold – Leibniz and
the Baroque. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993. pp.
76.
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For example Nam June Paik’s TV Buddha in AGNSW
– a CCTV with Buddha. Interestingly Tibetan Buddhists see no
distinction between reality and image/representation. Everything is
just levels of reality. This can be seen in the Kalachakra ceremony.
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Kipinis, Jeffrey. “(Architecture) after Geometry – An
Anthology of Mysteries – Case Notes to the Mystery of the School
of Fish.” In Architecture after Geometry. Architectural Design (AD).
Ed. Peter Davidson and Donald Bates. Profile number 127 pp. 42-47.

How does surface move from being objective to
becoming subjective? It seems worthwhile to analyse
the media and particularly the structure of the
screen to understand our perception and experience
of modern surface, to see how the perception of
space and depth becomes subjective and how that
effects our perception and experience of surface in
architecture.
Screenness is not only in the surface or space but
also in the perceptual and experiential apparatus
built (or evolved) within the subject in response
to a screen-saturated society. A sensitivity to this
screenness has likely evolved within our bodies
like our other senses have. Generations of screen
experience, direct and indirect, have affected our
sensibilities towards screens, space and surface (and
objects, some of which become screenlike). Just as
our mind has learnt to correct ‘natural’ vision,44 it is
possible we have learnt to filter experience through
the cinematic.
Our bodies inbuilt ‘screenness’ could be a pre or subsemiotic reactive energy relation. The screen is not
beyond the semiotic, but it has become part of our
deep subconscious optics and so it works partly in a
pre-lingual way. What is the space of the screen, of
screen-space?
The space of the screen defuses and blurs European
perspective traditions and Asian spatial traditions
into something slightly different. Toyo Ito detected
these changes early and explored it in the design
of the Sendai Mediatheque (1995-2000) in which
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The visual cortex correction that corrects upside-down
vision as a baby into a ‘normal’ view. This idea was utilised as the
basis of my exhibition for this project, using the idea that a basic
visual diruption causes a relection on the reality of our spatial
relations.
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The Expanded Screen / Actual + Perceived ScreenSpace
What is the ‘depth’ of screenness. How do we
quantify screen depth? What are the physical
characteristics of the screen which situate it in, and
help create a sense of screen-space? Experience of
surface is formed by perception and vice versa. The
screen has a ‘real’ thickness/depth and it has a space
behind it and a space in front of it. Screen depth
has two aspects: ‘real’ depth and the ‘impression’ of
depth. This includes ‘real’ space and ‘real’ time, and
the ‘impression’ of space and time shifts.
These two aspects of screen depth, real and
psychological impressions, also apply to the space
in front of the screen and its relation to the screenspace that is behind-the-screen. There is ‘real’ space/
time: the shift between outside ‘present tense’ and
inside ‘present tense’; and there is the ‘impressions’
of space/time shift: conceptual disjuncture of space/
time from ‘present’ to the ‘whatever’ on the other

The WD House 1:1 scale working drawing graphic creates a screen
barrier of graphic space around the cube exterior.

he connected the idea with the spatiality of media.
How consciousness works with and mediates the
subject/object relation has possibly been altered by
the media, or rather, the media has exposed how it
possibly always really was and accentuated it. Kengo
Kuma uses the spatiality of the media as a way of
forming his argument for the ‘Anti-object’. For Kuma
“electronic technology has caused a major change in
the connection between consciousness and matter.”45
Peter Davidson and Don Bates mapped out other
possible spatial possibilities, such as graphic space
and texture fields, beyond traditional geometry.46
Increasingly since 1895, media has helped redefine
all our relations. That has meant our relation to the
screen as dissolving, sometimes invisible object/
surface. Even our relation to non-screen objects
has now taken on aspects of screenness due to our
awareness from the conditioning of the screen and
media. Our spatial experience is infected by our
understanding of, and experience of media. The
space of the screen channel surfs us into an everexpanding and contracting indeterminate space of
perception.
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In some ways we can relate psychological depth
of the screen to an architectural equivalent of
Coleridge’s ‘suspension of disbelief’47, in which the
viewer of the play/film knows it is all acted but allows
him/herself to believe it is ‘real’. Similarly we know a
screen, wall or surface has a ‘real’ depth in space and
time – but we ‘allow’ the ‘impression’ of an imagined
depth (with possible variations and distortions
in space/time) to infiltrate our experience of the
screen/surface.
This ‘impression’ of depth (in media) varies
depending on the type of screen. When relating this
to architectural experience of surface this converts
to a vague sense of the possibility of depth in a
surface. Interestingly Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky
discussed the perceptual and the actual aspects of
modern transparency.48
The screenness of black and white cinema, with
fades, credits, overlaps and the out-of-focus, has
a particular sense of depth to it. Contrast this to
1950s cinemascope with its endless horizontality
and then the widescreen of the drive-in which has
physical architectural depth and structure, and then
the cathode ray depth of television space and digital
pixel-space (and scatter) and surveillance blur. The
screen has become smaller and multiplied. It is
everywhere.
The impression of depth in surface is influenced
by our constant exposure to cinematic techniques
such as deep focus, depth of field, zooms, camera
movements, editing techniques such as jumpcuts and fades as well as the subliminal cubism of
cinematic techniques evolving around the blurry
cinematic code of the 180 degree rule. This will be
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge ‘Biographia Literaria’ (1817) in
‘Barthes A Graphic Guide’ Philip Thody & Piero p.27, explained the
“willing suspension of disbelief that constructs poetic faith”. Icon
Books UK 2011.
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Rowe, Colin and Slutzky, Robert. “Transparency: Literal
and Phenomenal” in The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other
Essays. The MIT Press. Cambridge, Massachusetts, and London

Perceptual surface study of the
expanding and contracting
depth experience of the spatiality of the television
and cinema screen. Actual depth can be paper
thin and perceptual depth varies dramatically
depending on the space in the image or surface
impression (eg. static).

side of the screen. There is a residue of this system,
the structure of the screen and subject/object
relations vis a vis the screen, that bleeds into our
relations with surface in the built environment. We
now have a situation where subjectivity forces the
perceptual experience of surface absorbing space.

explained soon in the discussion of the 180 degree
rule. These techniques all help create a sense of
screen depth. Hitchcock’s invention of the ‘Reversetrack/forward-zoom” technique as used in Vertigo
is prototypical screenness, holding within it all the
paradoxical complexities of ‘screen-space’. The
paradox within this technique is that there is a
reverse physical movement simultaneous with a
forward ‘in-camera’ movement. This creates a very
strange sense of space that parallels the paradox of
the spatiality of the screen.
This experience of screen depth is actual in the
media and subliminal in architecture. However this
sensibility to screen depth has possibly infected
our deep psychological makeup, so it colours our
experience of all surface and space, and connects
with a pre geometric relation of consciousness and
matter. It also profoundly affects the designer’s
attitude towards the creation of these spaces and
surfaces, which in turn creates semi-conscious
architectural screen-space and screen-surfaces that
promote this ambiguity about screen’s depth.
David Cronenberg’s Videodrome (1983) plays with
psychological screen depth. The image of Deborah
Harry’s lips on the TV screen, pushing the screen
surface of the television outwards and inwards like
a pneumatic blow up couch connecting two worlds,
as James Wood’s character, Max, stares transfixed,
then plunges his head slowly into the bubbly threedimensional ‘depth’ of the screen. These images in
Videodrome show comically how the impression of
screen depth works.
The brain instinctively corrects the visual cortex. This
is a kinetic and optical instinct deep in the body’s

England. 1984. P.159-184.
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The universe partly exists in our consciousness
as perception (with subtle or drastic differences
between subjects). The subjective ‘impression’
of depth, space and time of the screen are all
dependant on individual perception and experience,
much more so than in previous eras which favoured a
more monocular world view which was represented
in the architecture and suppressed the ephemeral or
dispersive. The subjectivity that screen experience
brings to surface is, like in the cinema and television,
mixed with the objective knowledge of the surface or
object.
Impressions of Space at 25 Frames a Second
If the experience of reality and the universe are
partly defined by our point of view, then our
perception of space and surface is to some extent
(subconsciously) influenced by our experience of
screens. Existence is in our perception, space is
‘actual’ only in that it is perceived as subjective point
of view. This new evolving situation of a ‘screenspace’ is this absorption of the perception of space
into surface. This is where architecture learns from
the cinema in the blurring and bringing together
of the subjective and objective. Space and surface
are formed by our consciousness, via experience
and perception. Through consciousness we can say
there is a ‘screen-space’ which is the sponge-like
absorption of space into surface. This action, with its
blurring of distinctions and hierarchies can channel
the anti-Platonic, anti-metaphysical program inherent
in surface by denying a (classical) separation of
space and surface. This is what I am to referring to as
‘screenness’.
Central to screenness is the experience and
perception of surface and depth. What is the
depth of the screen? The screen is different from
flatness or traditional European scopic regimes of
perspective space49. The screen sometimes has these
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As Martin Jay refers to them in Scopic Regimes of
Modernity. Vision and Visuality. Hal Foster (ed) 1988.

characteristics embedded within it, but primarily the
screen has fuzzy depth like mist. This is due to the
fact that, in the screen there is the perspective that
the camera depicts combined with our knowledge
that the screen itself is not that deep. The screen
has a new slightly blurred sense of space which is
sometimes combined with an abrupt space/time
shift. This ‘shift’ (the news, face-time or CCTV) of
another faraway space and/or time spliced into
our present space-time is mediated by the static
surface of the screen. The modern building skin
often embodies this sensibility, implicitly, subtly and
sometimes explicitly.
Screenness / Flashback
In pre 19th century cities inhabitants of the city
believed in a more unified sense of the world and
space time and the black hole architectural effect
was more singular. Although differences such as the
European clash between the classical and the gothic
showed certain ruptures in a singular world view.
Cities had less multi-vortex black-hole-ness in the
built environment as they had not yet experienced
the effects of modernism and then globalisation
which causes a type of urban collage effect, as well
as the constant reinvention and disposal of styles
favoured by the modern avant-garde and fashion
systems.
Traditional Japanese screen wall, Indonesian shadow
puppets, reflections in pools, shadows in caves,
perforated Indian and North African screen walls
(as well as the constellation of sticks in primitive
architecture, and which we now see in Kengo
Kuma’s work) have traditionally implied movement
combined with surface, often behind the surface.
In this traditional spatial division, the expression
of movement is dominant over time. Now with
this new found ‘screenness’ there seems to be a
reversed relation: the space or movement behind
can be displaced geographically and temporally,
expressing a spatial configuration in which
movement is subordinate to the expression of time.
This is expressed literally in the news or CCTV/screen
interface described by Virilio in ‘The Overexposed
City.’ A ‘viewer’s’ expectation of spatial relationships
has been profoundly altered by our relation to the
space adjacent to the screen and the space in and
behind the screen. This is explicitly seen in CCTV.
This screen interface has not only affected us deeply
in the experience of everyday space, but also has
affected the way we now design these screen-

Over:
The southern screen wall of the Arrow Studio creates an optical screen space of varying
depth. Each end has reverse diagonal slats that the client likened to a Citroen (here)
and Renault (north).

function. In this way, but more subtly, we perceive
space and screen depth subjectively and our kinetic/
psychological responses combine to shape our
perceptual neuro-psychological experience. Space
becomes just a point of view, perception. Space
is next to surface but is intangible, relying on our
interpretive perception.
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spaces. Spatial dis-junctures are now more likely to
occur than spatial flow. In places where previously
spatial disjuncture used to happen (the classical
boundary wall) we now tend to have flow (of the
screen), but a flow which incorporates shifts: a nonchronological flow. This is sometimes expressed
in the ‘section’ facades which expose new spatial
types to the outside and also the buildings with
continuously clashing spatial types.

The 180 Degree Rule
There are many perceptual influences on our
impression of screen depth and space time
disjuncture and spatial disjuncture of the screen.
Besides the fuzz of the television screen between
channels, and the kinetic blur of the credit sequence
(which to varying degrees absorbed avant-garde
film techniques and bring them into the popular
consciousness) there is also the sense of depth
created by the cinematic techniques of popular film
and television, the screen-space of classic Hollywood
film style. This is a big part of the impression of
depth on the cinema and television screen and has
a deep influence on how we perceive everyday
architectural screen-space. This can best be explored
by analysing the 180-degree rule, which is central to
organising all these techniques.
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The camera/screen slices a space up and then puts
it back in ‘order’ on the screen, but the effect is
different from the actual space: we (the camera)
change position, framing, focus, lens, and movement
type, seamlessly, with bits cut out (to save time or
make the action more interesting). Hollywood filmspace is a popular form of deep, subliminal Cubism,
which, usually (unlike Cubism), hides the disjuncture
rather than exposing it (except to gain some shock
effect).50 All these are then sutured smoothly
onto the one surface of the ‘screen’, by classical

50
PEP Dandenong in 2016 (from the Dandenong Train Station approach) showing the
relation to Lyons Civic Centre and the old city centre at the end of the plaza.

If the screen (television or other) which we look
‘through’ to another time and place, but appears
adjacent, is subliminally similar to the perforated
or semi-transparent wall, then our feelings and
experience of ‘screenness’ in the built environment
surely must have inherited some of the residue of
this, creating subconscious impressions of space time
dis-junctures and folding. So now, in this paradoxical
spatial flow, the impression of (non-chronological)
time as an organiser of space can be dominant over
movement. Space organised and defined by time,
rather than movement allows for the impression
of dis-junctures between spaces, both temporally
and spatially, rather than the smooth transition
that classical architectures expressed through the
dominance of movement through space. Paradoxical
flow is now dominant. It is worth noting that the
invention of the lift has heightened this sense of
spatial disjuncture, and space organised by time (as
opposed to movement). That the lift diagram was
important to Einstein is an interesting coincidence.

The cinema started with a primitive notion of
monocular vision, based loosely on Renaissance
perspective painting. Then as the cinema developed
it moved towards a heterogeneous spatiality that
often looked singular even though it was its opposite.

Godard’s jump cuts in Breathless and later New Wave
films all foreground disjuncture in editing. Actually there are so
many exceptions to the 180 degree rule that it is hardly a rule.
Interestingly, even if we look at the cinema of the 1920s, whether
it be the Soviet cinema of Eisenstein, German expressionist
cinema or the Hollywood westerns of John Ford or Howard Hawks
Scarface, we see a use of the rule applied to very different spatial
conceptions. It would be more accurate to state that these films
applied their own spatial systems which just happened to concide
with the 180 degree rule in a majority of instances.
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This is the basic formula of classical cinema as first
defined by D W Grifith around 1915, and there are
many exceptions. Yasujiro Ozu was the most radical
exception, totally disregarding the formation of
classical Hollywood screen-space by constantly
crossing the line, not even acknowledging the line.
His space was a lightly floating Zen space which
covered 360 degrees on the plan.

Hollywood editing.51 But there is a deeper effect here:
the Hollywood cinema is like a systematised cubism
that seemingly hides space-time dis-junctures and
point of view shifts, but actually does not. As this
‘subliminal cubism’ is ‘sutured’ into our very being
and spatial sensibility, so on a phenomenological
level we all end up having a deep cine-cubist spatial
sensibility: deeply ingrained space-time, point of
view (both subjective and objective) shifts, all time
based and non-chronological. This all happens on a
paper thin screen, but deeply effects our experience
and perception of our physical surrounds, as well as
our perception of the depth of the screen.

This experience of the cinema is compounded by
our everyday experience of driving: moving through
space with simultaneous views (mirrors, windows,
screens) out the front, rear and sides, like cinematic
montage, creating space-time co-ordinates as we or
the camera move through space.

51

When we compare early cinema such as ‘The Story of
the Kelly Gang’ (Charles Tait, 1906) to films after D.W.Griffith’s “The
Birth of a Nation” (1915) we see in the earlier film a more static use
of wide shots without the alternating and systematic telescoping
of camera angles, framing and camera positions. These became the
norm after Griffith and became known as the ‘180 degree rule’, and
became common practice in order to keep a clear sense of ‘screenspace’.
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The 180 degree rule illustrated in the Arrow
Studio plan. The circle is drawn over the action
and a line drawn through the middle. The
camera changes position (A+B) and lens but
stays on one side of the line to keep spatial
coherance on the screen.

Usually this ‘cutting-up’ of the space is ordered by
the ‘180 degree rule’. This is an abstract line placed in
(and dividing) an invisible circle, superimposed over
the plan of the room or spaces, to which the camera
always remains on one side. This ensures that people
on screen stay on the one side of the screen and on
the screen people are always looking the ‘right way’,
eye-lines meet, point of view’s match etc. Only on
rare occasions does the camera cross the line, using
the whole 360 degree space. Kubrick crosses the
line in the bathroom scene of The Shining (1980)
to create disorientation. Other shots such as aerial
and worms-eye point of view can be used to cross
the line or to reinforce the 180 degree rule. Either
way, a subliminal cubism is created. The influence
of cinematic space has added to the intuitive
understanding, impression of and experience of
spatial disjuncture which goes back to Cezanne.

One of our most common spatial experiences of
movement, space and time is the act of looking
through the car window while driving and
simultaneously seeing the rear-view mirror. In front
we see the near and distant space ahead of us which
we are yet to traverse (in the ‘future’). Behind we
see, at the same time, the space which we have just
traversed (in the ‘past’). This everyday experience
brings together in the one field of view, almost on
the same plane (or ‘screen’), space ahead and behind
us, ‘past’ and ‘future’, all in the present, on the one
vague ‘screen’. More than anything else it exemplifies
our experience of space and time, where the present,
which we are locked into, constantly slips into
the past (behind us) and the future is constantly
becoming present. Diagrammatically the windscreen
brings the ‘future’ into the present, while the rearview mirror, on almost the same plane, brings the
past into the ‘present’. This situation is a uniquely
modern combination of screen transparency and
mirror, which combines, yet supersedes the cultural
connotations of the car as Plato’s cave on wheels,
projection screen and (psychoanalytic) mirror, all at
once. A dirty or wet windscreen with wiper marks
just adds to the vague sense of screen-space here.
As we drive down the road at night through the
urban sprawl, looking at the illuminated road signs
ahead, we look into the rear-view mirror, seeing the
view of stars behind us, and we are literally seeing
the past superimposed over the present. Stars that
may have long extinguished but their light still travels
towards us. These stars may have died already but
are still visible to us in the present due to the time
that it takes for light to travel, sometimes millions of
years before it hits our vision.52

52

Hawkins, Stephen. ‘Space and Time’, ‘A Brief History of
Time’, Bantam Book 1988, p. 30.
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John Berger described how Cezanne created his art
and paved the way for Cubism by basing his work
on the switching point of view of two alternately
blinking eyes.53 The common use of glasses and
sunglasses have also effected our experience
of surface and space and add to our sense of
screenness. Glasses are possibly related to windows,
but they are not a distinct hole in a wall that we
look through. They are a vague screen area with
blurred edge (frame). Since the year 1280 in Italy,
when glasses first appeared, they have been a slowly
developing element of a sense of screenness that
simultaneously distorts and corrects the perception
of reality for the many people who wear them. For
many of us, glasses frame our experience of reality,
giving us simultaneously ‘in focus’ view and blurred
peripheral vision (dirty glasses are less ordered in
their out of focus areas). This happens while being
part of our ‘reality’, not separate from it. The ‘in
focus’ is not always in focus. Glasses have developed
slowly over the years with a lot of bad vision. With
optic correction comes distortion. Distortion is
used to ‘correct’ the experience of reality, to bring
it back to the mean way of seeing. Sometimes this
distortion backfires on the wearer, ‘correcting’ one
part of the vision but ‘distorting’ another, such as
peripheral vision, or close objects. The effect that we
get at the periphery when we wear glasses, the blur
of the frame, the alternating blur and shift in focus
as we see through the lens and then next to the
lens – all this adds to the sense of an indeterminate
‘thickness’ that we sometimes credit the screen with
in our sensory perception. It is a common ‘blur’ that

The northern screen wall of the Arrow Studio creates an optical
screen space of varying depth. Each end has reverse diagonal
slats like a 1960’s Frank Stella black painting.

The point of view through the car window has
always struck me as the perfect screen experience:
undefined depth of field with switching focus
between rear-view and forward-view screens, each
with a vanishing perspective. The alternating focus
creates a blurred screen zone which hovers beyond
the physical surfaces making a space-surface zone.
Accompanying this are the side window ‘screens’
each with their own side mirror. Our sensory
perception is always aware of these screens hovering
in our peripheral vision ready to snap into focus. This
is the most everyday modern experience of screenspace besides the many actual screens which we
constantly look at in all states of distraction and
attention.
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John Berger. The success and failure of Picasso. P. 54,
Writers and Readers Publishing Cooperative, 1965, 1980.
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Bien. The screen in the screening room in Le Mepris
(1962) with the subtitle quote from Lumiere, the
screen becomes a sign of the hidden structures of
the cinema, like a screen as a readymade.
Architecture and the Cinematic Apparatus

accompanies our everyday spatial experience. These
thought on perception and experience are always
present when designing.
The Credit Sequence as Skin
The façade/skin of many buildings now have an
element of, or the potential of screenness. This
has happened due to the skin evolving towards a
sense of screenness, and the number of screens
and surfaces around us, so that even the solid ‘nonscreen’ building has a certain screenness within it,
due to our perceptual and experiential conditioning.
The credit sequence is like a possible template
for the modern architectural surfaces in the city.
We can see this in developer driven urban sprawl
and in ‘serious’ architecture: Abstract surfaces
with signifying text and textures. The surface of
our ‘reality’ could be seen as like a film and the
walls of the buildings are like credit sequences
by Pablo Ferro and Saul Bass, with fonts by Wim
Crouwel. Billboards are like subtitles to our daily
lives, exposing subconscious desires and political
structures.
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Many credit sequences explore screen depth. Ingmar
Bergman’s Persona (1966) is one of the first films
to consciously explore screen space and screen
depth in the credit sequence and throughout.
Bergman managed to do this ‘Godardian’ move in a
surprisingly anti-Godard way. Images of the film we
are watching running through the projector, images
of a young boy transfixed by the screen, trying to
touch it, almost wanting to break through it, are
interspersed with the psychodrama of the action.
When the emotions build to an unbearable level the
film burns in the projector. Finally the film re-starts
again. The psychological space and depth of the
screen in Persona is inextricably linked to the reality
of the melodrama. By contrast Godard’s credits were
optical, like Bande a Parte and Pierot le Fou, selfreflexive like Le Mepris, or deconstructive like Tout va

To more fully comprehend screenness we need to
understand our relation to the screen in physical
space, and to understand how the screen has taught
us to see and experience. We must analyse how
subject positioning works, both subjectively and
objectively, between ourselves and the screen, and
how these, sometimes multiple subject positions
effect the way we position ourselves in space, in
the city and the environment in general. This is a
constantly mutating and evolving situation. Although
the cinema is dying fast, it can be instructive to go
back to this primal modern screen situation to help
understand the situation we are now in and how it
has evolved.
One of the first and most important writings about
viewer/screen relations in the cinema is Jean-Louis
Baudry’s 1974 article “Ideological Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus.”54
Baudry has utilised a number of analogies to help us
understand our relationship to the screen, combining
the analogy of Plato’s Cave (and by association,
Platonic metaphysics and the theory of ‘reality’ and
representation), Jacques Lacan’s ‘mirror stage’ (and
psychoanalytic methodology); and Marxist ideology
with semiotic theory. He draws spatial/architectural
parallels between the situation of the prisoners in the
cave looking at shadows on the cave wall in Plato’s
story and the spatiality of the cinema with viewers
in seats watching projected images on the wall. The
false image of reality of the prisoners is paralleled by
the false cinema images which are still images that
convey the false impression of movement. In both
cases the image is projected from behind. He also
likens the screen to Lacan’s Mirror stage in which
the infant sees itself in the mirror and imagines his
or herself as more powerful in the reflection than in
reality. This is similar to audience screen identification
where we identify with the often unrealistic powers
of the actors on the screen. The false movement of
still images is also related to Marxist theory about
the masking of difference and of true relations in

54

Baudry, Jean Louis. “Idealogical Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus” (1974) in Movies and Methods 2.
Collins, Bill (Ed).
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Internal view of the front screen wall cavity of the PEP Dandenong. The impression of screen depth is
enhanced by the expanded cavity wall which allows for changes in ducting and protects pedestrians
from hot piping. At night the cavity is lit internally which increases the perception of screen depth.

order to create an impression that reinforces the
dominant ideology. Baudry’s theory and others
that followed shed light on many of our conscious
cultural readings of our relation to screens, and
some possible subconscious. Baudry’s application
of Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage to the screen
posits an interesting unconscious relationship but
does not account for the whole experience. There
also seems to be an intrinsic pre-semiotic relation
between the body and screen that is infiltrating
our spatial consciousness that is not metaphysical
(the cave), not psychoanalytic (the mirror) and not
conscious linguistics (the sign). This is a body-screen
relation that has possibly always been latent in our
relationships between consciousness and matter, and
since 1895 could have evolved quickly.
Baudry posits that the ‘false movement’ of the still
images in the cinema appearing to move is akin to
the masking of difference within society. This is part
of the sub-optics of our screen experience. A work
which does not expose or foreground its structure is
therefore ideological. To foreground the way in which
the illusion of movement is constructed is a way of
exposing ideological structures and relations. But
as we experience this we bring with it our cinematic
sensibility that allows us to psychologically shift
subject and object positions and ways of viewing/
experiencing at will.
There are inbuilt effects of the image/optic apparatus
of the screen which have infiltrated nearly all
spatial relations. For example, the impression of
false-movement and time are inbuilt side effects of
the screen apparatus. There are, of course, many
others. However, the screen has multiplied and
mutated since 1974 when Baudry wrote his article.
The explosion of screens brings with it the various
types of camera: CCTV, movie, CNN style news,
phone-cam, selfie, feedback loop; as well as the
subject positioning of the television via character
identification; as well as identification with the allseeing camera (aerial and worms-eye point of view
as well as normal camera moves and edits). There has
also been the move from the singlular auteur to the
multiple ‘selfie’.
How do we imagine ourselves in the city of fades,
jump-cuts and endless tracking shots? In what way
is our experience of the city shaped by the media
which envelops us? We now seem to, in-part, create
our sense of identity, both in the private realm of
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our personal space, and in the larger city, through
subject positioning that we have learned from the
cinema, television and advertising. To what degree
we control this or are controlled by it is variable.
Baudry’s utilisation of Lacan’s ‘mirror stage’ explains
how we, as viewers of a movie, feel omnipotent,
constantly shifting point of view with whatever
character or objective camera position we want to,
like a baby with limited motor skills watching him/
herself in the mirror, imagining a more powerful self.
Our everyday identification with the character gaze
in films and media, and also with the ordering nature
of the camera and montage and film techniques in
general reveal much about how we impose ordering/
viewing devices over our experience of space and the
city. Is this how we see ourselves in the city of social
media feedback loops? Constantly shifting subject
positioning from one idealised character to another,
from a worms-eye point of view in an advertisement
to helicopter point of view of the 6 o’clock news?
It certainly must inform part of our subconscious
spatial sensibility.
In the cinema, according to Baudry, the spectator
identifies not only with the character/s but also with
the objective moving camera as the organiser of
the world. As inhabitants of a world overtaken by
screens we all have our inbuilt TV eye which helps
us understand and organise the environment around
us: Dziga Vertov’s ‘Kino Eye’, Astruc’s ‘Camera-Stylo’.
The everyday shifting and multi-faceted perceptual
experience in this ‘screen-space city’ is partly
revealed by these theories of spectatorship and
object/screen relations.
Our need to impose coherence onto our world, which
we do so partly by using the cinema as a model of
a multi-view cohenrance, as a singular centralised
activity for subject positioning is for Baudry
inherently ideological. However it is possible that the
multiple perceptions, narratives and the proliferation
of screens allows partly for an escape from a singular
ideological system. These theories will help us
especially to understand more conscious, cultural
readings and interpretations. They do not fully
explain our deeper sub-optic experiential relations to
our current spatial condition.
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Screen surface is complex and varied and everyone
reacts differently to it. It would seem that through
a mix of the objective and subjective, surface
sometimes appears to absorb space and forms
an experience of various shifting vortices of
consciousness.

If surface has changed and our relation to
surface has changed at all to create a sense of
subliminal ‘screenness’ then there are a number of
characteristics some of which we have just listed,
many of which could have interesting sub-optic
effects on surface. Many of these would reinforce
the structure of surface as screen-like event horizon
between the city of black holes and the space
junk architectural object. The experience and
perception of surface may borrow the space and
time disjuncture from the screen. This can be utilised
positively as a design tool. Spatial disjuncture can be
included here. The spatiality within the screen such
as the classic cinematic space (of the 180 degree
rule) preconditions a spatiality towards surface. This
prepares a possible subjective perception of screen
depth and the objective knowledge of the real depth
and screens appearing to absorbing space. The
viewer screen relations of the cinema as analysed by
Baudry (including now the many mutant offspring
of the screen that need analysis) analysed in relation
to our experience of surface. These are some of the
aspects to our everyday experience of screens in
all their permutations, which somehow, subliminally
effects our architectural sense of screen-space and
produce a new sense of screenness in our relation to
surface.
Even if this sub-optic infiltration of the screen into
our experience is too subliminal to notice, it is a fact
that the wall (even, to some degree, the solid wall)
has mutated and expanded. The cavity wall has
exploded as if pneumatically injected with space,
potentially becoming inhabitable or semi-inhabitable.
Walls have evolved to include various chaotic
screen-like perforations and glass reflections like the
cinematic fade and dissolve, opening up a sense of
screenness in our everyday spatiality.
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PEP Dandenong - How to Design a Screen-building

If a Bolometer could detect radiation from a cow at
400 metres in 1878,55 then surely our bodies sense
sub-optic surface, space or object sensations that we
are not consciously aware of but profoundly affect
our daily spatial experiences. This was in my mind
when designing the PEP Dandenong. Can our bodies
detect radiation or heat-emitting from surfaces or
objects, like an infra-red camera does, and how does
that effect our experience of the spaces, surfaces and
objects we design in the city’? How can we design a
building to respond to this question? It is probable
that our bodies detect all sorts of spatial emissions
and sensors that we are not aware of, and would
find it hard to categorise without being a scientist.
So there must be relations between body, space and
surface that effect our experience but are hard to
test or analyse. As architects, when designing, we
have to act subconsciously as ‘spatial scientists.’ We
have to intuitively design around these unknown
relations as we deal with the known elements of
architecture.
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Image of Muybridge’s cow from the ECB Officer
screen. The image has been manipulated to
optically appear to move when passing the
building from the train.

The experience of the cow in space sheds light on
our normal or traditional spatial relations, and on
new 20th century experiences. Modern science and
technologies can show us that there are deeper
levels to our architectural spatial relations. New
technologies such as the screen (cinema, television,
computer, phone) also leave a structural, sub-optic
imprint on our spatial consciousness. This relation,
what I call ‘screenness’ is what I set out to investigate
in the designing of the PEP.
The PEP was a flagship project in the implementation
of low-carbon energy generation in Victoria, and
aimed to provide a focal point for the regeneration
of downtown Dandenong. The PEP supplies
the buildings in a seven hectare redevelopment
precinct with electricity and heating thermal energy
(Cogeneration) in the form of hot water with twice
the efficiency of a typical gas fired power station,
with correspondingly reduced carbon emissions. In
addition, some buildings can utilize the hot water
produced to run absorption chillers to provide
cooling, resulting in even greater efficiencies, and
further reduced emissions.
The clients, Places Victoria (VicUrban), wanted the
building to communicate to the public about green
power. I decided to provoke discussion about the
environment, society’s power consumption and our
future in a warming world in a free associative way,
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Cited in the wiki on Thermographic Imaging.
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The introduction of Cogeneration into the urban
fabric has resulted in potentially a new type of public
building. To effectively utilise waste heat generated
by the cogeneration electricity production process,
and to minimise the extent of the underground pipe
network, the site must be centrally located. The PEP
is situated on the corner of two pedestrian malls,
Settlers Square and Halpin Way (now also housing
the new Municipal Centre by Lyons). On a pivotal and
highly constrained site we have endeavoured to give
the building a highly sculptural form and to activate
the surrounding area, while allowing for the stringent
requirements of the “green machine” inside.
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The site being on two major public plazas in central
Dandenong, is the first building seen as one arrives
at the train station. Dandenong traditionally has
had a depressed urban fabric and as part of the
redevelopment of the area by Places Victoria it was
essential that the building engage the public.

PEP Dandenong (2012) cogeneration building.
The front (L) south elevation with the splatter
and big power-point on the screen faces the main
two plazas which lead to the civic centre and
faces the Dandeong train station. The rear of the
building (R) is for a future laneway (now built but
not shown in the photo) and has a diagram of the
interior cogeneration process on the screen wall.

without preaching. The ‘splatter’ super-graphic, the
big power-points, the big switch, the removable
astro-turf wall (where the engines can be removed
for maintenance), the “circuit diagram” lighting
display and the giant “cogeneration diagram” on the
north elevation are images intended to encourage
free association and further investigations. The frieze
on the rear laneway elevation, utilises engineers
notations for the machinery inside and aims to
educate children and adults about the production
of cogeneration energy. The moving dot matrix
display on the front canopy sometimes displays
information about power production, consumption
and greenhouse gas savings from the building and
sometimes displays local poetry.

While designing I often contemplate the sub-optic
effects of the modern world on our perception of
objects, space and surface. When designing the PEP,
which initially took place over a three day period
early in 2011, I was aware that it was possibly the first
public building on a main plaza that I would design
that was likely to be built. I was determined to give it
the curb appeal of a building as filtered through the
cathode ray. This meant consciously experimenting
with the ideas, the optics, and politics of the image
as it related to the architecture and the city in the
world of screens. This was the reasoning behind my
initial choice of the perforated cladding, because of
its relation to the white cube of early modernism as
well as its hint of depth and transparency like the
television screen.
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PEP Dandenong (2012)
site plan and photo of
the cleared site preparing
for construction (2011).

PEP as Space Junk + Expanded Screen

The PEP skin is intended to be like a supernova
surface that hints at a reality with depth but one
that you cannot enter. It works a bit like a random
insertion of semi-abstract space junk in the urban
environment of Dandenong. The form is abstract
and does not relate to any conventional notion of
architectural typology, expression of construction
or typical urban morphologies. The building
communicates to the public but does so in a free
associative semi-abstract way. Even though there are
clear images floating over the surface such as the big
power-points and switch, these act as images that
hint at a function or an idea rather than spelling it
out. This is like space junk which has obviously been
built to purpose and is functional in another unknown
context but through the context displacement
becomes slightly unknowable or mysterious. The
direct connection between signifier and signified is
disrupted in the space junk metaphor. This is what
has happened at the PEP. On site people ask what
the building is. They seem to enjoy the big plugs but
do not assume that they have anything to do with
power.
I conceived of the PEP shape and form as being a
kind of free-association space junk dropped into the
urban milieu. This kind of formal juxtaposition with
the environment is one way to combat the banality of
the sprawl. It is similar to the shock-effect of context
disjuncture that we have learnt from Duchamp’s
Readymade’s and subsequent conceptual art. This
design experience, many years after the making of
my video 25 FPS (Architecture at 25 Frames Per
Second, 1998), lead me to conceive of the city as
a series of floating encounters of space junk and
architectural vortices which I later diagrammed in the
video Future Happiness.

Over:
Deatail of PEP Dandenong (2012) skin and
cogeneration daigram from the rear laneway.

PEP Dandenong (2012)
from the Dandenong station
before the buildings around
had been constructed.

The PEP was intended to work as a disruption of
the surface of reality in Dandenong. I saw the PEP
Dandenong as a space junk object dropped into
the public plaza in the centre of Dandenong, with
perforated black hole screen-surface. I conceived of
the PEP as an expanded screen wrapped around an
abstract shape formed by various functional forces.

The surface of the PEP is meant to have ‘screendepth’. The idea of the expanded screen became the
most workable option as it protected pedestrians
from the hot pipes behind and also allowed us to
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make changes behind the outer skin if technical
issues arose, without having to go back through the
lengthy town planning process. This was essential as
the building was fast-tracked and we documented
before receiving town planning sign off from the
Minister of Planning. We could not afford any delays,
and as the technology was reasonably new in
Melbourne, the consultants were always changing the
mechanical specifications. We knew from the start
that only a few people would regularly be allowed
to go inside the building but I was always interested
in expanding the wall so it became a surface with
implied depth like a television screen, a depth that
one could possibly enter but generally unable to. The
impression of a kind of optical urban vortex.
When designing the PEP I was consciously thinking
of it as an object wrapped in an ‘expanded screen’
and I slowly came to realise that in this system
surface appears to absorb space, like a television
screen, resulting in what I then thought of as screenspace. This was the televisions effect on surface: the
appearance of depth when there really is little or no
depth.
I tried to create a sense of screen-depth for a
building that few could enter but many would
have as an everyday backdrop. This is particularly
apparent at night with the lighting and gives the
building a slight sponge-like porosity between
subject and space.
The PEP was envisaged as an abstract shape which
diagrammed the functional needs and layout of
the co-generation machinery inside that then had a
semi-transparent screen-like skin wrapped around
it creating an object that hinted at screenness but
was not the shape of a screen. The inside shape was
generated by the need to have the engines removed
from the building for maintenance every five to ten
years. This meant a removable sound-proof wall
facing the street where a semi-trailer could get direct
access. The building is like having a 747 jet inside so
the walls are all soundproofed, as are the ducts and
doors. The area for the machine removal was too
large for sound proof doors, so we built sound proof
removable walls which can be rebuilt every ten years,
with the astro-turf screens that can be removed
when the engines are re-installed. The cantilever
over the astro-turf walls was to house the ducting
and exhaust and also to give shelter to the footpath
below, with a sense of urban enclosure. The black
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The black and white perforated panelling forms
an arrow-like ‘pushing-away’ from, and exploding
from within, the white cube. The splitting along
the horizontal axis channels the angles from the
visual logic of the road sign. The idea of the PEP
as the white cube infiltrated by the logic of screen
movement, in this case possibly the road movie (via
the road-signs image structure) works in the façade
but also in the urban context of the city with the
other buildings. This splintering of the cube and
surface creates an electromagnetic-like movement
and connection with the surrounding environment
and matter. The building is like a constellation of
optic surfaces and images infiltrating and morphing
into a solid object.

Over:
Deatail of PEP Dandenong (2012) south elevation skin, splatter
image and power-point from the plaza and train station.

PEP Dandenong west elevation showing
the light-weight astro-turf wall and the big
switch which are designed to be removed to
service the machines.
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areas on the façade signify the areas in the program
that are open to the elements, the open roof-top
for the air cooling vents and the open escape stair. I
placed the escape stair in that position so we could
create a sense of elastic tension between the PEP
and the existing 1920s Masonic Hall next door. Then
over-scaled images and objects were scattered
over the ‘screen-skin’ to imply a free association of
meanings and images. These images were intended
as a field of free association elements floating over
the surface like a credit sequence.
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The Credit Sequence as Skin
The PEP is primarily a black and white building.
Thinking along the lines that a black and white film
signifies a shift in reality, then to do so in the rality
of the urban millieu would possibly force a similar
shift. To build reality in black and white offers us
the opportunity to experience reality through
another filter, to see the surface of the everyday in
monochrome. This monochrome screen over reality,
like a black and white credit sequence to the real,
helps produce a black hole event in the city. This
allows us to reflect on our sub-optic perceptual
structures and to, by extension, see the world
through another lens.
I did not want the building to look like an
architectural infomercial for green energy nor did I
want to do the same ‘green aesthetic’ which so many
buildings utilise as a style to signify rather than act.
I tried to think of this in another way. It was obvious
that the building had to be a communicating surface
as Dandenong had become a ghetto of blandness.
I channelled the credit sequence, and its seeming
propensity for free association into the surface. The
credit sequence served as a model for the signifying
skin that I was then trying to achieve.
The credit sequence has, within a surface, the
characteristics of space, graphic, texture, text, image,
optics, abstraction, logo and indeterminate depth.
The credit sequence is the introductory screen to
what is behind, like the communicating skin of a
public building, an office or whatever. It is the optic
experience that precedes the calm of the space
beyond. What the 1920s credit sequence lacked in
these characteristics was made up for by avant-garde
cinema such as Marcel Duchamp’s ‘Anemic Cinema’
with its mix of the optical and linguistic, Rene Claire’s
‘Entr’acte’, the ‘Ballet Mechanique’, films by Richter,
Maholy Nagy, Man Ray, Len Lye and countless others.
The ‘Dr. Who’ credit sequence (1962) combined with
the electronic score was pure op art and had a strong
effect on me as a child, and subliminal memories
of these type of graphic experiences would have
influenced my decisions during the designing of
the PEP, particularly the big ‘splatter’. The credit
sequence can give us an insight into the spatiality of
the modern buildings skin.

Sometimes it is the colliding urban juxtaposition of
billboards or logos with the abstract façade skin (or
signage applied to the skin, often at a later date)
that combine to achieve the ‘credit sequence effect’
in the city. Sometimes we get a building like Minoru
Takeyama’s two buildings in Shinjuku which combine
super-graphics and op art to achieve the effect in
the actual facade.56 Takeyama’s buildings were in the
back of my mind while designing the PEP, which is in
part a homage to them.
In designing the PEP as screen-surface I almost
subconsciously assumed the building surface would
absorb and produce a kind of reverse Lacanian
mirror-stage relation between the surface and the
passers-by in the plaza. Not a screen-viewer relation
based on power and authority but a relation based
on the freedom of free association. The buildings
perforated whiteness and the images floating on it
aimed to help the subliminal association with the
screen, which brings with it Lacan’s mirror analogy
as screen-surface. If ‘screenness’ in a building has
within it a subliminal ‘memory’, impression or effect
of the cinematic screen apparatus as described
by Jean Louis Baudry,57 then there would also be
residue of the screening room effect which Baudry
relates to the analogy of Plato’s Cave, although not
morphologically like a cinema. With the LED lighting
behind the screen surface the PEP would seem to be
a diagram of Plato’s cave turned inside-out. By the
time the PEP was designed, the cinema was almost
dead and replaced by a million screens of all sizes. I
felt that in order to interact with the current situation
we needed to go back to the origin of the screen and
the screen-viewer relation to understand the how
to act. A building with heightened screenness could
channel the screen-apparatus relations into the urban
setting. The ghost of Lacan’s mirror stage (or dream
screen), which Baudry also relates to the cinema
screen experience, in the PEP is an attempt to infuse
the screen with the democracy of free association
rather than the false power relations of a baby facing
a mirror with false understanding of his/her sensory
motor schema and power relations. The white skin
with the dark shadow of the ‘splatter’ and the power
plugs and switch, form black hole nodal points of
consciousness on the surface, possibly similar to
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Minoru Takeyama, Ichi-Ban-Kan 1969 and Ni-Ban-Kahn II,
1970, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo.
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Baudry, Jean-Louis. “Idealogical Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus”. In Movies and Methods Vol. 2.
Nichols, Bill (Ed.) University of California Press 1985. Pp.531-541.
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PEP Dandenong soon afer completion and before the
precinct has been built. The front (R) south elevation with
the splatter and big power-point on the screen faces the
main two plazas which now lead to the civic centre (by
Lyons) and faces the Dandeong train station. The rear
of the building (L) is for a future laneway (now built but
not shown in the photo) and has a diagram of the interior
cogeneration process on the screen wall.
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Deleuze and Guattari’s description of Faciality in
‘A Thousand Plateaus’. The optic ‘splatter’ on the
perforated surface (with LED lighting behind at night
to increase depth), acts at various times and under
different lighting conditions, like a supernova vortex
or a void on a optic screen or a big Rorschach.
The 25 FPS video also contained the idea of the
loop as repeatable structure and the loop within
the loop. This had me thinking about architectural
composition in a new way. In the PEP the scatter of
the feedback loop works more on the Z-plane of the
facade with the images floating in free association,
instead of the loop structure working as free plan. In
the PEP the plan is purely functional and not based
on habitual human movement. The building has a
reactive relation to public movement around it but
not through it.
Urban Sampling
While designing the PEP I was thinking about the
idea of sampling, free association, intersecting
fragments and elements and loops of space junk.
It seemed that the sampling of an element in hip
hop,58 although seemingly a fragment of another
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At the time of designing the PEP Dandenong I was
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whole, with the combination of the notion of the
series of loops, does not affirm the idea of a singular
whole but a series of constellations of chaotic
samples guided by various loops, which when
coming together in constellations or clusters form
the appearance of a work. This was the effect I was
aiming for while designing the PEP. The notion that
everything is a chaotic flow of elements, samples,
forming clusters of intensity and events was in the
back of my mind during the design. The PEP was
configured this way, both in its abstraction and also
the images floating over the surface. It was not
conceived of as a normal architectural typology/
morphology but as abstract fragments intersecting
image fragments.
The use of recognisable images in the PEP is not
intended as an affirmation of representation and
the metaphysical system, but an exploration of the
use of images in a new way that somehow does not
buy into metaphysics. The death of metaphysics and
representation should not mean the death of the
image and a total immersion in abstraction. Humans
speak and communicate and will always mix the
abstract with the readable image, even if totally
blurred with disjunctured signifier/signified relations.
We can see this in the sampling and loops of hip hop,
where abstraction is sampled and looped equally
with words and image sounds. The idea that loops of
urban sampling could form a new sense of the image
in the city formed part of my thinking at the time.
When I visited the PEP with Leon van Schaik we
spoke about Guy Debord and the city and he asked
me if, in my design for the PEP, I was accepting or
oppositional to the image making spectacle of the
modern city and to the images of the media. My
position was that the spectacle has to be attacked
from within its own logic, the logic of images.
The reason for this is that the usual methods of
opposition (minimalist abstraction or brutalism
for instance) were useless when pitted against the
image. People had become immune to these tactics.
Dandenong was in need of positive spaces which
would engage the locals and so the building had to
communicate in the local realm in a positive manner.
listening to the Wu Tang Clan, especially influenced by RZA’s
abstract sound loops and the free-associative non-sequiturs of
Ghostface Killah, as well as Bob Dylan’s Highway 61 Revisited with
his image/word juxtapositions.
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The building is figured as an image floating in the
television sky. This is why the proportions of the
building relate to a standardised height ratio of
the surroundings with a white cube-ness which is
infiltrated by the logic of the arrow pushing on a
horizontal plane to both sides of the urban fabric like
an expanding and contracting sideswipe. In this way
it is proportioned around the adjoining Masonic Hall
as a type of datum, not the other buildings which will
be lower and higher.
The Real Thing
So the PEP was partly an investigation into the
building as screen-surface in an urban sprawl
defined by screenness. The manipulation of this
screen surface as a blurring of reality and fiction
(or reality/image) is an idea which goes beyond the
obvious Moebius strip move of curving wall into
floor and roof, or surface into environment. The PEP
manifests its relation to reality along the lines of the
black hole model in which it implies its own zone or
‘reality vortex’ in the context of the plaza in central
Dandenong. The image of the ‘splatter’ facing the
two main plazas and the train station, like a deep
shadow, helps this subliminally. By forcing ideas into
reality the image and idea become reality.
In the design of the PEP I consciously attempted to
create a disruption in the surface of reality sitting
like a vortex at the intersection of the two plazas.
This set up a reality of free association of abstraction
and image, in a composition that reacted with the
surroundings yet created a vacuum of intensity
within those surroundings. The scaling relates to the
Masonic Hall but is actually smaller than most of the
planned (and now built) surrounding buildings.
In PEP and other projects I use the idea of
architecture working as a black hole to provide an
overall structure and context to the work, a context
within which we are all working, allowing me to
analyse through design how we position ourselves
in the modern environment and how we experience
and understand reality. No single building has to
reference or illustrate this idea as a main concept, as
the idea is an overall theory about how our buildings
and cities work in relation to consciousness. The idea
of the black hole urban experience lingers in the
background to the PEP. We could easily conclude
that each building is like a movie, taking us into its
particular ‘reality’. Walter Benjamin wrote of our
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distracted experience59 of architecture. That we
might spend a long time in or around some buildings
and shorter amounts of time in or passing others
is interesting when we relate it to the 90 minute
running time of a movie, 23 minutes of television or a
30 second ad break. This could be the segmentation
of possible durations while passing PEP.

PEP Dandenong interior showing the
sound-proofing and boiler room.

The occasional self-reflexive acknowledgement of
the black hole structure via the ‘splatter’ and the
images floating on the white screen, creep into the
work as a way of creating awareness of our place
in the world and environment. This is an attempt to
show the structure of the reality we live in and the
structure of the production of images60 and vision
(and other senses) and the structure of how our mind
conceptualise and tries to understand reality.
Just as Godard exposed the cinematic apparatus
in his films (the opening ‘cheque book’ credits and
dolls house sets of Tout Va Bien, 1972), I like to
occasionally refer to the ‘structures’ which lingers
behind our ‘architectural realities’. This accounts
for the use of the big power-points and big switch
and the supergraphic on the rear of the PEP which
diagrams the co-generation process.
Designing the PEP as a space junk object and screensurface with a perforated ‘splatter’/void aimed at
causing a disruption in the surface of Dandenong’s
reality, to force an awakening about the nature and
structure of reality and the presence of the image
making media that is grafted to this experience.
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Benjamin, Walter. The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction. In Illuminations. Edited with an
introduction by Hannah Arendt. Translated by Harry Zohn.
Schocken, USA, 1969. 217-252.
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The interest in showing and exposing hidden visual and
political structures rests in my obsession with the films of Jean Luc
Godard, and particularly his ‘art is not a reflection of reality – it is
the reality of the reflection’ critique of images as elaborated in his
1967 film La Chinoise.
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PEP Dandenong / 6 Points on Screenness

The design of the PEP, and the designs that lead up
to it, were moving towards an interconnected series
of design strategies and ideas that together became
concepts about design in our screen world. I realised
that there were a few concepts that I had been
developing which had slowly been evolving through
this work. Most of these ideas crystalised in the PEP
and a few others in the W House. There were other
ideas too but these concepts continually re-surfaced.
The first idea, elaborated in the W House, was that
there is a relation or similarity between the free
plan as conceived by Le Corbusier, and Adolf Loos’
Raumplan before, and the logic of the cinema. This
idea conceives of a relation between the white cube
of early modernism with its free or chaotic interior
and the white screen of the cinema with its multitude
of spatial configurations within. This lead on to the
next, closely linked idea:
The next idea was the concept of the ‘black-hole
effect’ which has two parts. The first part is the
perception of coalescing of multiple built realities
in the urban environment creates a world made of
multiple viewpoints with subliminal perceptual spacetime shifts/dis-junctures and reality manifestations.
This is our subjective screen conditioning and sits
with our objective knowledge of reality and buildings.
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The concept of the idea of the screen-surface in
which the subjective perception of space within or
behind surface (not just next to surface) affects our
experience of space. The black hole has a relation
to the space time disjuncture of the television and
cinema screen. The objective surface also becomes
subjective screen-surface: buildings as screens, either
abstract, kinetic or recognisable. The black hole
when combined with surface channels consciousness
through subjective screen structures as well as
through the psychoanalytic image relations of early
childhood. Surface appears to absorb space through
subjective perception.

The screen becomes a black hole / void through the space time
displacement between the inside of the screen and the present
space and time of the living room or space where the screen
sits. The PEP was an experiment to test if this experience
possibly bleeds into our relations to screen-like surface in the
urban environment.

By the time I came to design the PEP I had semiconsciously devised a number of loose design
strategies which crystalised over the initial, fast
sketch design period, and then over the longer two
year period of documenting and administering the
project. These ideas originated in my 1998 video 25
FPS (Architecture at 25 Frames per Second), were
tested in WD House and W House and became more
explicit in the PEP.
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The feedback loop mediates our sense of reality
and image. The feedback loop diagram shows how
images and ideas graft seamlessly and consistently
into reality, becoming inseparable from reality. The
feedback loop can also act as a structuring device for
the plan and surface. Here the looping of repetition
and difference becomes a modern structuring device.
The feedback loop of the modern plan and the city is
littered with space junk architectural fragments and
events.
The buildings as space junk in which the building
appears as fractured elements seemingly placed at
random in the urban sprawl. The experience of the
building as abstraction, image and functional object
as being related to (alien or man-made) space junk,
in as much as a building can be slightly familiar
but also alien and unknowable, and even slightly
displaced in the mind of those who experience it.
The object/context displacement of space junk
feeds into a pre-conditioned sensibility first found
in the readymade and conceptual art and also in the
reality and space-time shifts of the black hole. The
space junk concept is also a possible strategy to help
interact with the sprawl described by Koolhaas in
Junkspace.
The final concept is that of the ‘screen-world’ in
which the universe has been infected by the logic of
the cinema. Replacing the hut, cave and the cube on
tabula rasa with a screen logic. Buildings as images
floating in the universe as expanded screen, and
buildings as screen or image infected objects.

These points assume a world which has been
infected by the logic of the cinema, which in many
ways is the world that I design for.
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Design sketch of PEP showing
possible public interaction using
scale disjuncture with cellphone
photography.

These are the ideas that were in my head as I came
out of the PEP design and construction process at
the end of 2012. It was designing of the PEP that
really crystalised these ideas into working concepts.
The PEP was never a diagram of the theory or
thought. The design was a parallel activity with its
own freedom. These ideas came out of the design
process.
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PEP Dandenong front (L) and rear (R) elevations.
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Sketch for Screen Country House Project (top) 2003-20012
and (bottom) Still from the video 25 FPS (architecture at 25
frames per second) 1998 which was the basis of the design
for the house. The video explored a virtual space of floating
screens (or screen-buildings) with black holes and
worlds within worlds repeated within the surface. The house
project explores these ideas with the screen scattered over
the landscape like a field of space junk screens.

Becoming Television

The thinking around the intersection of buildings
and the screen had been a latent tendency within
my work since my undergraduate studies. My final
year thesis was the design of a film and television
school. Peter Corrigan was my supervisor. The
design, located in the VCA precinct on St Kilda Road
Melbourne, was a large screen building that also had
the experience of entering alien space junk. The front
of the building went in and out of ‘focus’ depending
on one’s position moving past the building. Like
the PEP, the building was like a big screen with
floating images and object- fragments with echoes
of Duchamp’s ‘Anemic Cinema’ (1926) and the Jantar
Mantar observatory in Delhi (and Jaipur which had
always had a big effect on me, among others. My
first job after graduating was as a design architect
at Bates Smart where my friends and I were given
the task of designing an extensive addition to the
Western General Hospital. This included a new
hospital wing and a new restaurant. Our building
was directly over the road from the site where ARM
Architecture were designing the Krongold clinic at
the time. One of my main contributions was to figure
the two end elevations as big screen voids and the
large circular windows of the restaurant as multiple
iris’. This ‘screen’ tendency reappeared in PEP. Having
written a thesis on film theory called ‘The Six-gun
Simulacrum’, many concepts regarding the screen
and our relation to surface were fresh in the back of
my mind as I continued to design buildings.
After these early design experiences and the film
writing, and before the PEP, I completed the WD
House with Anna Nervegna in 1998, as an experiment
in infusing the free plan with the cinematic. Then
I made the 25 FPS (Architecture at 25 frames
Per Second) video in 1998 which portrayed an
architectural interstellar space of floating screens
and universes repeated within the screens.61 I was
constantly trying to reassess how the screen (and the
cinema in all its mutated forms) could influence the
design of buildings, spaces and public spaces and
the effect the cinema has had on our perception and
experience of everyday reality, objects and space.
I slowly formed a way of looking at this situation
through the designs and videos, devising loose
positions from which to work. The 25 FPS video
provided a number of architectural concepts that I
was eager to explore in buildings.
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25 FPS was also used as video art installations and later
for a music video for Lisa Miller.
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The first concept in the video was to conceptually
replace the tabula rasa with the notion of screenness,
the idea of the universe as cinema, a world overtaken
by the logic of the screen. There were plenty of
cultural examples to show me that I was not alone
in thinking this was a worthwhile metaphor to
serve as a background context to my projects, from
Ingmar Bergman’s ‘Persona’ (1966), Godard’s Le
Mepris (1963), David Cronenberg’s ‘Videodrome’
(1982), and the cinema writings of Deleuze (as
well as implications by Debord and Mcluhan).
The second position that came out of the 25 FPS
video was the idea of the building as an ‘expanded
screen’ with screen surface. These ideas had been
present in my cinema writing such as ‘The Six-gun
Simulacrum.’62 The making of that video acted as
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“The Six-Gun Simulacrum” Toby Reed La Trobe University
1992. Also published in shortened form in Film Criticism: “The SixGun Simulacrum – New Metaphors for an old genre” Toby Reed and
Rick Thompson University of Pennsylvania Press 1996.

a creative breakthrough in my development.63 The
idea of the building and surface as screenness, as
white walls and black holes, with multiple variations
and grey-scales came from the video. Designing the
PEP forced me to explore the expanding of screensurface and the absorption of space into surface
through perception in a physical manner. Before the
25 FPS video we had already explored the idea of
the free plan as cinema in the WD House and so it
seemed obvious to keep exploring how buildings
were subliminally ‘becoming screens’. Once I started
thinking about this, I saw much in 20th century
architecture to support it as an evolving tendency.
After the 25 FPS video I immediately began thinking
about applying the concept to a country house
project in rural Victoria (near where I later designed
the Arrow Studio). The small country house project
was made of screens which had ‘landed’ on the
property like space junk, a kind of Mies van der Rohe
meets Nam June Paik in the Australian country. This
resulted in small 3D studies (the ECB Officer and the
proposed shed for Robin Boyd’s McLune House are
the offspring of this). Applying the 25 FPS video to a
country house made the space junk idea more literal
in my mind.
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Toby Reed RMIT Architecture thesis project 1987, VCA Film
and Television School explored the building as image and
as architectural screen. This became a working diagram for
the PEP in 2011.
Tutor Peter Corrigan.

The idea of buildings and screens as black holes
to another space-time was another idea that came
from the 25 FPS video. This notion was slowly
evolving in me as an attitude to what the cinema has
taught us about reality and our relation to it. This
concept and the other ideas from the video had a
certain conceptual power that remained in my mind
constantly, waiting for opportunities to manifest
themselves, which seemed to happen with the PEP.
The black hole surface idea came from 25 FPS. The
zero gravity floating screens, or screen-buildings,
had the animation repeated within them. This implied
‘worlds’ existing within the vortex of the zero gravity
architectural surface. The last screen in the animation
was filled with television static, a tension between
black and white surface, which implied the depth
of the black hole as well as the modern perforated
surface, while the other screens were white with the
spatiality of the other world which the black hole
implicitly is a vortex to. PEP could easily be floating
in this animation. They are both conceived as black
and white. PEP has the large black ‘splatter’, which
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It also affected the scripts that I was writing at the time
for my father Colin Eggleston.
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is actually an illusion created by many small holes.
The ‘splatter’, besides having a vague relation to
psychoanalysis and consciousness through the inkblot test, also relates to a black hole in the white
perforated screen wall.
I first became aware of the black hole metaphor
as it relates to architecture when working in
production design in the film industry. I noticed how
the filmmakers spoke about buildings and chose
architecture for their films, categorising each building
in terms of cinematic genres and levels of everyday
‘reality’. Filmmakers see buildings in relation to what
type of ‘reality’ each individual building signifies
or embodies. Filmmakers think this way because
they produce films that often consciously produce
‘fictions’ and they need the buildings in these films
to help create these worlds and communicate them
to an audience. These are the same audiences that
populate our buildings. This experience had me
thinking of the implications for architecture. When,
a few years later, I made the 25FPS video I began to
give form to the concept.
The ECB Officer (Energy Centre Building) took
some of the ideas implicit in the PEP Dandenong
and pushed them further. In many ways the ECB is
about buildings mutating towards ‘screenness’. It is a
master-plan for a city centre infused with a dialogue
about the relation between the city and the modern
image. In some ways the ECB, in a Marshal Mcluhan
move, is about buildings becoming television. 64
The idea of the building becoming screen originally
was explored, in an oblique way, with the WD House
where the 1:1 scale working drawing on the front
of the cantilevering cube takes on the reflective
ephemerality of the screen as blurred edge between
outside reality and internal experience. Then again,
the building as screen was investigated more literally
in the 25FPS video, where a virtual universe is
created comprising of floating screens and screens
within screens. Soon after, the video was transformed
into a functional architectural idea in the studies for
the Screen Country House project. The ECB Officer
project was commissioned while the PEP was still in
construction. Having explored elements of the screen
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Marshal McLuhan saw all technology as an extension
of the body, man becoming part machine. According to Harold
Rosenberg ‘he is a belated Whitman singing the body electric with
Thomas Edison as accompanist’ in ‘Mcluhan: Hot and Cool’ edited
by Gerald Emanuel Stearn. Penguin Books, 1968, P. 228.
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in a subliminal manner in the PEP, it seemed a good
opportunity to go further into the structure of the
idea.

The ECB buildings are conceived of as a series of
forms that have ‘fallen from the sky’ like asteroids
or space junk, and landed by the train tracks. The
forms are based on the rounded screens in the 25
FPS video, which reference the television screens of
my childhood. The shape seems to correspond to
the vague iris experienced by the eye with glasses or
sunglasses. This shape relates to notions about how
we see and frame vision. The shape is not a literal
screen (it does not look like a widescreen television)
and is therefore not a Duchampian readymade. It
is a series of architectural surfaces based on the
structural logic of the screen and of vision. The
buildings attempt to create a Louis Kahn style series
of envelopes based on a field of vision, rather than
the Platonic geometry of Kahn’s National Assembly
Building of Bangladesh in Dhaka. These surfaces
are then cut away at. Each ‘screen’ has within it a
few mini-screens which each have vertically sliced
images of Eadweard Muybridge sequence photos,
which optically animate as one travels past in the
train. The idea of the space junk screen-buildings
coincided with our research into the area in which we
found that the area had been showered by asteroids
many hundreds of years before. These asteroids had
become important to the local aborigines and are
now scattered in various museums around the world.
The idea of the building infused by the structure
of vision and the screen, as well as the animated
Muybridge images of the cowboy and cow beside
the train tracks, seemed appropriate considering the
19th century farming history of the area as well as
the reference to the Lumiere’s ‘Arrival of a Train at
La Ciotat’ (1895), and Porters ‘Great Train Robbery’
(1903), the first western. In this way the cluster of
buildings reference the birth of the cinema and the
modern image in an urban context.

View from a train window of the ECB Officer project. The
screens within the screen surface are made of vertical rods
over manipulated Muybridge photos which animate as we
move past the building from the train.

The ECB project was our master-plan for a city
block with offices, shops, plazas and a tri-generation
building, situated next to the Officer train station.

The mathematics of the screen has always been
important to my sense of design. Proportionally I
often begin to compose in relation to screen ratios,
even if this is not so obvious in the final design. The
various screen ratios serve me as various types of
visual fields which can be used in many ways to
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The two most popular screen ratios are 4:3 (cinema
up until after WW2 and television until the end of
the 20th century, approximately) and 16:9 (cinema
from the 1950s until the present and television
approximately from the year 2000 to the present).
These two ratios have an uncanny similarity to
Euclid’s 47th problem: 3 squared = 9 and 4 squared
= 16. The first number of each equation put together
gives us 4:3 the ratio of the classic cinema screen
and the television. The result of each equation put
together equals 16:9 the ratio of the widescreen
television and a standard cinema ratio since the early
1950s.
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View of the ECB Officer project from the underpass
running under the train line. The buildings are shaped
like big screen-asteroids that appear to have landed
randomly, echoing the shower of asteroids that hit the
area before European colonisation.

compose space. The ECB project literalised this idea
by combining the 16:9 ratio with the rounded edges
found in some primitive photography and early
televisions, corresponding to the way vision works
around the periphery of the frame. It also expresses
the influence of wearing glasses and sunglasses. The
rounding of the edges and perforated surface and
hole patterns help denote a surface which is a vague
field of vision with visual nodes within it.
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However, it is the ratio of 1:2.35 which was used for
the widescreen of the early 1950s (including the
drive-ins), which is the most anti-classical of all
screen ratios. Fritz Lang, when acting as himself
in Godard’s 1963 film Le Mepris said cinemascope
is only good “for snakes and funerals”.65 Actually
cinemascope defines a particular sense of a prevalent
modern compositional tendency, endless spatial
horizontality. Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der
Rohe had already defined this as a key spatial quality
of the modern world, and later the cinematic age.
Both architects made the infinite line integral to their
work. Le Corbusier experimented with it in a free
form manner in his Obus Plan, which influenced my
approach to the Dazhou masterplan.

The act of designing for a situation in which we
are surrounded by, and our psyches infiltrated by,
screens, has becomes a meditation or exploration
of these sub-optic relations, attempting to define a
position within the world, reality, space, existence,
while hopefully creating architectural situations that
do the same for others.
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Le Mepris. Directed by Jean-Luc Godard, 1963. Filmed in
cinemascope ratio.
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Site plan of the ECB Officer project
showing the tri-generation building
and office and shopping precint with
connecting plazas.

The ECB Officer buildings are not representations of
screens. They are abstract building form infiltrated
by the structure of the screen and vision, but are
not screens. They are a shape which is intended to
correspond to our visual field (of which there are
many) and evoke a dialogue about the structure of
vision in relation to surface in the modern city. The
screens within the screens, made of vertically sliced
images and rods, do not correspond to readymade
images or signs of screens. They are abstract shapes
which function a bit like the false movement of
a television screen. These buildings are mutating
towards a sense of screenness but are not copies of
screens.
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The search for origins would include factors such as
the 19th century development of camouflage, with
its intention of blurring and dissipating objects into
backgrounds. Modern spatial sensibilities such as
zero-gravity (most explicit in modern space travel),
helps account for the modern enthusiasm for floating
and overlapping. The advent of photography in 1839
and the photographic experiments in sequential
movement by Marey and Muybridge are of great
importance. But origins don’t really exist. Anytime
we look for a point of origin, we find a prior event
that influenced it. So even before the advent of
photography we find architectural conditions for
screen-space. These conditions could well have
existed as part of our deep spatial subconscious
since before the story of Plato’s Cave. Like all other
‘origins’, the notion of an absolute origin is more of
an image than an actual possibility. This is how it is
with screenness and screen-space.

Notes on the Mutation of surface towards Screenness

SKIPPS Shade Structure (2009) inserts an
oppositional reality against the 19th century
school intended to cause a critical process
within the students.

Can we find an origin for screenness? If we go back
to December 28, 1895 when the Lumiere brothers
premiered the first ever public film screening in
Paris we soon realise that it is not in fact an origin,
that prior events had been paving the way. The first
official x-ray took place on December 22nd 1895, just
six days before the first film screening. Experiments
with the cathode ray dated from around 1875. The
x-ray has been followed (and predated) by numerous
other proto-photographic techniques such as
Schlieren photography, the Thermographic camera
and ultra-sound. The Schlieren camera dates from
1864 and was a technique to photograph air flow.
The thermographic camera is also called an infrared camera, and uses wavelengths to record. These
techniques and, photography, cinema, radio and
television all inhabit and express the immaterial. In
a way we could say that before 1895 was the age of
the material, whereas 1895 ushered in the age of the
immaterial.

We now will trace briefly some examples of how
architectural surface has evolved towards a sense of
screenness since 1895.
The free façade as envisaged by Le Corbusier in
point 5 of his ‘Les Cinq Points d’une architecture
nouvelle’66 (1926), has now slipped out of the confines
of traditional masonry construction and the slab and
column diagram of the ‘maison Dom-ino’. The wall
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Frampton, Kenneth. Le Corbusier, Thames and Hudson
2001,
p.72.
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has mutated as its various functions have separated
in space and become distinct layers of function:
inside boundary, outside barrier, internal and external
abstract shape, solid wall and transparent window,
sun shade, signifying skin.
The purity of the single modern skin where structure,
shelter, protection, boundary and signification are
all wrapped into a single element, was a short lived
ideal that is still an option but not the only goal. Even
in Mies’ steel and glass facades where structure and
wall were one, the outer layer of steel was decorative.

The optical metal facade, which we first saw in
Herzog & de Meuron’s Signal Box (1988-1995) helps
to dissolve the separateness of the wall’s functions.
The wall begins to separate out, and stop being the
one single defined boundary as indicated by a thick
black line on the plan. In buildings following on from
this, the cavity wall slowly expanded to become
many layers, the gap between wall and outer skin
expanding and contracting at will, embracing the
screen as layer and brise soleil, surface absorbing
space. Relations such as that between window
and wall began dissolving and becoming the one
slightly out of focus experience, as windows began
to frequently hide behind abstract metal patterned
skins running over. In the metal half-tone screen
wall the solid and transparent have become a
gradient favouring the in-between as the prevalent
experience, creating a new sense of screen-space
with a resultant shift in architectural image.

Section of the ECB Officer trigeneration building. The cavity
allows for ducting, ventilation and
gives a sense of screen-depth.

Let us rewind a bit. To understand the recent
developments in building skins we need to take
into account the history of the cavity wall, the
traditional role of poche, the screen and the veil in
traditional architectures. These all play their part
in the transformations that have happened to the
buildings skin up until now and in the development
of the current tendency towards screenness and the
dissolution of matter and objects.

Often this transparent glass is behind the
surface layer, which expands over with mediated
perforations. We get a blurring of the level of opacity
from both outside and inside. In the more optical
of these facades, the nocturnal experience, lit up
from within, reveals, like a chameleon, a whole new
building. Some buildings can be vampires, only
coming alive at night.
210
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The old poche space of the classical and the
baroque carved out room shapes from a layering
of different geometries (eg, square container with
circular interior). The new perforated metal wall
often reverses this situation to get the abstract
shape on the outside, interacting with the city, with
a more normalized interior, as we can see in Gehry’s
post Bilbao formula. The poche, which once was a
hidden solid between two internal geometries, has
now conceptually mutated and become layers of
the cavity wall, and is often blown up in scale. The
building now becomes a blow up ‘reverse-poche’.
The poche is no longer just an element within the
building, and the skin is often there to make this
happen. This new scale of poche can be embraced
to help not just the individual building but also the
connectivity between buildings and public spaces.
I have briefly sketched out some ideas about the
conceptual role that the cavity wall and poche have
had in the evolving of surface towards a type of
screenness, and how the cavity walls and poche
have mutated, expanded and slowly absorbed space
into surface. We can see how this tendency feeds
into the impression of screen ‘depth’ sometimes
experienced in modern surface. Now we need to
consider the impact of the traditional architectural
screen and veil on the new facade. Screens have
existed in architecture for a long time (for example
the carved stone screens in Indian architecture and
timber screens in Chinese architecture), but this
new application of the screen has fused the impact
of the cinema and television screens into the skin.
We can see this effect every day in the see-through
dot-screen advertising stickers on windows, trams
and buses, and this has fast filtered through to
architecture.

Rear view of the ECB Officer trigeneration building complex and
detail of the animated Muybridge
bird.

Inverse Poche

Walter Benjamin wrote in his seminal essay “The
Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical reproduction”67
that we now experience architecture in a state
of distraction. With the constantly increasing
proliferation of screens in our everyday experience
this is even more the case than it was in the early
twentieth Century. Architecture is just another screen
that we half pay attention too in the peripheral vision
of our rear-view mirror at 60kph.
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Benjamin, Walter. The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction. In Illuminations. Edited with an
introduction by Hannah Arendt. Translated by Harry Zohn.
Schocken, USA, 1969. 217-252.
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Hal Foster has written of the shift in architecture
since 1960 towards a new type of ‘image-building’.
68
This shift in architectural form combines and blurs
Venturi, Scott Browne and Izenour’s definitions of
architecture as either ‘ducks’ or ‘decorated sheds’69
and produces a more complex set of image-building
methodologies. Buildings utilise the logic of the
decorated shed by separating the (often metal)
façade from the internal functional ‘shed’. This is
sometimes driven by the economics of the developer,
but also allows the architect to pursue new ideas
in image and form (venturing into the territory of
the ‘duck’). This tendency tends to separate out
the functions of the skin to create a more complex
relation between inside and outside, image and
function. The duck and shed have morphed and
combined towards the type of image buildings that
we are now experiencing, like OMA’s CCTV.

Rear view of the ECB Officer plaza with manipulated
Muybridge photos in the screen and detail of one of
the animated Muybridge birds reduced to 5 spliced and
superimposed film frames.

Now buildings can have images on them, like OMA’s
Karlsruhe project (1989-92) or Herzog & de Meuron’s
Eberswalde Library (1996-9), ARM Architecture’s
William Barak Building, or buildings can be shaped
as images, like Gehry’s Bilbao. Metal skins equally
allow for the half-tone dot screen image (like the
advertising stickers on public transport), op art
abstractions, or image-like shaping. This has been
a slowly developing sensitivity to the building’s
skin over the last few decades, towards a type of
vague ‘screenness’. The building with image is like a
television screen whereas a building shaped like an
image conceives of the world (or tabula rasa) as a
‘screen’ upon which the building floats as an imageobject or is projected.

Private and social space in our society has been
overtaken by screens: smart-phones, TVs, computers
and surveillance, like the society of the spectacle.
It is only natural that building facades would slowly
develop a surface that responded to this ‘screenness’.
Alfred Hitchcock, in his 1954 film Rear Window,
conceived of the standard apartment window as a
TV and/or cinema screen. In the train sequence of
the 1931 film ‘Possessed’ the windows of the train
become cinema screens with mini scenes taking
place in each one70. Eisenstein conceptualised a
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Venturi, Robert. Scott Brown, Denise. Izenour, Steven.
Learning From Las Vegas – Revised edition. The MIT Press, 1978.
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As pointed out by Slavoj Zizek in ‘The Perverts Guide to
the Cinema’.
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Architects have also consciously conceptualised
windows with this metaphor, producing buildings as
readymade televisions, with obvious attached social
critique. We can see the early iconic treatment of
the television screen as façade image, and building
as stack of televisions in SOM/Gordon Bunshaft’s
Beineke Library at Yale (1964), Richard Seifert’s
Park Tower, London (1973), or Oscar Niemeyer’s
Prefabricated School (CIEP) in Rio (1984) and
his Cultural Centre of Banco Do Brasil in Brasilia
(1993). In Bunshaft’s Beineke library the screen, in
the TV-shaped frame, is replaced by translucent
marble which filters a soft light into the interior of
the building in order to protect the books inside
and at night from the outside looks “like stacked
television sets which have all gone on the blink”.72
The screen surface creates an interior screen-space
as marble homage to the cathode ray. Even Kisho
Kurokawa’s Nakagin Capsule Tower (1972) has an
obvious reading of an asymmetrical stack of scifi TV’s. The Metabolists were prone to conceiving
of the architectural unit as a screen or television
and the history of architecture has uncountable
examples of this by almost forgotten architects. In
Melbourne we can see an example of this in the proto
Metabolist ‘Total House’ (Bogle and Banfield, 1965).
Mies’ glass walls and stone walls were somewhat like
screens too, especially in the way that he presented
them in drawings and photos as a series of screens
receding in space. Buckminster Fuller’s Fly-Eye Dome
prototype (1965) for low-cost housing rendered
screenness as the aperture, the fish-eye lens as
barrier/view.

Rear view of the ECB Officer building and plaza with
Muybridge kangaroo photo in the screen.

whole apartment block made of glass where every
surface is like a kaleidoscopic screen in his unrealised
‘Glass House’ (1947) film project.71 Here, in a surreal
precursor to Hitchcock’s film, a resident witnesses
a murder, through a series of overlaid transparent
surfaces.

With the recent popularity of the perforated metal
skin we have the whole façade, in many instances,
taking on the patina of the television on a dead
channel, the static of channel surfing, like the TV-sky
in William Gibson’s ‘Neuromancer’. Even if we ignore
the obvious use of television screens in the urban
environment (‘media walls’), the overriding new
status of the skin is that of an information surface,
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Eisenstein at Work.

Charles Jencks The Language of Post-Modern
Architecture p.19.
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even if it is communicating an experience of optical
abstraction, emptiness, the void or black hole.

Over:
Still from the Future Happiness video showing screens floating
in space with the Melbourne grid floating in the distance. The
screens have images from Peter McIntyre and Robin Boyd’s film
‘Your House and Mine’ (1958) and Nigel Buesst ’s 1960’s footage of
Melbourne, mixing the past, future and present.

An obvious next step is the surface of moving optics,
like the false movement of the cinema, which many
of us are experimenting with (such as the ECB
project in Officer). Not television screens, which are
everywhere in the urban environment, but the surface
which has learnt from the experience of media and
reconfigures a new optical experience which is
intrinsically architectural.

Total House, Melbourne, 1965
Bogle and Banfield.

Traditional facades have often told a story, and so
the new power of the surface-as-screen is opening
up possibilities of communicating both the literal and
the abstract. We have skins taking on the patina of
the media screen (with and without images on it),
as well as the surface acting like a communicating
screen, and building as image in the environment.
These are some of the ways we can investigate the
image and counter spectacle in the post-cinematic
city.
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We live in a city of black holes where image in
every mutation has infiltrated the surface of reality.
Buildings, spaces and zones of buildings create
the impression of black hole realities and worlds in
which the object and space is infiltrated by image.
Our perception of the reality of the modern city is
effected by the way the political and social express
themselves in image, whether it be on screens or
as buildings and streets. How do we conceive of a
strategy for intervening in the modern city where the
image and the spectacle has seemingly taken over
and cities seem to have the logic of a world run by
what could be termed as the planning equivalent of
‘gangster capitalism’?
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The black Hole City / Guerrilla Urbanism
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In 1960 Kevin Lynch used the term ‘imageability’ in
relation to urbanism and the perception of nodes,
paths, districts, edges and monuments.73 There are
other aspects to image and its relation to urbanism
which these categories interact with but do not
account for, that of the media. The world overtaken
by image, that Guy Debord described in The Society
of the Spectacle, is here, and Le Corbusier’s dictum
that the ‘plan is the generator’ seems to have
been replaced by the implicit understanding that
the image is now the generator. The Smithsons
and Banham understood this just before the Pop74
moment and architects since then have been
responding to the need for buildings to be structured
within or against the logic of the advertising machine.
We can see the complex relation of architecture,
image, spectacle and politics expressed in different
ways in Gehry’s Bilbao Guggenheim Museum and
OMA/Rem Koolhaas’ CCTV (see, for example, the
TV breakers before any show on CCTV with the
fly-through of the OMA building as media image/
object).75 The plan, as Le Corbusier saw it, seems to
have morphed into a more complex entity, one that
includes image in a new spatial configuration, not
just image as flat surface or sign but image of the
object that includes the spatiality, the social and
the political. Now the idea or concept becomes the
generator. Image, now an integral element of the real
and of surface, is not just the thing we see next to
the ghost of space, but has infiltrated all elements of
architecture, urbanism and consciousness.
The effect of a ‘black hole’ urbanism, whereby
each event in the urban field becomes a vortex
to a reality node, is significant when thinking of
strategies for the modern city, the country and
everything in-between. The sprawl is structured this
way and our interventions into it must understand
this. At its tackiest the modern city and the sprawl
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Lynch, Kevin. The Image of the City. Pp. 46-90. The M.I.T.
Press, 1960. 19th edition 1988.
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Foster, Hal. “Image-Building”. The Art-Architecture
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Detail of one of the screens within the
ECB Officer surface. The screens within
the screen-skin are made of vertical rods
over Muybridge photos which animate as
we move past the building from the train.

Urbanism of the Image

Peter Eisenman when discussing the modern imagebuilding as spectacle with Rem Koolhaas, equates Gehry’s Bilbao
Guggenheim Museum, as an acceptance of the politics of the
spectacle, to Bernini’s St Peters, and counters it with OMA/
Koolhaas’ CCTV and Borromini as critiquing the spectacle of
the image from within. In Eisenman, Peter and Koolhaas, Rem.
Supercritical. Architecture Words 1. Edited Brett Steele. AA
228 Publications London.
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We must attempt to find strategies for dealing with
a society overtaken by the image in all its forms,
the situation which Guy Debord described so
accurately in the Society of the Spectacle. In-order
to design buildings and cities which make sense of
this situation, which can help us understand reality,
we need to infiltrate the logic of the media, of the
screen, the image, and then work with its elements
and then use them to break through to the other
side of the ‘screen’, revealing new relationships
with the ‘real’. This reality/image binary is like a
feedback loop. They are both inside each other
and one is not complete without the other. Both
image and reality are part of the same ‘thing’. They
are both aspects of reality. So when discussing the
idea of ‘experiencing the real’, we are speaking of
something else, more-like an understanding of the
real and its structural relations and the way ideology
is communicated through image, and in this sense,
the structures which make up spatial experience. Like
the self-reflexivity in a Godard movie (or Antonioni’s
Blow Up) we need to expose the structure of vision,
experience, image, and its ideological relations, the
structures of architecture, and break through this to
understand how our sensory motor skills are working
spatially in this very modern situation between the
image and the object.

Still from the Future Happiness video
showing the approach to the Melbourne
grid floating in interstellar space,
surrounded by asteroids and space junk.

functions like the simulated system of a theme park.
But the black hole nodal points of reality are not
systems of representation, they are perceptions of
reality. The city and the individual buildings within
it and its spaces can also be re-thought in terms of
‘screenness’, as architecture which has absorbed a
media logic, with the cinematic credit sequence as
model for the modern skin. The urban field/tabula
rasa can now be perceived as ‘expanded screen’
with buildings as floating image-objects, individual
buildings and spaces as screen event horizons to
reality nodes which can work as disruptions to
the surface of reality, in order to spatially combat
the overwhelming presence of image. How can
we disrupt the feedback loop which organises the
relation between image, the architectural object and
the city?

Debord wrote “The spectacle is capital to such a
degree of accumulation that it becomes an image”76.
Before the mass production of images people had
more direct relations to ‘non-image’ experience but
were equally repressed by pre-consumerist ideology.
230
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The ephemerality of the screen has unleashed
new relations between consciousness and matter
that allow for both positive and negative relations.
We need to keep working out new ways to break
through or subvert image. Our investigation of the
image should not simply attack the image, but the
metaphysical system that controls the image as a set
of ideological hierarchies.
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View of the ECB Officer tri-generation building from the train
station and detail of the animated Muybridge cowboy, referencing
the importance of the train in early cinema and the changes to
urban space as a result of changes brought about to our spatial
perception as a result of photography and the cinema.

Our age would most likely be image-centric even
without consumerism due to the almost addictive
nature of the scopophilic urban image system which
we are all in. The cinema and TV predicted this
situation and the phone-cam has confirmed it. For
any true ideological progress or freedom to manifest
in the city, we must free ourselves of the hierarchy of
the Platonic system of the image, which is like a caste
system in which the image is untouchable, a series
of good and bad copies. Image is actually an integral
part of the feedback loop of our reality, and of our
everyday experience, so any form of ideology or any
attack on ideology will have the image as an integral
part of that reality.

Cowboy Space / Gangster Urbanism
There are many ways of understanding the image in
the cinema and the media which can help us design
in the image saturated city. One of them can be
found in Robert Warshow’s seminal essays on the
gangster movie and the Western. In ‘The Gangster as
Tragic Hero’77 he posited the cinematic gangster as a
metaphor for American businessman. The gangster
film was a mirror and a metaphor of capitalism. This
metaphor is still very-much alive in the neo-liberal
world of current capitalism and has much relevance
to the city. The Kowloon walled city was a literal
urban zone ruled by gangster logic and recently the
Torre de David in Caracas was a squatter’s microcity ruled by gangsters. Both of these examples are
extreme systems ruled by gangster logic that expose
an underlying structure and logic in our more normal
current urban situations. When designing in the city
I began to conceive of the dichotomies in the design
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Warshow, Robert. “The Gangster as Tragic Hero” and
“Movie Chronicle: The Westerner.” The Immediate Experience. New
York: Anchor Books, 1962, pp. 83-88, 89-106.
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Still from Future Happiness. The video as
inflight movie advertises the new Melbourne
as a critique of the near future of urbanism,
depicting nature in the form of asteroids and
architecture as space junk floating in zero
gravity amongst signs and screens.
The SKIPPS Shade Structure,
retractable with a remote control,
forms a technicolour zone distinct
from the authoritarian 19th centuray
architecture of the old school.
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process within the cinematic terms of ‘cowboy
space/gangster urbanism.’ Besides the obvious links
between urbanism and capitalism that the gangster
metaphor would imply, this seemed to highlight our
desire in the modern city for the endless field of
open space, epitomised by the western, in the reality
of the chaotic congested city, seemingly ruled by a
‘gangster logic.’ Conceiving of the issues this way
allowed a cinematic image-logic to creep into the
design process, thereby facing the spectacle from
within the logic of the image. The modernist free plan
responded to the desire for mass-produced variation,
difference and endlessness within the repeatable
closed white cube allocated to the modern family
unit. Zoom-out to a city infected with a seemingly
cinematic logic and the desire for the endless open
space superimposed over the congested sprawl of
the modern city and this metaphor/dichotomy seems
to reflect this modern duality first elaborated in the
free plan, but on a larger scale, incorporating image
within its system.
An urban hypothesis for today, as squeezed through
a cinematic image-filter, may posit that the blurring
of the pure entity, the centre, and the origin has led
to a fusing of previously opposing image-forces in
our spatial consciousness: the congested chaotic
urbanism of the gangster movie fusing with the
endless space, the tabula rasa and landscape of the
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western. The compression of the city and expansion
of the open field. In his analysis of these two genres
and their relation to the modern world, Warshow
described the gangster as ‘hot’ and the cowboy as
‘cool’. The fusing of these two spatial experiences,
the ‘hot’ (gangster) and the ‘cool’ (cowboy) is a
cinematic tendency that can be seen since the
1960s. This fusing and mixing of extremes can be
a positive methodology for both urban design and
architectural composition that can interact with
peoples’ inbuilt and most hidden spatial desires and
experience as affected by the cinematic image. In
this new urbanism where, in filmic terms, the logic of
the gangster has taken over, the hot and the cool can
serve as a sliding scale of gradations to which the
modern city can be attuned, mediating and playing
between these two extremes in the culture of the
image.
In the cinema and advertising the image of the
cowboy on the open plane and the cowboy town
of the western defined a type of popular modernist
diagram of the object on the abstract plane. This
can be seen in the town painted red and renamed
‘Hell’ by the ghost of the man with no name in High
Plains Drifter (Clint Eastwood, 1973). The object
on tabula rasa of the country as field was what
the modernists often posited for the modern city.
Inhabitants of the modern city generally seemed to
prefer the ‘hot’ city to the ‘cool’ slab on the tabula
rasa of modernism as exemplified by Le Corbusier’s
early urbanism (the country in the city), but actually
seemed to desire the compressed city combined
with expanding open space. But the city has been
defined by the hot logic of the gangster rather than
the cool of the cowboy, and now it has turned into
an endless undefined sprawl of the road movie,
which is neither city nor country, space junk landed
randomly in circular loops of freeways and arterial
roads, positively defying clear definition or boundary.
Andre Bazin posited the western as the essence of
the cinema through its pure expression of cinematic
movement. This is a common myth shared by many
filmmakers based essentially on the similarity of the
image of the cowboy riding across the screen and
the film moving through a camera or projector. The
Marlboro Man became the advertising image par
excellence of cinematic movement and it’s relation
to modern space. The Marlboro Man is the modern
image of cowboy space.78 Since Warshow wrote his
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John Gollings, before he became an architectural
photographer,
was the photographer for all the Marlboro
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advertisement for the Asia Pacific region. Going with him on some
of these shoots is one of my stronger childhood memories.

seminal articles, filmmakers have used the cowboy
and the gangster (the cool and the hot) as a sliding
scale for the form and image of their movies and
characters.79 Marshall McLuhan also used a system
of the hot and the cool as a way to describe types
of popular media in the modern world. Harold
Rosenberg described McLuans project, “The hot
medium, like radio and newspapers, is aggressive and
communicates much information, while the cool, like
TV and the Twist (also open mesh stockings and dark
glasses), is reticent and tends to draw its audience
into participation.”80
Just as urban sprawl has blurred the distinction
between country and city, so the hot and the cool
have been fused onto the one shifting, mutating
plane in the modern movie. These elements are part
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In the cinema gangsters have progressively become cool
as cowboys have moved towards the hot, often mixing the two
as if part of the one surface (or blending them into non-generic
characters and films). De Palma’s remake of Scarface literalises
Warshow’s critique of American capitalism and the American
dream, infusing cool as well as the hot into the images and Pacino’s
Tony Montana.
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In 1961, at the breaking point of modernism,
Jane Jacobs critiqued modern urbanism, putting
forward existing city experiences, such as the
streets of Greenwich Village as a better model
for urban development than those being planned
by modern urbanists. Meanwhile, according to
Koolhaas, urbanism as a discipline lost its collective
confidence82 and almost gave up, with the result
being that cities have sprawled with almost no
control or strong motivation except that of the
various economic incentives of the developer. Certain
cities have been posited as readymade models
by architects to counter the banality of modern
urbanism and the lack of vision of those planners in
charge, ‘hot’ urban alternatives to modernisms ‘cool’:
Banham’s LA, the Las Vegas of Venturi, Scott Brown
and Izenour, Koolhaas’ New York, and Atelier BowWow’s Tokyo. This reflected the desire for models
by which we can counter the banality of modern
urbanism and interfere with the reality of the modern
city. Koohaas has described perfectly the junkspace83
of the new automatically designed air-conditioned
mall and airport, but we still need to find more
strategies to intervene in this situation.

In ‘Whatever happened to Urbanism’84 Koolhaas
explains the problems of working with the chaos
of the urban sprawl: we cannot consciously design
chaos, all we can do is posit a different type of order
against the chaos which produces more chaos. The
screen according to Deleuze makes chaos appear
as something.85 The points in Koohaas’ article are
significant for defining many of the strategies needed
to deal with our current situation.
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I found this issue regarding the modern city and
chaos when designing the 30km master-plan for
Dazhou. In Dazhou I was faced with the Chinese
version of urban sprawl as a result of bureaucratic
‘rational’ government planning, which had
inadvertently created chaos through the imposition
of order. This experience intensified my reading of
the complexity of these issues. In my designs starting
with the PEP Dandenong, the projects in Officer and
Nanjing, and then the 30km master-plan for Dazhou,
I have attempted to translate an implicit urban theory
from my small projects into strategies for large-scale
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Traditional fishing boats in Dazhou made
from billboards, creating a different type
of advertising image-surface.

of the surface of much of the media, even long after
the western has seemingly died. The poles of the
hot and cool relate to the sub-optics of our image
and media-shaped spatial sensibility and can be
applied to urbanism and architecture as a way of
sidestepping a possibly redundant cycle of styles
(primitive, classical, baroque etc) as described
by Focillon,81 in order to find new gradations
of difference in the modern post-cinematic
environment. The mixing and overlapping of these
two cinematic worlds, the hot and the cool, is a
relevant way to sidestep or decentre the purgatory
of style for our cinematically infected universe, as
well as a way of conceiving of spatial changes and
infusions, possibly helping us move beyond style to a
zero degree image-object.
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urbanism. This process was forced upon me suddenly
and unexpectedly. To extract ideas and strategies
from my previous smaller work, and combine it with
my existing knowledge and research in urbanism,
was necessary at the time.

Dazhou seen from the boat that we
used to analyse the city.

Architecture as Guerrilla Warfare
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Design in the present-day city is like developing an
antidote to a fast-mutating disease, minus some
of the negativity that this may imply. Cities keep
spreading and mutating, overtaking the surfaces of
the globe that previously jolted us into a sense of
awareness or sense of our place in space, time, even
‘reality’. We need to make the anti-dote from the
disease. The architecture and spaces that remain,
left over and surrounded by the ever spreading junkspace of urban sprawl that Koolhaas writes of, that
were once vital, move into the realm of ‘history’ and
super-familiarity. They no longer serve the purpose
of jolting us into an awareness of reality, but now
becoming something else such as history, memory,
comfort, fashions, styles, and even banality. Urban
environments of previous eras were more cohesive
and stable and this was reflected in the politics and
social structures. This produced a number of spatial
modes of ‘place making’ which are still favoured by
some. These spaces can be dropped in to the city
like first aid in a war zone. However the proponents
of these traditional spatial models seem to ignore
that people also respond to much of the new random
spatial refuse of the modern world. This spatial
debris also appeals to us and the juxtapositions
within this chaos may allow for a certain free
thought. The traditional and the junkspace can be
scattered in an endless field with nodal points of
object and spatial awareness within the loops of
repetition and difference. We are forced into the
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Dazhou proposal showing the riverside freeways and
carparking mutated into plazas and entertainment strips
looking towards the central city.
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position of designing like a doctor trying to find an
antidote to an ever-evolving virus, which sometimes
involves using elements of the ‘disease’ as part of
the ‘cure’. This way we can possibly inject concepts
and thought into the modern city. This is similar to
the techniques of the avant-garde and has also been
a constant trend in popular music throughout the
twentieth century (free jazz, funk, punk). This was
a way of playing the popular system and fighting it
at the same time. Culture moves fast, as do images,
space and surface recognition, taste and ‘meaning’,
that is, experience. As architects designing in the
modern city, we always have to stay a step ahead to
maintain a vital relationship with the environment, so
as to always create objects and spaces which make
people aware of their existence in space and time
and their particular reality. This is partly due to what
we could term the ‘Mona Lisa effect’, whereby great
works and their ‘copies’ are so embedded in society
that they have no effect, or not the original effect.
This will happen to all buildings, but in the present
we have to design them like it is guerrilla warfare.
That is not to say that pre-existing buildings cannot
wake us up to a recognition of reality. They can. But
they are already there and we never know what ones
will do it.
Space Junk Urbanism
One possible technique of making the cure/anti-dote
from the disease is the space junk object dropped
into the environment with seemingly no regard for
context, but actually giving the context exactly what
it needs. Fight randomness with randomness. This
is the insertion of objects, fragments and spaces
into this, seemingly self-proliferating systems, of
our built environment as nodal points of awareness
or conceptual disruptions. When, according to the
Sutta, Dona asked Buddha who or what he was,
Buddha said “I am awake”. To be awake in space
and time, in our surroundings, is possibly what
architecture is best at helping us to achieve, on both
the small, personal scale, and also for the individual
and collective in the modern city: how to invoke
consciousness and a defining relation to reality in
the endless urban sprawl. Architecture can make
us aware of our existence in a continuous field of
surfaces, spaces, fragments, objects and people that
extends over the rest of the world. If architecture
can help do this in the modern city, then all the
‘junkspace’ of shopping centres and airports can be
utilised as (or in counterpoint to) particular nodal
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The dis-junctures and junctures that context can
provide in relation to the architectural object is
one of the most important formal strategies we
have for the design of the city. This is the lesson
we have learned from Duchamp’s Readymades
and his other conceptual acts. The readymade
and what it has taught us about object/context
displacement (as well as scale and surface shifts,
additions and adjustments), can be a strategy of
urban manoeuvre, a conceptual strategy over the
banality of institutionalised contextualism. Toyo Ito’s
buildings show us this. This is how I think about most
projects, whether urban (PEP Dandenong) or rural
(Arrow Studio) or master-planning which combines
both (Dazhou). The readymade and the adjusted
readymade become helpful strategies for causing
an awareness of reality and our built environment.
We can see that there is a hidden similarity between
Duchamp’s readymade and Heiddeger’s tool analogy,
whereby an everyday object can be reduced to a
tool that we hardly notice. But if it breaks down or is
adjusted so its function changes then we are forced
to take notice and become aware of the objects
existence. 86
If we connect the lesson of the readymade with that
of space junk we find ourselves with a useful idea
and methodology for inserting spatial experience and
meaning into the chaos of the city or the country.
Space junk urbanism implies a series of objects
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and spaces that have reasoning and purpose which
have been fragmented, displaced or dislocated. This
injects the idea of (and mystery of) the unknown into
the dislocated object, fragment, surface and space of
the space junk insertion. This ‘unknown’ could be a
variety of types, but due to the displacement effect
it can induce a childlike wonder in the relationship
between adult and space. It can also cause a thought
process due to the dis-junctures that occur, such
as that between signifier and signified, or formal
massing strategies of the city or field. This effect can
cause a variety of unexpected sense experiences,
as the space junk has within it a ghost of an inner
logic which seems to come from somewhere else
(even if it is primarily from the logic of the spatial
object), another space-time, or another ideology.
This effect can happen self-consciously with a new
object, surface or space (like my attempts) or could
happen in reverse with a relic from the recent or
distant past, by surrounding it with new sprawl. It is
a strategy which allows for the individuality of each
building to manifest a complete experience which
relates to the needs of its own internal logic and still
works within the larger urban fabric. This logic slides
perfectly into the system of black hole urbanism, the
effect overtaking our urban milieu of multiple nodes
and vortex’s of ‘realities’. This is one of the ways that
buildings can develop within the present day city.
Fly-Spray
Our insertions into the urban are on some level
similar to the system of the modern avant-garde,
similar to the fashion system. Urban interventions,
whether spatial, surface or both, work in one way
for a few years then the way they work changes and
has a different effect. Like flies faced with constant
exposure to fly-spray, we become immune to all
surface and space. So tactics may have value in
the moment but things change. If architecture is
like a fly-spray trying to spray us into awareness
of our surroundings (and the political), we have
to keep mutating our spaces and surfaces and
conceptual strategies to counter our inbuilt buildup of resistance to it. There is a level of uncertainty
involved here but we have to understand that the
experience of ideas and designs are subject to a
constant flow of mutations, as we keep fighting the
banality produced by the ‘Mona Lisa effect’ of overfamiliarity of an object losing its shock value and
reality effect. Perversely for the system to work we
need banality, bad design and bad urban design to
counteract. This does not need to be planned as it
happens anyway. This is not a dystopian system. It is
a realist system. Gradating one’s design with notions

Over:
PEP Dandenong in 2016 with the precinct built up around the cogeneration building which
acts as a focus for the local outdoor activity at day and night. The splatter image and plug
work subliminally as black hole-like nodal points in the perforated white screen skin.

To be effective psychologically, architecture in many
ways has to insert itself into the environment in the
form of ideas or conceptual strategies falling into
the milieu like space junk landing in the sprawl. If
junkspace constantly connects in an endless everexpanding air-conditioned environment, then space
junk can disconnect in this urban system and create
new spatial relations. Urbanism has become a field
of multiple pockets of strategic planning, conceptual
acts and random insertions like a scatter of asteroids
from another planet. This is how I saw PEP working
in the context of Dandenong. It had its own internal
logic that was communicating something spatially to
the city but appears as though it has been pulled out
from another system and displaced into the field of
chaos which is Dandenong.

Microwave Nights, Melbourne Festival (2000). A still showing
the 5 screens which were projected on a 60 metre screen on
St Kilda Road at the Victorian Arts Centre.
Producer: Lou Weis.

points of awareness, and people can have a more
interesting relation to their everyday reality, while
enjoying the chaos of ‘bad’ urban development that
everyone secretly loves.
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Microwave Nights, Melbourne Festival (2000). Stills showing
the 5 screens which were projected on a 60 metre screen on
St Kilda Road at the Victorian Arts Centre.
Producer: Lou Weis.

of the hot and the cool, and sliding between the
two, as well as morphing, or superimposing them
can help as a conceptual strategy, mediating the
excesses of the image-saturated sprawl. Architectural
strategies such as the conceptual act (or architecture
as happening), the channelling of shock value, can
come in to play in the production and our experience
of surface and space in the city. These can help serve
as strategies for dealing with a constantly evolving
society and urbanism and the image.
There will always be dominant forms of architectural
development in the world, and it is unlikely these
will be enlightened, although it is possible. Either
way architecture has to have an underground that
operates on the city like guerrilla warfare or a task
force infiltrating a cartel, the gangster urbanism of
our world, inserting nodes of conceptual acts and
random space junk like moments of dis-junctured
object/context juxtaposition to force spatial
encounters and recognitions with reality.
Normality in the urban environment will always
need an element of critical juxtaposition. Even
if parametrics became the dominant style and
overtook the world from the developer driven
sprawl, architects would still need to find ways of
inserting juxtaposing nodes of awareness into it. All
dominant forms of expression have their benefits but
without opposition or difference can become banal
political machines with no difference (or with endless
difference but still essentially the same).
Le Corbusier’s buildings defined architecture as
something that deviates slightly but significantly
from the normal, like a window that was either too
big, too small, or in the wrong position, but never
‘normal.’87 His design of objects and spaces seemed
to acknowledge the need for some level of spatial
shock value within a work, similar to basic Avantgarde practice. An element of shock is important
to create awareness of one’s relations between the
body, space, culture and reality.
Architecture is no longer the rational insertion of
the engineer’s aesthetic or a rational solution into
the mess of human development. There is no purity
of means. The notion of the pure is dead, as is the
return to zero or of new beginnings in urbanism, as
Koolhaas pointed out.88 Malcom X’s ‘by any means
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Peter Eisenman discussed Le Corbusier in this way when
he spoke to us as students at RMIT in 1983.
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necessary’ is a more apt slogan for an overriding
design strategy of the twenty-first century. This could
be an architecture and urbanism as a conceptual
juxtaposition of objects, anti-objects, readymades
and/or design ‘moves’ as ‘readymade’. Urbanism
has been taken over by the logic of the gangster, by
Scarface-style capitalism. As in a guerrilla warfare
situation we have to mediate this hot gangster logic
of the image with the cool and secretly insert new
reality nodes into the urban fabric. This way we can
gradate, blur and morph our gangster urbanism with
the cool logic of the western to achieve an awareness
of the levels and nature of reality. Cinematic
metaphors for cities in a world overtaken by postcinematic logic.
TV Eye
By understanding how the image has affected the
object and our spatial sensibility, including the
latent scopophilia of the screen effect, and the
development of a kind of screen-space, we can
design in ways that combat and compliment this
side-effect of the screens emergence within the
universe and the grafting of image, object, the social
and the political.
The perception of the post-cinematic city as a city
of black hole vortices with possible space junk
disruptions of the surface of reality, that can provoke
a relation to reality, can help us conceptualise the
relation of object to image and spectacle in the
present tense. This can be conceptualised with everevolving techniques such as the conscious mediation
of the image-object via the conceptual feedback
loop, gradating with the hot and the cool, the chaos/
image system and consciousness/void of the screen,
and the disjuncture of space junk. All these can help
force disruptions of reality which can wake us from
an image-soaked urban experience. Dziga Vertov’s
Man with a Movie Camera is prophetic of this relation
of the image in the modern city. Now Alexandre
Astruc’s notion of the Camera-Stylo (camera-pen)
has unintentionally mutated and infiltrated our
everyday urban experience on a mass scale. Now
everyone, with smart-phone in hand, has their own
Camera Stylo. Everyone is now a man or woman
with a phone-cam. It is possible that this situation
can become a design tool and has within it, hidden
design methodologies for the modern city.
SMLXL. The Monacelli Press, New York, 1995, second edition 1998.
Pp. 959-971.
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PEP Dandenong

The PEP Dandenong cogeneration building attempts
a kind of fly-spray urbanism, injecting into the
urban fabric something new and unknown, shifting
the usual context relations. I had, up until the PEP,
been generally focused on the individual piece of
architecture. The PEP plunged me into thinking
seriously about the city, but still my activities centred
on the single architectural insertion into the urban
fabric. PEP was my first venture into designing in
the centre of the image-saturated city. This was
followed by various tri-generation master-plans,
particularly the ECB Officer (Energy Centre Building)
tri-generation building and master-plan.
The urban strategy of the PEP Dandenong was to
make an architecture which combats the dominance
of the screen in the urban consciousness. Fighting
the image with image, making the antidote from the
disease by designing the architecture based on the
structure of the image system. The strategy was that
of the insertion of ‘space junk’ into the urban milieu,
a seemingly random insertion of abstract form which
appears to have its own internal logic. This ‘logic’
is not totally alien, it is meant to seem familiar, but
displaced. This became a strategy for combatting
the banality of order in urban design, especially
when working on a larger scale. The PEP also aimed
at reacting to its surroundings by mediating the hot
and the cool within its formal system, by utilizing the
ideas around screenness in which the building uses
the logic of the screen to interact with the urban
fabric and the electromagnetic fields around our
consciousness.

John Gollings photo after the earlier sketch of the
PEP Dandenong demonstarting the activation possible
in a screen-building that channels viewer screen
relations from the smart phone and the cinema.

From the PEP Dandenong to the 30km Master-plan for Dazhou

The PEP shifts between the hot and the cool and
tries to avoid the heavy history of the baroque and
the classical. I was consciously trying to design a
building which infused the cool with the hot, the
minimal with the complexity of the maximalist. This,
I feel, is more evident from the actual experience
of the building in the plaza’s as opposed to the
experience of the photos.
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The ECB Officer (Energy Centre Building) combined
space junk and the screen-surface as meteorite to
evoke a dialogue about the history of the site and the
birth of modern image making in the city. The ECB
combines the ideas of the random distribution of
space junk and the screen-building, embodying the
structure of the screen and of vision.

ECB Officer
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Sequence showing the layering of the screen/image structure in the ECB
Officer project. The Muybridge cow is cut up so that when placed on the
vertical screen of rods (middle) it appears to move like the false movement
of the cinematic image. The cow and vertical rods are then placed on the
screen building which creates a public building based on the birth of the
modern image making system of photography and cinema.

The ECB Master-plan outlined a city block of the new
Officer city centre next to the Officer train station.
The master-plan for the city block comprises of the
tri-generation plant, a plaza, shops and offices with
ramps, lifts and stairs providing access through the
site and the various levels of the development. The
main building by the train tracks, the tri-generation
plant, would supply green energy as well as hot and
chilled water for cooling to the town centre.
The area near the site was famed for the shower of
meteorites that littered the area sometime in the
last 2000 years, and which subsequently became
an important focus for the local aborigines. Taking
a cue from this, I saw the building forms as a cluster
of meteorite-like forms based on the structure of
screens, placed randomly on the site. The surfaces
then have abstract ‘screens’ within them, each
with separate images generated from Eadweard
Muybridge that would animate as one moved past
the buildings. The images of the cowboy, cow and
giant bird face the train tracks, evoking the silent
cinema for which the train was so important in films
such as the Lumiere’s ‘Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat’
(1895, one of the first films ever screened) and
Porter’s ‘Great Train Robbery’ (1903), the first ever
western. The western has long been associated with
the (mythical) essence of cinema by film theorist
such as Andre Bazin and filmmakers alike, due to the
image of cowboys on horses crossing the screen and
its metaphorical and structural similarity to the image
of film passing through a camera and a projector.
This made the choice of the cowboy image on the
façade more powerful as the locale and the image
could evoke the origins of modern image-making
as well as hint at the rural past of the site. After two
years the green energy master-plan of the Officer
project fell victim to changes in government which
brought about changes in bureaucracy. This brought
about a declining idealism that ultimately turned
its back on green energy for a cheaper alternative,
which ultimately cost more.
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Artists impression of the Ba Building
in the centre of the Dazhou masterplan (2015). The building is in
the shape of the ancient Chinese
symbal for Ba, the 2000 year old
local culture for this part of Sichuan
province.
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The Shanghai office working on the Dazhou master-plan
(2015). The site plan is on the back wall.

30km Masterplan for Dazhou

The idea of the building as a black hole in the urban
fabric, as vortexes to new experiences of, or diagrams
of, reality, has been subliminal to the conception
of the PEP Dandenong, the ECB Officer and in the
urban design for the Chinese projects for Nanjing
and Dazhou. In the 30km Masterplan for Dazhou in
Sichuan province, the zones have been designed
as distinct realities (‘worlds’) which collide with the
existing urban fabric and landscape, as well as with
each other, linked by a 30km loop of lineal park.
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Sequence photos of a section of
the west bank of Dazhou used to
analyse the city.

Diagram of the proposed renovation
of the Dazhou bridge as a public
plaza connecting to the east bank
renovated as freeway with plaza and
shopping entertainment strip.

The city of Dazhou is an ancient city in Sichuan
Province dating back more than 2000 years, built
around a river and surrounded by mountains. The
extended area comprises of about 5,000,000 people.
It is centrally located between Chongqing and Xi’an.
Dazhou’s pre-history dates back to the dinosaurs,
and its history dates back 2000 year to the ancient
‘Ba’ culture. The city is built close to the river which
has significant flooding problems that effect the
city every two years (on average). The city has also
been subject to the disastrous effects of ‘rational’
government planning which has congested the river
and the city and made traffic flow of all types very
problematic. We were asked by the Communist Party
Secretary and the Minister of Planning to address
these issues, produce a master-plan which could
improve the flow of the city, create better and more
iconic public places and plazas, and re-organise the
buildings in the central city and all buildings within
a few city blocks of the riverbank for a distance of
30km. We were also to provide ideas for particular
zones that could be interspersed along the 30km
of the river to create unique locales each with a
sense of place. This includes a recreational island, a
university office park and accommodation district,
and a sports district. We also designed formal
suggestions of types of buildings that should appear
along key locations along the river. A lineal park
connects the zones.
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The key strategy for the Dazhou project was the
idea of increasing and encouraging flow in all its
variations, punctuated by a ‘scratching’ or ‘marking’
of the site in order to define various urban vortices.

Sequence photos of a section of
the west bank of Dazhou used to
analyse the city.

Plan of the proposed renovation of the Dazhou bridge as a public plaza
connecting to the riverbank freeway on the east bank transformed into a
freeway with plaza and shopping entertainment strip.

We decided to connect the 30km of river frontage
with a continuous lineal park that responds to
and changes shape depending on the water level
of the river throughout the year. The two sides of
the central city, presently very disconnected, were
connected by a bridge-plaza, which is a renovation
and re-design of an existing restaurant bridge, which
at present discourages flow between the two river
banks, which are the two city centres. Freeways and
car parks along the side of the river were converted
into shopping and restaurant strips with roof plazas.
A new university campus was planned for the north,
and to the south a sports zone and a resort island of
restaurants and hotels. New housing and office types
were designed for the river frontages to incorporate
the old village style spatial massing with the new
building typologies. The rubbish-disposal area, at
present located in the central city, is to be moved
and replaced by a waste-to-energy plant in a new
location away from the central city. We met with the
Communist Party Secretary and he described his
desire for the designs to include a dialogue with the
ancient Ba culture.
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Dazhou proposal showing the riverside freeways and
carparking mutated into plazas and entertainment strips on
the east bank (L) and new housing and office morphologies
proposed to open up the flow between river city and
mountains on the west bank (R).
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A physical analysis of the city revealed very quickly
that the river was dividing the city in half like a Berlin
Wall, the river was either like a Grand Canyon with
low water, or flooding to the first floor of the west
side of the city (the ancient side). There was no inbetween. New dams planned will fix the water level
problem in five years but now we had to solve the
issue of flow (people, bikes, cars) and civic space.
In the future the river would be more even but the
obvious place for public congregation was still in the
middle of the river, which we were not allowed to
build on.
In Dazhou there was no civic space and no space
that had a sense of flow between river banks and the
various areas of the city. Dazhou has a lot of street
life particularly the old people playing cards and
karaoke by the river in the leftover spaces where they
could not fit any more buildings due to the flooding.
I needed to find a free form order within this
bureaucratic chaos (imposed by the state rationalism
of planning department) that could create a city of
free flowing possibilities for civic actions, a new order
that allowed people and traffic to flow freely but also
for free interaction and a multiple choice attitude to
functions. The renovation of a city as fluid program,
shapes and spaces to apply free association of
movement to.
At first I thought of the Dazhou Masterplan as an
exercise in exquisite corps urbanism but soon began
to think of the linear city as a series of black hole
nodes. We superimposed over the river and city a
series of different ‘worlds’/experiences, accentuating
disjuncture between zones, to see how we could
gradate the various nodes.
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The loss of public space was largely due to modern
Chinese pragmatic functional planning. Dazhou no
longer had a town centre. The only obvious place
left seemed to be the middle of the river. As we
didn’t have authority to build over the river, I decided
that the best thing to do was to remove an ugly
restaurant-bridge and rebuild the bridge as a public
plaza which would therefore connect both sides of
the river bank symbolically but also spatially. The
owner of the restaurant was a local gangster who
is now on the run and so the government had no
qualms about the idea of repossessing the bridge
and making it a public space. The two ramps on the
west bank leading up to the bridge are to be built
up as a micro village that has grown and overtaken
the infrastructure. A third ramp leading straight from
the bridge to the centre of the old town is planned,
also with the micro village of shops and restaurants.
On the West Bank, which is the ancient side of the
city, near the southern renovated ramp, we proposed
a residential tower that reflected the character for
‘Ba’, the ancient culture of the area. During a meeting
over yum cha the Communist Party Secretary had
asked us to directly represent the Ba culture and
this seemed like the best way to achieve this. It also
complimented the other design manoeuvres in the
central city. We proposed a morphology for new
buildings to replace the crumbling buildings along
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View of the proposed renovation of the Dazhou bridge as a public plaza connecting to the
riverbank freeway on the east bank converted as freeway with plaza and shopping entertainment
strip. The credit sequece cutouts in the east bank plaza are access points to the shops and
restaurants below, facing the river. The ends of the plaza slope down to lower plazas or are
sliced. The Ba residential tower is on the west bank as are protoypical building morphologies
for the riverbank. The ramps to the plaza bridge on the west bank are built up like a metabolist
village to gradate activity and movement upwards towards the plaza over the water.

Tiger Bridge Plaza + Credit-sequence Entertainment
Strips
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Map showing the nodes along the
30km Dazhou riverbank connected by
the lineal park.
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Sequence photos of a
section of the east bank of
Dazhou

Artists impression of the Ba Building, in the
shape of the ancient character for Ba, the
2000 year old local culture for this part of
Sichuan province. The Tiger Bridge as plaza
over the water is in the foreground.

the west bank that at present block the old city
from the river and the view of the mountains. These
new masses were more open and mediated the new
housing types with the older village forms.

Plan showing the Dazhou
resort Island.
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Artists impression of
the lineal park and Anna
Nervegna’s pixel mountain
building.

The east side of the river is at present a two level
freeway and car-park which follows the riverbank
and uses urban space for traffic. Most of the area
facing the river is disused and dangerous. We
proposed reworking this strip that stretched a few
kilometres, into an entertainment zone of shops and
restaurants with a plaza strip above all attached to
the internal road. Access points were marked by
cutting areas out of the the vertical and horizontal
surface, making large markings on the wall facing
the river, the west bank and the plaza above. This
turned the freeway strip into a two km strip of
habitable space with a credit sequence-like skin,
which I intuitively related to the split sequence style
of Saul Bass (the Psycho credit sequence) or the
typography of Wim Crouwel blown up to an urban
scale, interacting with the image of the city on a
cinematic level. The rhythmically inscribed shaped
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The notion of a liquid architecture spilt into the design of
the Dazhou Island in the form of the circles that radiate
outwards over the site like ripples from pebbles dropped
in the water. At the time, I saw it as lens flare built across a
photo of the island. The idea of the island was to attempt
a primitive marking over the landscape, that inscribed
differently from the other vortices in the 30km strip. This
marking related to the credit-sequence skin of the central
city but the lens flare circles gave it a different experience
and sensibility.
The master-plan for Dazhou was like a plan for a 30km
renovation in which space junk objects and black hole
zones of activity and public space are seemingly randomly
dropped over the circulation loops of the river, the city and
the lineal park. The lineal park which helps connect the
zones along the river would morph throughout the seasons,
mediating the various flood levels by using changing edge
patterns.

View of the Dazhou island site and the proposed views
of the Dazhou Island resort. The proposal traces the
lens flare from an aerial photo over the site like ripples
in a pond, marking the zone. The rings intersect a
pixel carpark and restaurant mountain with terraces of
pixelated planting and rooms.

markings allow for access and identification of zones along
the snaking strips of old freeway and disused parking lots.
The cutting of a credit sequence system into the fabric of
the city seemed to attack the image system from within
and also to be simultaneously primitive in its effect. The
edges of the plaza, where it dipped down to lower plazas
before rising up again further down the river were designed
like the edges of a sliced freeway. There were echoes of
Le Corbusier’s Obus Plan for Algiers in this approach, as
the freeway is combined with the building form and the
morphology of the urban fabric. The plaza bridge plugged
into the middle of this credit-sequence style entertainment
strip that is also a freeway.
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The Future Happiness video is part of an installation
that I collaborated on with Callum Morton and MAP
for the RMIT Design Hub show “Occupied”89 in 2016.
The video investigates possibilities of the near
future of Melbourne’s urbanism by scrambling the
city’s architecture and urbanism in sheets of time.
The installation posits an urbanism as an alternate
version of the city in which past, present and future
have been spliced and shuffled in ever-mutating
combinations.

89

Over:
The script for Future Happiness
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Future Happiness installation at RMIT Design Hub.
Interor installation: Callum Morton/MAP ’s reworking of Sean
Godsell’s RMIT Design Hub (L) and Toby Reed’s video (R).
Exterior installation: The slitscan test pattern black hole sits
between ARM Architecture’s Barak Building and Godsell’s
RMIT Design Hub, each displaying a different reality. When
the camera passes through the black hole screen to the new
Melbourne we can see both versions of the Design Hub at
once, one on the screen and one in the street.

Occupied. Exhibition at RMIT Design Hub. 2016 curated by
Fleur Watson, David Neustein and Grace Mortlock.

Future Happiness

The video is a fake advertisement in an in-flight
movie for an alternate Melbourne. The video is a
continuous tracking loop through outer space in
which we pass through a black hole, as a floating
screen, leading to another version of ‘reality’
(from a ‘cool’ present Melbourne to a ‘hot’ future
Melbourne). This loop is intended as a diagram of the
architectural experience, one which I had been using
for some-time as a framework for how we experience
buildings in the modern urban environment, and how
to design buildings as a vortex that we enter, from
one ‘world’ to ‘another’.
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In 1998 I made the video 25 FPS (Architecture
at 25 frames per second) which constructed an
architecture of screens floating in a black and white
interstellar space. Inside the screens the animation
is repeated producing a black hole effect of ‘worlds
within worlds’. This was the first notion of the
building as zero-gravity screen and the building and
screen as black hole in my work. This project, using
film to elaborate an architectural concept about
surface and space, defined for me the importance
of the screen in understanding our spatial sensibility
and linked the screen and buildings to the black hole
effect of architecture’s relation to reality.90
The linking of the ideas of the black hole, the screen
and a zero gravity architectural space in 25 FPS
formed a spatial consciousness which infiltrated
my subsequent architectural work. I had been very
aware, due to my involvement in filmmaking and film
theory, that films create multiple versions of reality,
sometimes within the one film, and that as viewers
we intuitively understand this. I had been asking the
question: how does architecture create or distort our
reality? The linking of architecture with the screen,
and both with the idea of the black hole helped
answer this.
When making Future Happiness I wanted to revisit
my 25 FPS video as it had the perfect set-up for a
black hole concept to apply to urbanism. I added
the meteorites and space junk, including some of
my buildings as zero gravity space junk which would
help explore the ideas.
Future Happiness is like a ‘sequel’ to 25 FPS. In this
video we create a continuous tracking loop through
space. The camera starts tracking through space and
heads for Melbourne and the RMIT Design Hub as it is
today, then it tracks through a floating screen/black
hole into another ‘reality’, heading past asteroids,
floating words (future happiness, happiness now),
domestic space junk and space junk buildings (PEP,
Arrow, Dazhou) towards Callum Morton/MAP’s
reworking of the RMIT Design Hub as the ‘Happy
Hall Casino.’ Then the camera reverse tracks back
through space until we loop seamlessly with the start
of the video and it all happens again. The black hole
diagram here in one way shows us how, when we
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In some of the screens images could be displayed. One
of the early showings of the video was as a virtual exhibition for
RMIT student work for a conference in Sydney, and later as a music
video.
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Stills from the Future Happiness video showing the
approach to the black hole/screen surrounded by
asteroids and architectural space junk and then the
interior of the screen/black hole as a test pattern
slitscan. The slitscan process was used in the Stargate
sequence in Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey.

switch from one reality to another, the experience
changes and mutates. This system works in reverse
too, from the hot casino experience to the cool
minimalism of the present day Design Hub.
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We designed the camera movement to be one
continuously tracking loop, which, when viewed in
the gallery, becomes impossible to know when it is
the beginning or the end. This sums up my attitude
on symmetry, chaos and repetition. It is something I
try to instil into the core of my architecture.
The passing through a black hole as a framing
device worked well with the insertion into the video
of Callum Morton/MAP’s virtual manipulation and
transformation of the RMIT Design Hub into a casino.
In the installation the video sat next to their large still
image of the transformed Design Hub.
The video portrays a future Melbourne infused
with the past and present. It is a video art style
advertisement for an alternate Melbourne, focusing
on the near future of architecture and urbanism.
The video proposed an urbanism which mixes past,
present and future. In order to achieve a sense of
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The video has a voice-over in Mandarin advertising
the future ‘new Melbourne’, as we fly through space
to the floating city, and into the city grid. The
dialogue worked as a propositional idea about the
present and near future mutations of urbanism, as set
in an alternate Melbourne. It was culled very much
from my recent experience designing a 30km masterplan for Dazhou in Sichuan province. In Dazhou I
visualised the project as an urban renovation with
exquisite-corpse style slicing of zones and black
hole vortices. I proposed converting freeways into
entertainment strips with parks and plazas and
turned a bridge into a plaza with park which would
act as a new city centre. These design experiences
had in turn provoked a re-reading of Koolhaas’
writings on the city.91

Stills from the Future Happiness video showing the asteroids,
domestic space junk and Chinese advertising slogans for the new
Melbourne. The video explores the mixing of sheets of time in the
imagery and titles.

the past I asked Peter McIntyre for permission to
use the footage that he and Robin Boyd shot for
their 1958 film “Your House and Mine” to insert in the
screens that float through space. He was enthusiastic
about the idea and eager for us to use the footage.
Nigel Buesst, who shot the photos for the Australian
Ugliness for Boyd, offered us his footage of 1962
Melbourne. To infuse the film with a critique of the
past Melbourne I made references in the dialogue
and titling to the writings of Robin Boyd and the film
“On the Beach” (Stanley Kramer, 1959) which was
about the end of the world and was set in Melbourne.
I contrasted this with references to the surf movie
“The Endless Summer” (Bruce Brown, 1964) where
they came to Melbourne searching for the perfect
wave. The idea was to recast the critique of midcentury architecture and urbanism in Melbourne with
the pop mythology of the city from the movies with
the future setting. Inserting the McIntyre/Boyd and
Buesst footage in the floating screens, in contrast to
the future space setting, helped to keep the past/
present/future superimpositions as a subliminal
visual presence.

The black hole was, like in the 25 FPS video, a screen
(‘screen-building’) floating in zero-gravity. Inside the
black hole/screen there is a television test pattern
that has been put through the slit-scan process that
Kubrick used for the ‘Stargate’ sequence in ‘2001: A
Space Odyssey’ (Stanley Kubrick 1968). The slitscan
process is spliced time delay movement, and has a
similar effect to a flock of birds repeating the exact
same movement with a slight time delay.

91
Koolhaas, Rem. “PRD” in Mutations and “Whatever
290 Happened to Urbanism?” in SMLXL.
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The idea of fusing past, present and future
into sheets of time is to explore a new attitude
towards urbanism including issues of flow, context,
juxtaposition and preservation. Infusing into the
sci-fi loop through outer space a critique of Robin
Boyd and 1950s Australian architecture and popular
culture, with a voice-over in Mandarin, describing
design strategies, combined in the form of a fake
advertisement for a ‘new Melbourne’ was aimed at
causing a new sense of synthesis.
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A sketch used for mapping the camera movement for
Future Happiness as a continuous loop that heads for
Melbourne version #1, passes the Design Hub before
returning to space, passing asteroids, floating screens
and space junk buildings before heading through a
screen black hole to the alternate Melbourne version
#2. The start and end frame are the same and so the
video when shown as a loop has no begining or end,
and no heirarchy.

The act of making the video, of synthesising all
the various elements, was in the hope that the
video form would reveal new ways and methods of
conceptualising our urban future. I was thinking of
Alexander Astruc’s concept of the Camera Stylo as
a way of using video to write new ideas. The first
step was to use the video to attempt to extract any
implicit urban theory from within my own work in
Melbourne and China and to contextualise it within
a larger urban concept and possible methodology.
The film tackles simultaneously the ideas I had been
grappling with in regards to the future of urban
design in designing the PEP Dandenong, the ECB
master-planning in Officer and most recently the
master-planning for Dazhou in China. The first action
was to envision my buildings as space junk floating
through space and then thrown in a random context,
in a continuous but transforming loop.
I had been working with the space junk metaphor
as a design tool for some time. It intuitively came to
me as a feeling of how I see my buildings working
with their surroundings and with the people who
interact with them (particularly PEP Dandenong,
and the Arrow Studio). This is a combination of
Duchamp readymade-style context displacement
of the vaguely familiar, in the wrong place at the
wrong scale. Also with the added idea of a space
junk fragment of a larger system or mechanism that
has shattered and broken and portions dropped or
scattered randomly. These fragments are equally
familiar and equally abstract.
This is how I see my buildings, with inbuilt zero
gravity, which could be turned upside down with no
obvious shift in gravity, in an ever looping urbanism
of architectural chaos and images.
The idea of the Future Happiness video, populated
with zero-gravity buildings as space junk and
mixed with signs, fragments of urbanism and
293

Future Happiness at the closing night of
OMA’s MPavilion 2018.
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The film is a diagram of how I imagine possible
buildings and spatial insertions into the city or the
country: flying through zero-gravity space and
through a black hole/screen-building into a space
populated by space junk buildings, floating signs and
nature in the form of asteroids. This is an illustration
of how I see and construct the architectural
experience, and how the modern experience of urban
sprawl can be configured. The cosmic space-tripping
through zero degree objects in continuous space
with signs, surface, form and space all floating in zero
degree chaos of image clusters, like the universe as
one infinite free plan. We move through this chaos on
our own trajectory from one black hole to another.
Yesterday’s Future Today
Future Happiness is an attempt at ‘writing’ about
urbanism with video. It is a ‘video-stylo’ diagram of
the reality and possibilities of urbanism in the near
future. Making the video helped define and explore
some of the elements of a possible near future
urbanism. These elements that the video revealed
include: the black hole diagram; feedback loops
producing seemingly random series of repetition
and difference, scattered zero gravity space junk
buildings, images and nature in the form of asteroids.
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Over:
Storyboard stills from the Future Happiness video moving through a space littered by screens, space junk architecture and
asteroid/nature towards the present Melbourne then through the black hole/screen to the new Melbourne and RMIT Design
Hub altered by Callum Morton/MAP (L to R, one page at a time) The full video is on Youtube and Vimeo.

screen-buildings as black holes is meant as a
visual metaphor for the state of urbanism in the
21st century. How do we intervene in the chaos of
urban sprawl? The conceptual intervention into the
environment playing against context, like space
junk with its own logic from another world, but with
a shared randomness of the sprawl, fallen into our
world, is a possible way forward in dealing with the
modern fluctuating condition of urbanism. Space
junk is something that I featured in my scripts and
had worked its way into the thinking behind my
buildings. Then I read Koolhaas’ Junkspace and his
critique met with my visual fascination and I began
to intersect the two theoretically.
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How do we re-structure the object and the image inorder to bring it back to a new zero degree relation
to consciousness, experience and reality? What are
the minimum design moves necessary to achieve a
reaction causing a spatial and political awareness of
reality?

Zero Degree Image/object

The zero degree image-object is the black hole
object which disrupts the surface of reality and has
the power to awaken us to the depths reality. This is
the object which has within it the feedback loop of
reality and image to a degree where they are one,
with the mechanism of the feedback loop within, self
reflexively. The zero degree image is the object with
visual and experiential apparatus inbuilt within the
object/image as part of the reality of the object and
the world we inhabit.
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The Arrow Studio (2012-13) experiments
with the minimum design move required
to trigger spatial consciousness.

The zero degree image is not an image, space or
surface devoid of signification, or a ‘pure space’ or
‘pure optics’. It is an image, space or surface which
has within it the acknowledgement of the means of
construction of perception and experience, and an
acknowledgement of the elements and the role they
play in this. How can one develop an architecture
that at once has the power of the primitive as
well as the complexity of consciousness? Infusing
architecture with a structure that acknowledges
and exposes the structure of its image-making and
space-making could push towards a new type of
experience. It could be an image which is at once
spatial, surface, form and structure, where surface
absorbs space, structure and form.
The Bodhisattva Avolokitesvara said to the
Buddha in Vulture Peak: “The nature of form
is empty, emptiness is form.” She went on
to elaborate: “Feelings, perceptions, mental
formations and consciousness are also like this.
The nature of consciousness is empty, emptiness is
consciousness”.92 If we think about architecture this
way, space and form can be consciousness (ideas,
concepts) as well as the void. Here, around 2500
years ago, we have emptiness (the void, minimalism)
grafted to consciousness. The void is endowed with a
reflexivity over its structuring.
Mies’ statement ‘Less is more’ also has within it the
implication of the complexity and depth of the void
in a space or surface. This could allow for what the

92

The Heart Sutra, p. 132-133, Teachings of the Buddha, Ed
Jack Kornfield Shambhala Pocket Classic 1993.
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Bodhisattva Avolokitesvara called consciousness,
or a reflexivity on its being. Mies developed an
architectural system that pushed this to the
foreground which makes his statement ever more
relevant in this context.

Architecture can attain a kind of image zero degree,
beyond semiotics, beyond metaphysics, beneath the
surface, the sign, the image. Below the raw physical
object lies another experience which is elusive,
but allows for reflection on the nature and the
construction of perception and experience and the
unknown aspect of the real object.
Deleuze and Guattari’s discussion of ‘faciality’ helps
us understand some issues relating to the experience
of surface, incorporating a deep understanding
of the relation of early image experience, thought
and surface. Surface can mediate the white wall of
signification and the black hole of consciousness in
numerous permutations.

The Arrow Studio elevations.

If through subjective perception surface appears to
absorb space and embodies the void, then in light
of the teachings of Bodhisattva Avolokitesvara we
can add that surface can be perceived as absorbing
the void and consciousness. It is the injection of
consciousness, via ideas and concepts, which can
stop banal minimal relations to architecture and
urbanism. This has the power to evoke surface as
the void and invoking the death of the body/soul
divide of Platonic metaphysics. Through a certain
conceptual attitude towards surface and object,in
which image, surface and object become one, the
object too can embody void and consciousness.

Zero Degree to Roland Barthes93 implied a certain
neutrality of style (stripped of the superfluous)
plus also including an inbuilt self-reflexivity which
acknowledges its status as a sign, image or cultural
construct: a reality of the image. This is also part
of the recognition that we go through as we
plunge deep below the signifying surface to the
deep experience of the architectural object. Kazuo
Shinohara applied Barthes Writing Degree Zero to
architecture, especially in his stripped-back notion of
space and form, with the sign subdued to the level
of concrete abstraction. He called it Zero Degree
Machine. His concerns did not lead necessarily
towards the self-reflexive or the exposing of the
structure of vision, although the ‘House under high
voltage wires’ and a few others come close.
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Barthes, Roland. Writing Degree Zero.
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In the media, content can often be boiled down to
the surface simplicity and emptiness of ‘boy meets
girl’. We enjoy it, but it is there as a ‘MacGuffin’94 to
hang off the other things which form the experience.
We assume that we are interested in the ‘content’
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The ‘MacGuffin’ is Hitchcock’s word for a meaningless
plot device that is central to keeping the plot moving but actually
means nothing. Hitchcock by Truffeaut – the Definitive Study
(Updated Edition). Chapter 6, p. 191. Paladin, London 1986.

The W House and the PEP experiment
with levels of the zero degree image
and a sliding scale between abstract
pure form and image and how these
trigger spatial consciousness.

I am making a case for the architectural object
which has within its surface an acknowledgement
or consciousness, embedded within the image of
political, architectural and visual structures. An
architecture that exposes the visual and political
structure of the object (including surface, space,
or void) in the spirit of the quote from Godard’s La
Chinoise (1967): ‘Art is not a reflection of reality it
is the reality of the reflection.’ The relation between
object and image in the Arrow Studio attempts this
as does the object shape of the WD House that
is notated by the ephemeral layer of the working
drawing (the object shape of the PEP Dandenong is
also triggered by the screen skin and image clusters).

of the screen, but it is not the case. McLuhan’s
“Medium is the Message” understood this truth.
The Danteum (1938) by Terragni, the most content
driven architectural project of the 20th century, is
actually empty. Each of Dante’s three books has
been reduced to one evocative architectural imageexperience. The structuring of the experience and
consciousness has been built into its very emptiness.
On one level I am looking for the aspect to surface
and space which is experiential, but on another level,
the power of the object (space, surface) to highlight
the relation to reality and the structure of the
experience, to expose ideas, and to fully eradicate
the binary of reality/image. The image is real. This
type of space or surface has, like a feedback loop,
within its very DNA, a type of image-reality circuit
where image is now part of reality and the reality of
the image is part of all experience. The experience
of reality here has within it the various levels of
signification which are fluctuating like electrons and
molecules, ever-changing paths and combinations,
but always part of the DNA of the experience.
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This architecture of the zero degree image allows
us to live within the feedback loop of modern life,
inhabiting the image as continuous absorbing
surface, which disrupts and changes the surface of
reality, the world we live in.

Through perception, surface has absorbed space and
matter, so now we can see that it can by extension
absorb the void and consciousness. The zero degree
image is the object with image grafted into it, as
well as the technical, social and political structures
for creating the image/object. The object as a
feedback loop of its own perception, experience and
reproduction. This type of self reflexive object can
create a situation which could allow for a deeper
relation to reality, including the knowledge of the
hidden reality of the object. The zero degree image
could be said to be when surface and object absorb
the void, which has within it consciousness and
space allowing for a black hole event which creates a
relation to the real.
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The Arrow Studio (top) as a minimal spatial system
placed randomly in the countryside and projecting light
outwards to the surrounds.
The Tea Room, Brunswick (bottom) as displaced object
placed precariously on the edge of an old factory like
space junk.

This zero degree image in architecture could
combine on the one plane, object, surface, space,
void and consciousness. Our perceptions, influenced
by the screen, can perceive of surface expanding
and absorbing space, as well as the expanding
surface becoming object. It also perceives of space
as electromagnetic fields, scatter and dispersion.
This has affected our perception of surface. Surface
has within it void including both emptiness and
complexity, the modern surface/space condition.
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The Tea Room, Brunswick extends the concept of
the Arrow Studio to the city. Here the room is a
displaced object placed precariously on the edge
of an old factory.

I wanted to design a habitable zero degree image.
I had for a long time been obsessed with Kazuo
Shinohara’s transmuting of Barthes ‘Writing Zero
Degree’ into an architectural context. We visited
him in his studio at the Tokyo Institute during the
design of his house in Yokohama and he showed us
the project on the computer in early 3D CAD. His
architectural use of the zero degree concept has
lingered in my consciousness since these times. The
Arrow project was an opportunity to instil complexity
within the simplicity of the seemingly minimal image.
Image as I was thinking of it, is everything in the
architectural object (surface, space, structure, etc)
combined like a feedback loop in which object/
image and consciousness become one. The Arrow
was conceived of as an out of focus image/black
hole that one inhabits. How do you design a zero
degree image for habitation? An expanding surface
floating in the ether that one can enter. Architecture
of the zero degree image would ideally allow us
to live within the feedback loop of modern life,
inhabiting the image/object as continuous absorbing
surface. This is what I attempted in a small way with
the Arrow Studio.

The budget, not much more than an off-the-shelf
garden shed with slab, was of prime importance, and
could not be exceeded. Therefore all walls are ply,
which braces the structure and replaces plasterboard
on the inside, and eradicating the need for steel
structure. The galvanised metal sheets, overlapped
diagonally, form a second skin which helps insulate
and protects the ply from the harsh conditions. The
roof is an off-the-shelf, all-in-one insulated roofing
system (incorporating roofing, insulation and ceiling).
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The Arrow studio as inhabitable image
behind a blurred reflective surface.

Mr White retired to the countryside near Hanging
Rock a few years before the project started. His brief
was to build a small gallery in the back yard, facing
the bush, where he could hang paintings. The gallery
would also be used as a studio for his photographic
work. For security reasons, as well as to maximize
hanging space, we were asked to have minimal
windows, and for those windows to be framed in a
way that intruders could not break in. This became
one of the generators of the shape, which hides
the windows behind the screened areas at each
end (arrow head, or rotated gables, as the builders
referred to them).
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The site plan of the Arrow studio showing
a seemingly random placement between
house, shed and bush.

The space between the gallery and the old brick
veneer house has become a protected outdoor
entertaining area, while on the other side the gallery
forms a backdrop for BBQ’s with a bush setting.
At night the room acts as a big garden light, like a
cinema projection room, illuminating the bush garden
with a play of optical light and shadows.

Prior to our first meeting we received a letter from
the client, who did not use email or mobile phones,
with the brief. I drew the initial proposal just before
the first meeting. I had not been to the site, and
saw this as a positive chance to augment the design
process. I wanted the project to look like it had
landed there as a blurred reflective vortex in a field.
The fact that I had not been to site was a positive
move in this direction. Designing without visiting
the site would give this design more potency and
subtlety. The project took on a conceptual aura.
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The concept of the zero degree image landing like
space junk event horizon in the back garden facing
the bush, was my prime concern. I sketched it out
quickly in Rhino. I had never been to the site, but the
office had done previous work on the main house,
so we had accurate drawings already. I intuitively
realised that this could be an experiment in place
making disjuncture. The best way to achieve this is
not to visit the site.

The Arrow studio shows glimpses
of the screen-space between the
optical slats and walls which are
primarily for hanging artworks.

Many architectural projects begin without visiting
the site, but usually because they are competitions.
However this situation is usually remedied later in
the design process. The initial site visit has almost a
sacred place within the psyche of some architects.
Some would consider it sacrilege to design without
experiencing the land and environs. This is the
story of the Arrow Studio. The Arrow became
an experiment in the sensibility of site/object
disjuncture.
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Articles often mention that the casual siting. “At the Limits
of Not” Callum Morton and Nigel Bertram. Architecture Australia
pp.59-62, July-August 2014.

The Arrow studio as random space
junk fallen into the garden between the
house and the bush beyond.

The Arrow project became an opportunity to
experiment with the building as floating minimalist
space junk, as an inhabitable, blurred, reflective
object/image in the country, which I pictured as a
cathode-ray-like field. The reflective surface of the
side elevations of the arrow shape created a screenlike mirror surface. This acted as a black hole event
horizon in the wider field of the country location,
one that could possibly trigger a consciousness
of reality. The diagonal galvanised sheets create a
blurred mirror-like effect which gives the building the
aura of a reflective vortex floating in the field. The
extruded nature of the design gives the impression
of the habitable space existing in the cavity of the
expanded, slightly reflective, surface of the image/
object. The studio was built in 10 days and I still had
not been to the site. When the project was finished, I
realised that this experiment in space junk siting had
actually worked.95

I knew this was also an opportunity to design a
mutation of the white cube (the cube being the
archetypal modern gallery space). The temptation
was to push the building beyond the cube to trigger
consciousness, as well as designing a building to
counter the romantic and politically naïve attitude
of many Australian architects to the bush.96 After my
experience at PEP Dandenong, I wanted to infuse
the modernist cube with the logic of the road movie,
the constant movement of the car and the cinema
that infiltrates our consciousness and is expressed
in the diagram of the road-sign. I drew a cube and
then pushed one end ‘out’ and the other end ‘in’, and
I had an arrow/chevron image. It just happened while
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Australian cinema of the 1970s such as ‘Long Weekend’
(Colin Eggleston, 1978) and ‘The Cars That Ate Paris’ (Weir, 1974)
and films made in Australia by foreign directors such as ‘Wake in
Fright’ (Kotcheff, 1971) and ‘Walkabout’ (Roeg, 1971) displayed a
more critical attitude to our relation with nature than Australian
architects of the time, who often romanticised the bush and
disregarded the politics of colonialism. In 1978 we watched my
father direct the environmental thriller ‘Long Weekend’ which
shocked Australians due to its lack of romanticism towards the
Australian landscape. This family experience mixed with the
prevailing punk attitudes of the times undoubtedly helped form my
views on the romanticism and politics of the Australian bush shed
and vernacular favoured by many architects at the time.
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The Arrow studio plan.

experimenting with the cube in 3D (but could easily
have happened as free hand sketch), while imagining
how we could get screening protection at the ends.
The client had explicitly asked for only one window
that was to be 90mm wide and 1000mm high, to
prevent break-ins. This was not going to give much
view or light. The push-pull action allowed us to
screen the ends from intruders and still see a small
view. Most walls had to be for hanging space and this
slightly-closed relation of interior/exterior added to
the mystery of the space junk object.
The act of pushing in the middle at one end of a
rectangular cube and the corresponding pushing
out of the middle at the other end makes the form.
Here we have the design move almost accidentally,
creating an arrow from the many optic variants
that the move makes. The fragment always looks
like something, not exactly an arrow or a chevron,
which in some ways functions as an arrow in the
world of road-signs. The pushing of the cube makes
it feel like it is pushing and pulling outwards into the
environment, almost about to fragment, or possibly
already a fragment of a much larger constellation of
floating objects.
The two reflective side walls create an indeterminate,
expanded, inhabitable, screen depth from certain
viewpoints. When viewed from the ends, the angled
timber screens create another type of screen depth
of an expanding, slightly inaccessible, projecting
cavity. The optical slatted end walls, at night project
light outwards like a cinema projection booth, as
a vague, almost-hidden, image which triggers a
consciousness of the production of images.
I had for some time thought that the screening room
of the cinema could be utilised as a readymade
spatial/visual object which has within it the selfreflexive consciousness of our image-making and
image-experience. This thought was reinforced
by my reading of Jean-Louis Baudry’s 1974 article
“Ideological Effects of the Basic Cinematographic
Apparatus.’’ In this article, Baudry drew the spatial,
diagrammatic and political parallel between the
cinema and Plato’s Cave. The cinema screening room
most-definitely has within it this spatial diagram of
the cave with image/shadows reflected on the inner
walls from the light source behind. Now that the
cinema has splintered and mutated, we must wonder
if there is within the many screen situations and
objects such as the iPhone, a similar object parallel.
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The Arrow as an object with interior space seemed
to channel the spatial diagram of the cinema/Plato’s
cave and therefore possibly embody something of
the structure of image construction and experience
(projection).
By utilising the inherent black hole effect latent in
surface and the image/object, the Arrow can possibly
disrupt the surface of the field of reality and channel
consciousness. This channelling of consciousness
can foreground the structure and construction of
experience in relation to architecture and space.
The shift from white surface of the normal cube to
blurred mirror surface in the Arrow was significant.
It did not seem to channel Lacan’s mirror argument.
Instead it mediated the white wall/black hole formula
of early modern architecture transforming the whole
surface into a blurred black hole in the landscape.
The studio floats in the landscape like an image on
a screen. The Arrow became the out-of-focus mirror
surface as black hole. This creates a void in the
landscape. A habitable void.
The signifying aspect to the Arrow profile is part
of the foregrounding of the construction of the
image, surface and space experience. This is not
about signs. It is about the void provoking a level
of consciousness. The shape of the arrow is selfreflexive. This is enhanced by the optic projection
at each end between the two blurred reflective
surfaces, which ‘expand’ to create habitable space
within, and project light and shadow outward as
image.
The Arrow works like a randomly placed black hole
vortex to be inhabited in the picturesque countryside.
With the Arrow I began seeing another system in
which the environment becomes a screen/surface
in which the building/surface becomes an imagevortex. This was a move away from the first system
elaborated in PEP where the building was a screen
with scattered vortex’s on the surface. The Arrow
produced a system in my design process of the
landscape as chaotic screen surface and building as
vortex.
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The outline of the arrow is not a sign of something
but an image/object as signifying trigger. This works
through its relation to every day geometry (eg: the
diagonal, the chevron, the road-sign). The geometry
of the Arrow Studio is intended as a self-reflexive
image/object, which works as a cue to the building
and environment as expanded chaotic screen, with
surface image nodes of consciousness. I envisaged
the Arrow as an out of focus reflective vortex floating
in our field of vision.
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Still from Future Happiness showing the
Arrow Studio as space junk floating with
asteroids on a trajectory of new urbanism.
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The Arrow studio elevation with car.
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Splatter Architecture
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What we need is a theory and methodology that can
subvert the dead-end of the copy as set out by Plato
so many years ago. Nietzsche put forward the Eternal
Recurrence as a substitute to metaphysics and the
cycle of good and bad copies, substituting an endless
series of repetition and difference with no origin and
no hierarchy. What Alberti and Leonardo found in
‘splatter’ and stains can also serve as an interestingly
productive theory of artistic production and one
leading to multiple productive methodologies. E. H.
Gombrich wrote that Alberti in his book ‘De Statua’
hypothesized that the origins of art were most-likely
based in a common everyday experience in which
early mankind projected images into the abstract
shapes of nature, such as trees, branches and clouds.
The images that cultures have projected into star
formations predate Plato’s theory of representation
by millennia. Is ‘‘splatter’’ as a theory of art and
architecture’s ‘origins’ able to take us beyond
metaphysics, away from the hierarchy of the theory
of forms? Did Alberti actually come up with an antimetaphysical theory of art and architecture?
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‘‘splatter’’ usually refers to a type of movie which
features a lot of gratuitous blood ‘splatter’ed like a
Jackson Pollock drip painting over (ideally) white
walls. But here I would like to use the term to
describe a situation that we have in experiencing
random abstractions in nature, such as abstract
drips, liquids, stains, clouds and mould etcetera,
and how they can act as useful metaphors for both
the production and experience of architecture
and urbanism. ‘‘splatter’’ as a theory of how we
experience abstraction and image in surface,
form and space can also be very useful for the
understanding of both conscious and unconscious
signification and kinetic formal experience. Besides
helping us understand how abstract form and
surface communicates (sometimes in relation to free
association), and therefore helping us as a design
tool, ‘splatter’ can also lead the way to new formal
experiments such as liquid architecture and theories
based on other natural abstractions and patterns.
‘splatter’ can help us understand conscious and
subconscious experience and signification. It can also
help us sidestep metaphysics. This is helpful as a way
of understanding and creating architecture.
Leonardo da Vinci wrote that the stains on walls,
ashes of a fire, the shape of clouds and mud can all
be used to provoke the imagination.97 Before him,
Alberti, in ‘De Statua’98 had theorised that the origins
of art most-likely lay in this type of experience
of projecting ‘representational’ images onto the
abstract shapes in nature (trees, branches, clouds). If
our conscious mind looks for patterns of recognition
in abstractions of spilt coffee or paint, then our
subconscious mind surely has an intense pre-lingual
relation to the various forms of abstraction. For the
purposes of this discussion, and situating it within an
architectural and urban discourse, I will refer to this
process as ‘‘splatter’’ or ‘‘splatter’ architecture’.
How do we relate to and experience architectural
surface, space and form deep down below the
semiotic? The power of ‘splatter’ can invoke that
instantaneous moment when the blur of abstraction
expresses and communicates, just before it becomes
some type of image or sign.
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Jung, Carl. “Approaching the Unconscious” Man and his
Symbols. Dell Publishing, Randomhouse, 1964. pp. 1 – 94.
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Gombrich, E.H. Art and Illusion. Phaidon Press 1960,
Reprinted The Folio Society, 2000. pp. 90.
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‘splatter’ can give us an insight into deep
architectural sensory motor experience even when
readability is pushed into the realm of infra-image
experience. We can try understand or experiment
with submerged content and deep abstract surface
experience. In ‘splatter’ image and the abstract
fluctuate like the static of the television screen on the
blink.
‘splatter’ can be used as both an interesting model
for understanding visual experience and as design
methodology. One helps the other as we try
orchestrate the experiences that our designs create.

Holding the model of the NGV Splatter
Pavilion on site at the NGV sculpture
garden to show the relation between the
liquid architecture of the Splatter Pavilion
and the Willem de Kooning sculpture.

There is a sliding scale of abstraction and recognition
that occurs in the abstractions of nature, liquid
spillage, or abstract art. All the levels of abstraction
relate to our constant daily experience at different
times and at different levels of consciousness. This
sliding scale of image and abstraction can be seen
with buildings on an individual level as well as in
the city as a whole. This works on many levels: on a
conscious level it encourages interpretation along
with experience. This can mean projecting images
on to the abstract, recognising signs among the
abstract. In architecture and particularly in the space
that I am discussing I would argue that it is the prelinguistic semiotics of Pearce that is most useful to
describe the type of image recognition on this level.
On a deeper level, we experience a kinetic sub-optic
experience, and this may be a more abstract level
of image formation. Either way, what we can learn
from ‘splatter’ (from the ancients stargazing, Alberti,
Leonardo, Freud and Rorschach’ free association)
is that image formation is subjective, varied and
fluctuating. This is the ‘splatter’ method at work,
mediating between a conscious but fluctuating
image/abstract interpretation and experience, and
a deep experiential and infra-image level, which
still possibly has elements of the image/abstract
formula in reverse. ‘splatter’ as a method can help
us understand this complex and fluid process of
experience and interpretation in architecture, the city
and the world around us.

‘splatter’ Surface as Dream Screen
The inkblot test developed by Hermann Rorschach
in the early twentieth century is a particular
subset of this notion of ‘splatter’ (combined
with anthropomorphic symmetry), which has an
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interesting connection to psychoanalysis, free
association, abstract art, and popular culture. The
Rorschach was formally developed between 1913 and
1920, the period of primitive cinema and the birth
of abstract art, but the inkblot game seems to have
been a type of childs game for a long but unspecified
period before Hermann Rorschach formalised it.
The Rorschach, a small part of the ‘splatter’ concept,
is instructive for analysing the links between
‘splatter’, surface, screens, and free associative
psychoanalytic systems, including Lacan’s analysis of
the mirror stage and its links to screens.
If you search Rorschach you are likely to get an
equal amount of references to the character in the
Watchmen comic, as you will to Hermann Rorschach,
the psychoanalyst and inventor of the Rorschach
inkblot test in the early twentieth century. This is
testimony to the way the image of the Rorschach
keeps finding its way back into popular culture’s vast
subconscious, and also the deep links between the
Rorschach test, psychoanalysis and film noir.
The Rorschach inkblot combines randomness
and symmetry: a random ‘splatter’ of inkblots or
paint folded over to make a mirror-image. It is this
combination of abstract chaos and mirror symmetry
which gives the Rorschach inkblot its obvious
anthropomorphic connotations and which is why
it works so well on the human psyche. Compare it
to any image of a living creature and one will find
the symmetrical similarities; also compare it to any
image of nature such as clouds, rocks or greenery
and one will see the random similarities. Abstract
expressionism (especially Pollock) works like a
Rorschach without the anthropomorphic symmetry.
The abstraction/image folding and mirroring
instantly triggers conscious and unconscious
projections.
Carl Jung, although antagonistic towards the benefits
of free association, noted the similarity between
Leonardo’s observation and Hermann Roschach’s
inkblot test. 99 Roarschach’s inkblot test was a visual,
and, in a way, an artistic application of Freud’s
method of free association, and has as much interest
to the arts as it does to psychology.
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Jung, Carl. “Approaching the Unconscious” Man and his
Symbols. Dell Publishing, Randomhouse, 1964. pp. 1 – 94.

Freud developed free association as a method
for interpreting dreams (and by extension, the
subconscious), in order to discover the complexes
causing neurotic disturbances. Jung wasn’t interested
in the random associations that free association
brought to the surface. He was interested in a more
practical, functional approach to delving into the
subconscious in-order to detect the cause of trauma.
Freud’s method, by contrast, actually has the benefit
of producing a more complex constellation and
interaction of ideas and meanings that could eclipse
the banality of the actual neurosis itself.
In high-school Hermann Rorschach was nicknamed
‘klecks’, or ‘inkblot’ due to his fascination with
‘splatter’s of paint and ink. Typically, as he grew
older, he couldn’t decide whether to become a
psychoanalyst or an artist. In the end he inadvertently
became both, although officially, a psychoanalyst.
The development of his inkblot test in the early
twentieth century was a stroke (‘splatter’) of genius
in the application of Freud’s free association to a
visual (design/artistic) system of thought. Not only
did it give physical form to Freud’s ideas, but it
was also a very early interaction with the dialogue
of abstraction, and abstract painting in particular.
Interestingly, he partly developed his inkblot test
while living in Russia around the time that Malevich
and Kandinsky were making the first forays into
abstraction, and most-importantly while Jean Arp,
back in Switzerland was making his first Dada
experiments in chance and abstraction.
Rorschach’s act of combining inkblots with Freud’s
ideas as a visual method of free association / free
interpretation set off some repercussions: on one
level combining free association, dreams and the
subconscious, with abstraction, chaos and ultimately
the visual arts. But he also unleashed the possibility
of a non-psychoanalytic free-association-plusabstraction. This is very relevant to the creation,
interpretation and experience of screen-space
architecture and urbanism.
Although Rorschach made the association between
abstract ‘splatter’ and psychoanalytic free association
explicit, the connection between ‘splatter’ and nonpsychoanalytic free association predated Rorschach
(Alberti, Leonardo, primitive man’s stargazing) and
also resurfaced in Dada of Jean Arp around the same
time that Rorschach was developing his inkblot
system. In Dada, free association would become
free of the subconscious and allow for a system of
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deep interactive experience with our infra-semiotic
and sub-conscious selves. The sliding scale between
image and abstraction that the Rorschach is meant
to untangle in our subconscious through freeassociation actually can sidestep Freudian cultural
concepts about the subconscious, and reveal deep
structures of sub-optic image/abstraction interaction
with our basic sensory motor skills. Free association’s
link to Freud’s concept of the subconscious was
always optional, and free association became
an artistic technique along with the stream of
consciousness and other modernist techniques.
Interestingly, if we compare the ‘splatter’ method to
analyse a classical against a modern building we find
that the symmetry of the Rorschach is found moreoften in the classical composition and the asymmetry
of ‘splatter’ is found in the anti-classical buildings of
modernism.
Alejandro Zaera wrote: “The Rorschach test is
classified as a projective test where the inkblots
become screens on which the structures of
personality are projected”.100 There is a close link
between the Rorschach and the screen. Central to
this is the play-off between image and the abstract.
The Rorschach and ‘splatter’ in general, seems to
have strong links to the screen through the subjective
act of projection.
Towards a ‘splatter’ Surface
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The frontal view of the NGV Splatter Pavilion
reveals a Rorschach like relation through the
mirrored anthropomorphic symetry.

By using ‘splatter’ we can learn from this ancient
tradition of free association and use it to generate
a more inclusive heterogeneous and exciting
architecture.
‘splatter’ is useful to architects in many ways: as
a guide to understanding how a building may be
experienced or read, in a multitude of ways, by
different users; and by extension as a way of helping
to inform a methodology of design. ‘splatter’ is useful
as a method with which to design, not only when
dealing with abstraction, but also when dealing with
known images and common building elements.
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Herzog and de Meuron: Between the Face and the
Landscape in El Croqus 60 Herzog and de Meuron 1983-1993
Madrid P. 25.
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‘splatter’ is a very useful framework for
understanding how we experience space and
surfaces, even the most ‘abstract’ ones. Buildings,
if a sign system at all, are usually a fairly abstract
one. The sign experience of images, screens, surface
and space is often overrated. Even if a sign or image
is there, it does not form the primary experience,
very much like Free Jazz.101 No matter how abstract
a building may seem, the human mind can always
manage to see shapes, meanings and signs in it.
This applies to buildings whose designers have gone
out of their way to negate all forms of signification,
denying any image value, codes or interpretations
beyond pure abstract experience. No one is safe.
No two minds will ever see exactly the same thing,
as what we see depends on how our mind free
associates with our past experience. Often we do
not consciously free-associate. It is the deep image
experience which resonates. ‘splatter’ can help
understand this experience and it can help us to
design these sub-optic experiences.

‘splatter’ can become part of a design methodology
with and without the Rorschach’s combination
of randomness and mirror symmetry, as a way of
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The example of Free Jazz is especially interesting in
relation to the ‘splatter’-like play of abstraction and signification,
especially Ornette Coleman and Eric Dolphy. Miles Davis and
John Coltrane often performed abstract free-form covers of
popular songs such as Coltrane’s various interpretations of My
Favorite Things (from The Sound Of Music) which is nothing like
the original upon which it is based, but the image of the original
lingers, but at the same time almost fades into insignificance. This
is indicative of our relation to the field of image/signs, abstraction
and image recognition in the urban environment in general. Miles
Davis’ cover of Crosby Stills Nash and Young’s Guinevere is almost
340 unrecognizable except to the trained ear.

The model of the NGV Splatter Pavilion.

If ‘splatter’ helps us understand how we experience
buildings, then it must also be a helpful methodology
for designing buildings. Using ‘splatter’ as a
metaphor for reading and understanding buildings,
we are free of the worry about whether our design
is ‘conveying’ the correct ‘message’, ‘ideas’ or
‘emotions’. We then understand from the outset
that people will naturally free associate (to varying
degrees) and will all experience and interpret shapes,
forms, structures, space in slightly (or radically)
different ways. If we want people to experience
our buildings in a certain way we must understand
that we cannot absolutely control it – we can aim
for a certain experience and/or idea with the inbuilt
knowledge that people may experience it differently
from how we intended.
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provoking certain experiences, as well as a way of
provoking unexpected, random, readings and ideas.

It no longer matters what the architect/designer/
artist intended as readings for his/her works. All that
matters now is the effect and (multiple) experiences
the work has on the people who see and experience
the work.
Mies van der Rohe’s ‘less is more’ implied the inbuilt
complexity of the zero degree. Free association
does not rely on complexity. We do not need the
Rorschach’s mix of random abstraction mirrored
into anthropomorphic symmetry. The asymmetry
of ‘splatter’ has a power of imageability, as does
abstraction in general. Our mind will free associate
anyway. Whether the object or space looks like
‘splatter’ or something completely different. This
is the lesson of the ‘splatter’. There will always be
multiple, mutating interpretations and reactions,
no matter how simple and exact the form. Less is
actually infinite in its multitude of possibilities for
experience and interpretation. It is possible that
complex form may not actually lead to a greater
number of different experiences.

The NGV Splatter Pavilion creates a frozen
liquid vortex in the National G allery of
Victoria’s sculpture garden. The curved space
is aimed at Willem de Kooning’s sculpture in
the foreground.

We can see from previous morphological analyses of
certain buildings, particularly studies of Ronchamp,
The Sydney Opera House and the study of optical
illusions102, that pop culture views of famous
buildings can be very different from the architect’s
original intentions. ‘splatter’ theory would see this
as an inclusive part of the artwork, co-existing
with multiple other ways of reading the works.
This is a theory that includes the viewer inside the
architectural work, one in which the viewer’s reading
or experience forms an integral part of the work.

By the 1960s Free association, along with the stream
of consciousness and other modern art techniques
were mixed with hippy psychadelia. Free association,
mixed with psychedelics instead of Freud’s
subconscious, became part of the push against
conservative values.
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Such as the duck-rabbit illusion, see Charles Jencks ‘The
Language of Postmodern Architecture’.
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Despite an obsession with Jean Arp and Pollock
since my teens, I had not really thought consciously
of the implications of ‘splatter’ on architecture until
the process of designing the W House (White House
Prahran). The client, Anna Pappas, a gallery director,
made it clear that she did not want any graphic
elements in the design, that it should be abstract and
‘unreadable’. This was a challenge that I soon realised
was not entirely possible. No matter how abstract I
tried to make an element, there always seemed to be
some residue of free-floating image. I began likening
the process to that of ‘splatter’, or a Rorschach, as
each person seemed to see something slightly (or
very) different in each abstract configuration. I found
that either each element carried with it some type
of sign value through its function and history (a stair,
a window) in which case I tried to strip it of itself
as much as possible and present it in some new but

The PEP Dandenong plays on a sliding scale of
abstraction and image, wrapping an image-screen
system around an abstract form which is splattered
with images, including an image of splatter.

The first aspect of the ‘splatter’ method that I
explored, almost by accident, was the idea of using
‘splatter’ as a tool/methodology for the creation (and
experience) of abstraction and image in order to
explore the sub-semiotic in the W House.

The W House revealed a splatter like system of image recognition
within the abstract. This experiment in abstraction revealed that
humans are alsways finding images within the abstractions of
nature as well as in architecture.

Submerged Semiotics

stripped-down abstract way (the abstract blur of the
staircase for instance, attempting a cloud of static by
using reinforcing rods) or as is the case with the front
of the house, the wall seemed to resemble some
type of image no matter what I did to it. It ended up
being close to a number ‘2’ (the street number was,
coincidentally, 22). Soon after the house was finished
I showed it to Howard Raggatt and his first response
was that it was undoubtedly a ‘?’. I had been so
focused on abstracting meaning and submerging
or obliterating signs that I was now sure that the
‘splatter’ concept was integral to the workings of
architectural experience.
‘splatter’ as Free Association
The second application of the ‘splatter’ method
that I explored was in the PEP Dandenong (Precinct
Energy Project), where I explored the inherent free
association of image and abstraction in architecture
and surface, raising the image from the sub-optic
of the W House. I also experimented with the actual
image of ‘splatter’ as a Duchamp-style readymade
image. After the W House I was more consciously
thinking of ‘splatter’ as a design methodology.
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The large screen of ‘splatter’ on the front of the
building, to the plaza, invites the passers-by to a
guessing game. The big power-points and switch
invited the use of the phone camera. The Astro-turf
covering a movable wall was not meant as a sign
of a green wall or green energy, as some people
thought, it was more of a linguistic disjuncture
showing astro-turf as itself, an object displaced on
a lightweight movable wall in an urban setting. The
idea was that the astro-turf was not a sign of grass,
but the reality of itself as a surface material. On the
rear, to the future laneway, is a super-graphic of the
cogeneration process, detailing the interior workings
of the building. All these elements are free-floating
images, with changed context and scale that provoke
a level of experiential free association as seen in the
‘splatter’ argument. The abstract shape and surface
of the PEP is still the major factor in the experience.
There is a play with, and a sliding scale between,
abstraction and signification in the PEP. Even the
so-called ‘literal’ images such as the plug, due to the
scale and placement, tend to push a type of abstract
free association. Architects may guess the function
of the building (co-generation plant) immediately,
but the users of the plazas don’t make such literal
connections.
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Diagram showing the design process for the NGV Splatter Pavilion.
The process was filmed so as to be able to capture the liquid at the
optimum moment between pouring and drying. The photo of the liquid
was taken into Rhino and traced, cut, mirrored and folded before the
actual paint was dry.

When it came to design PEP Dandenong I was
determined to explore this ‘splatter’ theory in more
depth and in a different context. Whereas the W
House was about submerging the sign as much as
possible, the PEP was about raising the sign to the
surface and heightening the free association which
is essential to a ‘splatter’ theory of architecture. The
PEP mixed abstraction with image and the skin as a
dream screen of free association. The abstract form
of the PEP played with the diagram of the function
of the building, the idea of a city streetscape and the
notion of the white cube being infiltrated by a roadsign-like movement, which-in turn explodes the cube
out towards the fragments of the urban environment
(or, conversely, explodes elements until they hint suboptically at the possibility of a cube or a seeming
origin state).
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‘splatter’ as Liquid Space

Side view of the NGV
Splatter Pavilion with the de
Kooning in the background.

The third application of the ‘splatter’ method was
to explore the possibilities of a liquid architecture
and free association. In the ‘splatter’ Pavilion, our
shortlisted entry to the National Gallery of Victoria’s
summer pavilion competition, we explored ‘splatter’
as ways of creating new space and form, and as a
way of devising methods to create an immediate
architecture, like free jazz or action painting. Due
to the complexities of the building process, this has
always been a near impossible task in architecture.
The ‘splatter’ Pavilion, proposed for the NGV’s
sculpture garden, explores some of the spatial
and formal possibilities of a liquid architecture.
The process for the design of the pavilion involved
dripping liquid onto a surface (reminiscent of Arp’s
Dada experiments in chance abstraction), tracing the
drips in Rhino, slicing the edge, mirroring the dripsurface and folding the surface around to create a
self-supporting space with simple structural integrity.
The folding of the pavilion allows for a simple yet
effective structure surprising for a pavilion based on
mirrored drips. The steel structure folds around and
locks into a small concrete slab/footing below the
ground. The cladding is powder-coated perforated
aluminium. The rear curved wall has large arabesque
openings to allow views through the garden and
help wind loadings. These openings were created by
cutting the drip specifically close to the edge, at the
most irregular and varied point.
In order to get a good choice of liquid formations
to experiment with, we filmed the whole process
so that we could capture the liquid form before it
dries, at an interesting point in its movement. This
methodology is in the films we made from this
footage superimposing over John Gollings’ site photo
and the stills from these films.
The context of the siting can be seen in the video
and stills of the paint dripping on Roy Grounds site
plan, which comprises of three squares, a triangle
and a circle. The usual way of referencing or
contextualising to Grounds’ work is through his use
of Platonic geometry (which we referenced obliquely
in the W House courtyard). We decided to reference
the most popular part of the gallery: the entry water
wall, via the notion of a liquid architecture.
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Due to the symmetry of the mirroring and folding
action, the pavilion has a vague resemblance to a 3D
inkblot test when viewed from certain positions.
In creating a methodology of ‘splatter’ for the
design of the pavilion, I was hoping to define a
new relation to the defining models of modernism,
particularly the domino system and resulting ‘5
points’ of Le Corbusier, and the spatial proposition
of Mies van der Rohe in the Barcelona Pavilion,
which Toyo Ito termed liquid space.103 The idea of
mixing Jean Arp, Pollock and Le Corbusiers Dom-ino
system was a driving idea behind the actions that
created the methodology. It is worth noting that
the methodology arose in an intuitive way. The first
thought was that we need to film it all like a Astruc’s
‘camera stylo’ as architectural tool, in order to get
the best shapes. Before the paint was even dry I had
imported a photo of one of my favourite drips and
traced it in Rhino, given it depth, sliced the end off,
mirrored it and folded it. This happened fairly quickly
and intuitively.

Diagram showing the structural and
surface componants of of the NGV
Splatter Pavilion.

The taco shell shape of curved space and the drips
and liquid formations of matter in space change
according to our movement and position in time.
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Ito, Toyo. “Tarzans in the Media Forest”. Tarzans In The
Media Forest. Architecture association London, 2015. Pp116-117.

Over:
Folded plan of the NGV Splatter Pavilion.

The pavilion is intended to interact with the
sculptures in the NGV sculpture garden in a way
reflecting Alberti’s theory of the origins of art.
This idea became the background for the idea
of a ‘splatter’ Pavilion, based on fluid abstract
drips, positioned in a garden full of semi-abstract
sculptures. Gombrich’s reading of Alberti’s theory
of the origins of art make the NGV sculpture garden
a perfect site for the simulation of the primal scene
of art using the ‘splatter’ experience of a liquid
architecture in which we, like early mankind, can
project images into the abstract shapes of nature
such as trees, branches and clouds, or the abstract
shapes of the sculptures in the garden or the pavilion
itself. The idea of making a ‘splatter’ Pavilion from
liquid drips is intended to project this thematic into
the sculpture garden setting, asking us to dwell
on some of the oldest issues of art: the origins
and nature of representation and the relation of
abstraction to image. This in turn could heighten
our experience of the sculptures in the garden and
the garden itself as a natural setting, simulating
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Aerial view of the NGV Splatter Pavilion
with Roy Grounds NGV building and
Henry Moore’s sculpture on the right.

the almost mythical origin of art. Significantly,
the pavilion is situated between Rodin’s ‘Balzac’
(1898), an icon of 19th century abstraction, and de
Kooning’s ‘Standing Figure’ (1969), with its strong
relation to abstract expressionism. Both sculptures
work on a ‘splatter’-like sliding scale of abstraction
and figuration. Just as these sculptures provoked
viewers to free associate and imagine the figurative
within the abstract, the pavilion aims to continue
this audience connection within the context of an
architectural folly. Viewers could be encouraged
to relax in the pavilion or grass and free-associate
with each other about what they see in the abstract
shapes.
In order to keep a free-flowing relation between the
garden and sculptures in the NGV sculpture garden
we decided it was important not to enclose space
but to create a zone in which our experience of the
elements in the garden is heightened.
This lesson from ‘splatter’ has shown us how no two
minds will ever see exactly the same thing, as what
we see depends on how our mind free-associates
with our past experience. ‘splatter’ can be a very
useful metaphor for how we read and experience
buildings and has an intrinsic relation to the theory,
practice and enjoyment of art. The ‘splatter’ Pavilion
was intended to work in such a way, provoking
different image projections depending on how one
moves through it and how the shapes and space
interact with each person’s personal history.
During the design of the PEP I contemplated the
submerging of the semiotic that I had started
thinking about in the design of the W House. I
thought of the semiotic and the abstract (pure
‘thing’) as being like a counterweight. As one
emerged the other submerged, but neither is ever
totally obliterated due to individual perceptive
experience. I diagrammatically thought of the W
House as a submerged semiotic system which
produced an 80% abstract effect and 20% semiotic.
The PEP as 50% semiotic and 50% abstract. When
designing the Arrow I thought of it as 100% abstract
but the submerged semiotic still lingered. The
‘splatter’ Pavilion has a similar relation of abstract
and submerged semiotics as the Arrow, despite
the very different forms. This polarity could also be
termed image/abstraction or conscious image / suboptic image.
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One of my earliest spatial memories is sitting in a
darkened screening room in the BBC in London,
possibly at Ealing studios, sometime in 1967 or 1968.
Everything in the room was black and white, just
like the Buster Keaton movie that was starting to
project. There was a white screen and the abstract
flicker of a 16mm projector and the optical abstract
markings that project on the screen at the start and
end of each film reel. I held my hand up in the air
but was told to put my hand down or I would end up
on the screen with the film. Being only about three
years old at the time I misunderstood the warning
and thought that I would be transported into the
flat, two-dimensional black and white world in the
white screen. I watched my shadow superimpose
over the film. There was a flicker of confusion within
me regarding the rules of reality and fiction in a dark
screening room. I realised that as the film projects a
reflection of reality, if my hand gets in the way then
it carries my shadow along with it. Television did not
do this. I quickly brought my hand down before I was
totally transported into the flickering world of the
black and white screen. I slowly realised that only
my shadow would hit and blend with the screen. The
play of dark and light in these projection rooms was
so strong that my memories of these spaces and
times are black and white. This spatial experience
always remains in the back of my mind.

The screen and the cave

At night the Arrow studio projects light in
optical rays over the landscape like a cinema
projection room.

At first unconsciously and later consciously, I begun
to form a concept of an architecture in which the
cinema screening room formed an ever-present
but sometimes vague image or spatial blueprint.
The trace of the elements of the screening room
seemed to allow for the presence within the built
field of the modes of spatial perception, and an
acknowledgement of the structure of experience
within the surface or space.

Around the same time we would build small caves
around the television out of the cushions from the
couch (the couch that had cushions, the other ones
were inflatables) and watch the black and white TV in
a soft cave.
A trip to New Guinea when I was nine years old was
also significant as a cinematic spatial memory. I spent
the time with my friend who I travelled with in the
jungle climbing trees and sliding down waterfalls on
the tubes of truck tyres. We saw the Asaro Mudmen
and one night we went to the cinema, which was in a
tent in the jungle and watched a Tarzan movie. Even
as a nine year-old the irony was not lost on me.
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Soon after seeing these films I read Jean-Louis
Baudry’s seminal 1974 article “Ideological Effects of
the Basic Cinematographic Apparatus” which linked
the spatial experience of the cinema screen with
Plato’s analogy of the cave, Marxist analysis, Lacan’s
mirror stage, and semiotics. This combination of early
memory images, the New Wave films and Baudry’s
article has lingered in the back of my mind over the
years while designing, and sometimes they seems to
surface in the work. I would wonder if the screening/
projection room experience is the archetypal modern
spatial experience and if it could somehow be the
model of the modern room. The cinema screening
room seemed to have within it a trace of the cave,
in its spatial experience and also a vague relation to
Plato’s story as well as a shift or disjuncture in space
and time.
The mutating and grafting within the screening room
of the cave seemed to allow for the presence within
the built field of the modes of spatial perception,
and an acknowledgement of the structure of
experience within the surface or space. This in no
way brings with it the theory of representation and
the metaphysical baggage that would imply. It is just
a strong spatial relation between the situations.
If the cinema and the cave were to come together
as a mutant spatial type in the form of the screening
room, it would be a useful model for architectural
space and form in our screen-world. This model

104 Quoted in Brody, Richard. Everything is Cinema. Holt,
364 2009. P. 208.

could have multiple psychological, architectural and
self-reflexive possibilities for spatial (dis)organisation
in our media saturated times. Sou Fujimoto compares
the cave and the nest as primal spatial types. 105 He
has pointed to the cave as a model of the habitable
space not intended for habitation, which causes
obstructions that alter the way we live around them.
This is in contrast to the nest, which he likens to the
free plan of Le Corbusier’s Dom-ino system, which is
designed specifically for everyday actions.

Melbourne Art Fair proposed
screening room as displaced rock/
cave which projects shadows of
people on the interior screen.

When I was a teenager I saw scenes in movies, such
as the cinema scene in Godard’s ‘Le Mepris’ and ‘Les
Carabinier’s’ which reminded me of my childhood
projection room confusion. In these and Antonioni’s
Blow Up I noticed a dialogue with the screen and
modes of looking. I first became aware of the obvious
parallels between Plato’s story of the cave and the
cinema when watching the scene in Bertolucci’s ‘Il
Conformista’ (1970) in which they make this parallel.
In a 1965 interview 104 Jean-Luc Godard described his
early experience as a filmmaker as watching a movie
inside Plato’s cave, and then later moving through
the projection window and filming the reality behind
the screen. The power of these two spatial scenarios,
the cinema and Plato’s Cave, combining a modern
spatial experience with the primitive and the theory
of representation and optics has always appealed to
me.

The cave model is similar to an architectural
application of Duchamp’s objet trouve (found
object), or readymade, which works off a sense of
displacement and context disjuncture. When the
readymade model is applied to architecture this
could include the idea of action/space disjuncture,
not just object/context disjuncture. Plato’s cave is
a secondary but important subliminal image in the
cave morphology. The grafting of the cave and the
cinema/screening room as a mutant modern spatial
diagram makes the echoes of Plato’s story of the
cave explicit. Here the spatial diagram comes full
circle as a model of the self-reflexive found spatial
object. This is a possible way of working with our
current modern spatial condition that allows for
a reflection on the structure of the image and
experience, and its relation to space and surface.
The model of the cave channels the primitive, the
readymade, and Plato’s story of the cave as a primal
scene for the dialogue around images.
The screening room/cave has acted as a loose model
for a number of design situations. The projecting of
light through perforations in a surface is the most
obvious resolution of this spatial/surface situation.
The circular holes in the pantry doors and balcony in
the WD House project rays of light out to the dining
room at night. The circular holes at each end of the
W House are a conscious example of this situation.
These holes project light like a projection booth
or the bullet holes in ‘Blood Simple’ (1984). The
bedrooms adjoining each end balcony experience
this screening room-like situation. The diagonal
screen to the entry stair made of reinforcing rods
also emits a vague optic blur of shadow and light, as
does the triangular window between the kitchen and
dining/living room. There is a slight cinema shape in
the constant split-level section formations we use for
living spaces in the WD House and the W House. The
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The screen surface of the PEP has LED lights
in the cavity which change in sequence
creating various impressions of screen depth
like a building as television screen.

angled kitchen wall to the sunken dining area in the
W House has a deep cinema structure. The garage in
the WD House doubles up as a projection room.
The expanded skin of the PEP Dandenong also
works as a large screen wrapped around the abstract
shape of the building and at night emits a neonlike ray from the LED lights behind the perforated
skin. This is more television screen than projection
but the experience inside on a sunny day, or when
close to the perforated skin at night, has a screening
room play of the emissions of shadows and light.
The screen wall of the PEP with its optical graphics,
big floating objects and back-lighting combined
my screening room fascination with the white walls
of my childhood memories along with the optical
graphics of those memories floating and blurring into
the white screen like black holes.
My design for my architecture thesis (RMIT 1987)
under Peter Corrigan, was like a big projection device
that one entered into. My first building, the Western
General Hospital additions (1988), was a series of
big rectangular screen/voids (and circular iris’ to
the hospital restaurant). The screening room/cave
seemed to manifest itself in fragments, internal and
external.
The two end walls of the Arrow Studio (2013) work
as big projection screens to the garden, emitting
optical rays of light and shadow from the timber
slats (like the logos of a Citroen and Renault or a
Stella black painting). They project light at night like
a projection booth to the garden. The experience
of being inside the Arrow is a little like being in a
projection room, but also like inhabiting an image.
With the Arrow’s obvious relation to the simple
shed, cube and by inference the primitive hut, this
conversion to projection room is interesting.
Many of my unrealised projects have explicitly
utilised the cinema/cave diagram. The scheme Anna
Nervegna and I designed for the projection room
at the 2016 Melbourne Art Fair envisaged the room
as a big hollowed out rock, forming a cave, with an
end sliced off to form a rear-projection screen. This
became a diagram of Plato’s Cave as a screening
room, and as people walked past outside, between
projector and screen, their shadows would hit the
screen which the audience inside would see, just like
the prisoners in the cave story.
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When I was a child in London we had a black and
white television and the images have always stayed
with me. My father was an editor on Doctor Who at
the time and the credit sequence had a big impact
on me. This can possibly be seen in the ‘splatter’ on
the front of the PEP Dandenong. I feel that I often
design in black and white as a way of inserting this
type of effect into the everyday. I remember seeing
my first colour TV, which was tuned to the cricket,
and asking myself why the grass was an out of focus,
overexposed, green colour? This would have to be
my first conscious colour memory. It was also the
first time I remember consciously thinking about
colour. Not only was I questioning the reality of
colour ‘representation’, as I was shocked that it was
not black and white, but I was intrigued by this new
manifestation of colour that seemed like nothing
I’d ever seen before. This is possibly behind my
fascination with Astro-turf and its use in the PEP
Dandenong. I often conceive of designs as either
black and white or as colour, the choice somehow
relating to these screen experiences. Just as black
and white films (and colour through the use of
grading) use their colour difference to create distinct
‘realities’, conceptualising architecture in terms of
context in this way does the same.
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Our house in Islington in the 1960s had white walls
and a basement kitchen living with light court view
up to the street. Persian rugs were mixed with op-art
and pop posters and the furniture in the basement
living area was all inflatable. It looked pretty much

The buildings in the Flinders Street Station competition are
designed as ‘shapeshifters’, changing shape as one moves around
the site. This view shows the formation of an RGB like diagram.

Seeing in Black and White

Shapeshifter buildings:
Sketch design for the Cowra Trigeneration
Building which, like cinematic montage, transforms
as one drives around it.

By analysing my spatial memories, I realised that the
mutation of the screen/cave as a spatial diagram
and a general interest with spatiality, media and
the experience of modes of vision has continually
informed aspects of my creative output. No matter
how evocative the story of the cave is, I do not buy
into Platonic theories of representation. Actually, my
interest in combining these two models is aimed at
subverting and reversing the logic of representation.
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The perforated patterns in the end walls
of the W House project light at night like
a projection booth and at day give iris like
views.
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like the houses in Antonioni’s Blow Up. My parents
also bought many records. Particularly prominent
in the collection were psychedelic pop graphics of
The Beatles’ ‘Revolver’, and the Cream records both
with photography by the Australian Robert Whitaker
(my father would take me to their photo shoots) and
designed by the Australian Martin Sharp. Of these
memories, the white painted houses littered with
pop, op and psychedelic graphics is a persistent
memory-image.
These spatial experiences have influenced my work
consistently. The white walls of my childhood in
London, mixed with the op art and psychedelic
graphics and black and white credit-sequences, the
blow up furniture and the fake-looking grass on the
colour television, have stayed with me as sub-optic
images in my mind, and became an unconscious
template for the palette in many designs, particularly
the W House and the PEP Dandenong. In the PEP I
designed a white building, with op art graphics, fake
grass like the colour television memory, and pop
blow up power plugs. At night the building glows like
a big television. If the PEP and W House seem very
close to my early childhood memories in London
then the Arrow Studio relates to my childhood in
1970s Australia with the timber brutalism of Kevin
Borland who my mother worked for and was a family
friend, and Peter McIntyre. The attitude of the Arrow
Studio to the bush is infected with the cinematic
critique of the romantic landscape tradition in movies
like Walkabout, Wake in Fright, my father’s Long
Weekend, Mad Dog Morgan (Mora 1978) and The
Cars That Ate Paris (Weir 1974).
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Designing a building is like a samurai going into
battle. The creative process for an architect is similar
to the way Tsunemoto describes how a samurai filters
knowledge into action. There are many conflicting
parties (client, builder, town planners etcetera) in
any design project who want their way to prevail.
As architects we have to quickly negotiate these
conflicting forces the best way that we can and hope
that we make the right decisions under pressure
and hope that the end design comes out in the
best way possible. Not many projects have a calm
unobstructed freedom of ‘creativity’. I am open to
any type of fluidity during the design process which
may allow the design to evolve in unexpected but
more interesting ways. However, if we negotiate this
flow in the wrong way it can all go horribly wrong.
Tsunemoto proposed in Hagakure106 that a samurai
must read theory and immediately forget it, knowing
that in the moment of battle karma will ensure that
the right decision is made, and so the forgotten
learnings filter back subconsciously, in the right way,
without our conscious understanding.

Process photos of the design
for the NGV Splatter Pavilion.

The Samurai Method
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This ‘samurai method’ has always been in the back
of my mind while making snap decisions on site,
in meetings with clients or authorities and also,
importantly, in the moment of design. The notion
that this embodiment of karma somehow helps
filter through the ideas that you consider important
into the design process in the ‘moment of battle’, is
important as it allows you to act freely in the moment
to create whatever is best for the situation.
This is one way that thought and action can connect
in the creative process. This method seems to
work well in situations where there is little time for
conscious or ponderous thought. But there are many
design situations which require a more conscious
relation between thought/idea and design action.
Here we often find that creativity can be like a
Moebius strip or a feedback loop.
The Creative Loop
There is a loop between thought and action in the
creative process. The thought exists and hovers in
my mind often at the start of the creative process,
but not always. This thought could be a philosophical
issue, a thought to do with architectural discourse or
history, or the brief, the site or an engineering issue.
The process usually entails the thinking about an
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Reflection in car window
Dazhou.

issue, and how to ‘start’ designing to solve this issue.
At some point the thinking/thought gives way to the
design action and the action takes over for a while.
Then I have to look at what I have done and see what
thoughts or ideas it produces, or if it is surprising
me in any way. So if we look at this loop like the
surface of the Moebius strip, we can see thought on
one surface and action on the other surface and at
some point thought becomes action and vice-versa.
This often happens in reverse, with the process
being started by some free-form design moves that
then provoke the thought process. There is a blurry
point where it is hard to recognise if thought has
taken over or if action is dominant. One may seem
dominant at any one time, but the other is always
present, even as a ghost. The word/image loop takes
you from idea/theory/concept to design action and
back again.
We find a folding of ideas into design and vice-versa.
Possibly a closer diagram for this is the structure
of the feedback loop. If we follow the logic of the
feedback loop, an idea can influence a design, which,
once built, reveals a new idea (or ideas) in the design,
which in turn helps generate a new work (or works),
and the system repeats itself on and on. There is a
similar relation in architecture between the act of
design and writing, which dates back to Vitruvius.
In the feedback loop diagram, the idea infiltrates the
work and comes back as part of the next work, which
is then combined with more thought and transforms
into the next design. This goes on and on. For this
to work as positive contribution to creativity, the
writing/ideas needs to be partly propositional, like a
design does. This has been the relation between the
ideas and all the projects discussed.
This is separate from the ‘samurai method’, but
coexistent. The samurai method is best for fast
design process and also those many design moments
where one has to negotiate with external factors
and make split second changes (often on site or
in meetings with parties embodying opposite
concerns). The creative loop is for the slow design
where one is working out the main ideas and
design. It can be that one prefers to design in the
loop method but supressing the conscious thought
thereby applying the ‘samurai method’ over the
feedback loop.
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Sometimes the ideas predated the designs and
sometimes the ideas evolved out of one design to
become a series of ideas that then became more
explicit in a later design. These ideas and thoughts
are sometimes directly on architecture, space or
urbanism, and sometimes they are part of a semiconscious spatial autobiography, and sometimes
on something seemingly unrelated, but ultimately
inextricable from the work. The paradoxical coexistence of concepts in a work that seem unrelated
is a conscious motivation to inject the projects with
the structure of non-chronological sheets of time.

I have endeavoured to trace both the thoughtideas and the designs that propel my work and to
investigate the complex relation between the two.
To show how a project may have started with one
idea but then may produce a new idea, which then
moves on to produce new works: a feedback loop of
ideas and projects influencing each other, mediated
by a blurred creative process. The structure of the
sections in this writing attempts to map out these
thought-ideas and designs and explore their fluid,
complex interrelationships.
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Point number 3 in “Sentences on Conceptual Art” from
0-9 (New York) 1969.
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Stills from the film clip for Lisa Miller ’s
song P ushover (Toby Reed 2004).

Like many architects I produce buildings out of
ideas, whether image based or thought based. These
ideas are not necessarily founded in truth or fact (an
architect might believe in a spirituality that cannot be
defined as factual, for example), but these are what
produce the works. These thought-ideas or imageideas are often propositional, but not intended to
be air-tight arguments, but rather provocative and
productive in forming a relationship with the new
space, surface and context (the site, and also cultural
context). To quote Sol Lewitt “Irrational judgements
lead to new experience.”107 There is also a similar
feedback loop working between my film activities
and architectural and urban work. The process of
working through certain ideas or concepts in film has
then unlocked certain ideas architecturally.
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Still of Howard Raggatt and Ian
McDougall in ‘Las Vegas Studio:
Melbourne’ (2014).

If the ideas and elements in my projects are like
a scattered field or interstellar space littered with
clusters of elements, then this field also includes
the reactive influence of all other architecture and
architects, both local and international. This field
of influence is superimposed over the other fields
or elements just mentioned. At certain points, or
clusters, it may appear that my practice is in an orbit
close to (for example) ARM Architecture. The plug
on the skin of PEP may give this impression. The
ideas behind the building, such as the sub-optics
of the screen and the relation to context are quite
separate and independent of the ideas that motivate
ARM. This is apparent when comparing the space
junk context relations of PEP with the ARM process
of contextual appropriation and sampling. At other
points, such as the Arrow, it could appear that I am
approaching the orbit of Sean Godsell. In the case of
the PEP, the apparent similarities are differentiated
by the other elements in the cluster of elements
(ideas, forms, techniques, design ‘moves’) which
float into and form the project. The introduction of
a self-reflexive structure which attempts to expose
our relations to the environment and architecture
separates the Arrow from the usual groupings
of recent minimalist works. The attitude towards
minimalism in the Arrow is closer to Rauschenberg’s
pioneering minimalist works from the early 1950s
that were propositional and reflexive in their
minimalism.108
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context / projects / practice

The Field of Practice

If the matrix of influences is like a field of dispersed
elements, each one an architect or building, then
some of these are local and some are international.
When designing we have this dual influence of our
local peers, who we discuss projects with, or follow
the progress of their ideas and projects, and the
international projects which are equally as important,
both to react with or against.
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The influence of other architects on our creative
life is pervasive. The influence of architects who we
know, or who practice in the same city, is different
from international architects whose works or ideas
we may admire. The architects who we feel closest
to may be people who we have never met but there
is an affinity with their work. The architects who we
know personally, or come into contact with, exert an
influence on us because of our personal relationships
and dialogues, regardless of whether their work
connects with us or not. The result is that buildings
that would not have any influence on us if they were
in another country end up having an influence on us
because of proximity and personal relationships. This
movement forces us to confront and take seriously,
ideas and works that we otherwise may exclude
from our consciousness during the design process.
When Lab Architecture Studio won the Federation
Square competition in Melbourne, Donald Bates and
Peter Davidson brought with them an intellectual
rigour concerning investigations into new spatial
possibilities that had been absent from Melbourne
at the time. This threw a new series of elements in to
the local dialogue and intersected with my interest in
spatial sub-optics. Any design process is infected by
a constant movement between poles and clusters of
influence. We have to decide how to negotiate these
types of influences so that we design exactly the
way that we desire. To some degree, one has to be
like a Buddha moving into the wilderness for years of
contemplation, in order to not be influenced by the
pervasive but distracting design issues and trends,
and to let all the influences float into the correct
relations for the particular time, place and project.
Moving in and out of the film industry at various
times has helped encourage this process for me as I
felt a certain freedom from trends or ideas, both local
and international, that allowed me to act freely.
In Melbourne we seem to have been stuck inside
the Neo-Baroque109 like dinner guests in Bunuel’s
Exterminating Angel (1962), unable to escape the
cycle of styles, even if we try. This is the situation
I found myself in, when working on the design of
the PEP. I was tired of so many sci-fi Neo-Baroque
buildings and wanted to move towards a cool,
primitive future. I had always been interested in
McLuhan’s and Warshow’s use of the terms hot
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Characteristics as outlined by Omar Calabrese in his 1992
book ‘Neo-Baroque: A Sign of the Times’.
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and the cool and it seemed to me around this time
that living in a world overtaken by the logic of the
cinema we could use these terms to shift paradigm
from Focillon’s cycle of styles to a media logic for
architecture. I saw the PEP as simultaneously cool
and hot. I was attempting to sidestep the notion
of style, as well as traditional ways of composing
buildings according to typology and architectural
elements and notions of normal architectural form.
The cinematic system of a sliding scale between the
cool and the hot acted as a perfect methodology
to help attempt this. This became my initial impulse
when first conceptualising how my design process
could differentiate itself from my local peers.
The hot and the cool methodology has helped
define the type of building that I wanted PEP to be
in relation to my contemporaries and mentors in
Melbourne architecture. Peter Corrigan introduced
an optical expressionism in Keysborough that
has permeated Melbourne to this day. This has
inadvertently engulfed our architectural community
in a Neo-Baroque. Corrigan’s buildings veered
towards a Brechtian-baroque, and ARM’s buildings
were often motivated by critical pastiche and
appropriation. Attempts to move outside of the NeoBaroque paradigm tend towards classical modernism
(and the ideology that entails) like Sean Godsell’s
RMIT Design Hub. I found that I needed to express
architectural ideas without being constrained by
these definitions. I wanted to make a cool building
(beyond the primitive, classical and baroque) with
optical complexity and optical connection to the
surrounding environment. I wanted the building
to be abstract and have a kinetic relation to the
environment while still communicating on multiple
levels. I worked and studied under Corrigan, Ian
McDougall and Howard Raggatt (ARM). I loved
Corrigan’s plans but felt that his method of making
them spatial would not work for me. Of the older
generation that I was connected with, Kevin Borland
had great op art plans, but Peter and Dione McIntyre
actually put the optics in the section and surface
(Dione’s original surface for the River house). I
decided early on, while studying with Corrigan, that
I would relocate the emphasis from the plan to the
section. For the PEP I flipped the plan forms into
the section (and again later for the Arrow Studio),
thereby creating a more dynamic relationship with
the city, splitting the form into matter and surface.
The PEP interconnects with the city as an optic field.
Its relations are medium cool. I utilised the space junk
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methodology to sidestep critical pastiche (reflecting
the surrounding context) which ARM often do and
Lyons later did in their civic centre at the other end
of the plaza from the PEP. The space junk system
allowed me to form a new contextual relationship
with the city that did not reference the city directly,
but had a kinetic, optic connection with notable
insertions of difference and which makes it connect
with people in a new unknown way. These methods
allowed me to create a particular experience of
reality in the middle of Dandenong without being
constrained by pre-existing notions of style.

in surface. Sou Fujimoto has also utilised conceptual
strategies as buildings which I admire. Sanaa have
also created a body of work investigating context
and spatial relations and the minimal in very new
ways which seem to respond to some of the issues
of the sub-optic which have concerned me. These
Japanese architects have all taken the 1920s
language of Le Corbusier (and others) as a starting
point for their investigations. This is something that I
have also responded to for different reasons.

I have attempted to develop an architectural
exploration that refuses to fall into the category of
Neo-Baroque and have pursued a series of ideas
which I have long considered important for the
development of architecture but are separate from
the concerns of most of my community of practice.
These ideas have been elaborated on throughout
this writing. These condense down to a concern
with the sub-optics of experience, the influence
of media on our spatial experience, the black hole
effect of buildings and cities and how this relates to
consciousness and subjectivity. The investigation of
ideas around the space junk concept attempts to
define architectural spatial relations outside of the
usual contextual methods, particularly as practiced
by my peers in Melbourne. Japanese architects
such as Toyo Ito and Kengo Kuma have a concern
with the changes to our sub-optic spatiality due to
the influence of the media, which is central to my
practice. International architects have influenced this
process as much or more than local practitioners.
Rem Koolhaas’ writings on the city have been very
important in staking out the important issues of our
time. Many of my projects and ideas have responded
to these propositional critiques of the modern
world like ‘Junk Space’ and ‘Whatever Happened
to Urbanism?’. His buildings have also been an
important influence in the way that they negotiate
abstraction and the semiotic, the excessive and the
minimal. Kazuo Shinohara was an early influence
particularly in his concentration on the architectural
object/space and the theoretical investigation of the
zero degree. As a student, I saw an early lecture by
Toyo Ito and his uniquely conceptual approach to
architecture was very influential on me at the time.
Watching how this has manifested as a series of
conceptual moves which have produced buildings
has been important. His interest in the influence of
media on space has connected with my explorations
386
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Dr Caligari Moves to the Suburbs - The
Architecture of Edmond and Corrigan
screening at OMA’s MPavilion 2017-2018.
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There are three films or groups of films that were
commissioned by RMIT, each of which gave a focus
for me to investigate my peers, centred around
issues which are common to us all. The first film “Dr
Caligari Moves to the Suburbs – the Architecture of
Edmond and Corrigan” focused on Peter Corrigan
as a central figure to all of our educations and as an
inspiration and mentor to the formation of a loose
‘Melbourne group’. The second film “Las Vegas
Studio: Melbourne” centred the discussion around
the ideas of Venturi, Scott-Browne and Izenour and
the Learning From Las Vegas book, which had been
a central part of our education. The book became
a focus of discussion in the film for how it has
influenced Melbourne architects. The third series of
films was the Melbourne segments of the “Future is
Here” exhibition from the London Design Museum,
which focused on 3d modelling issues. There were
also a few smaller projects, such as the film I made
on John Wardle and Nader Tehrani for AR Asia
Pacific. All these films allowed me to explore my
relationship with the ideas and works of people who
I had studied under, or worked for, or studied with, or
had just known.

Still of Rob McBride driving past the Athan House in
‘Dr Caligari Moves to the Suburbs - The Architecture
of Edmond and Corrigan’ (2013).

The Architecture Documentaries

The first documentary was fittingly on Peter
Corrigan, who I had studied under and worked for
and had known for much of my life. This project
automatically forced me to delve into the depths
of my own architectural history. When I left school I
applied for the architecture course at the University
of Melbourne and then travelled around Europe.
In London I met Peter Davidson (who would later
form Lab with Donald Bates and design Federation
Square). Peter said that I had to go study with Peter
Corrigan at RMIT. I knew Peter Corrigan as a child but
had no idea he taught at RMIT. I quickly changed my
application for RMIT Architecture.
At RMIT I tended to alternate between studios
with Corrigan and Howard Raggatt (and later with
Howard, Ian McDougall and Peter Elliott). Corrigan
was a very enigmatic but ambiguous teacher. He
never said what he liked, and if he did it was usually
awful student work, which made us feel that he was
simply being contrary and using reverse-psychology.
So there was a lot of ambiguity. He did however say
a number of important things that have really stuck
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Still of Peter Corrigan in ‘Dr Caligari Moves to the
Suburbs - The Architecture of Edmond and Corrigan’
(2013).

Peter Corrigan
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with me and influenced me throughout my creative
life. ARM noted ten lessons from Corrigan in their
book ‘Mongrel Rapture’ and here I will list my ten
lessons learnt from Corrigan, some from his teaching
and some from his work.

PC Lesson 2: The second idea that Corrigan put
forward was that if you could somehow verbalise and
then write down your intention for a design, in just a
few words, then the design would always follow. This
has always stayed with me because it has been very
true of my working method, and helped me develop
the relation between my projects and ideas. It was
Corrigan who first pushed me to conceptualise the
ideas/design loop.

PC Lesson 1: The extruded plan. Corrigan designed
brilliant plans that seemed to be collages of many
architectural fragments, but disguised. He had a
technique of then extruding the plan so that the
plan shape became parapet. This worked on small
buildings and especially well in Geoff Barton’s
amazing drawings, which were generally birds-eye
view. However I was always disappointed that he
did not develop more strategies like this that were
as convincing formally for the larger buildings, a
system that could deal with greater complexity. The
brilliance of Corrigans plans did not carry through
to his three dimensional form making skills or spatial
design. I have been acutely aware of this issue while
designing and have always attempted to ensure that
the architectural experience carries through to every
level. I felt that the plan was losing ground as the
main generator and replaced by what I thought of
as image. I conceptually began to flip the plan into
the section/elevation, particularly in the PEP and the
Arrow.

Still of Toby Reed interviewing Rob McBride in ‘Dr
Caligari Moves to the Suburbs - The Architecture of
Edmond and Corrigan’ (2013).

PC Lesson 3: Seemingly non-related research is
integral. The other ideas which Corrigan imparted
were often in the form of stories or anecdotes. He
spoke of the people developing DNA and how they
would spend half their time doing serious analytical
research and then would spend the other half of
their time goofing around, and somehow the two
activities created the situation which helped them
discover DNA. Whether this story was true or not did
not matter, it certainly worked as a design strategy.
Another story was about a basketball coach who he
knew back in America who had a team of losers who
he trained to win through practicing anything but
basketball: he had them jumping off diving boards
into swimming pool and catching balls etc. This story
seemed to sum up his teaching method at the time
(he changed later), whereby you would do all these
random activities and somehow come up with the
right design.
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PD Lesson 4: More ideas less refinement. I have often
tried to do the opposite of this but it could be argued
that PEP Dandenong subscribes to this formula. In
some ways PEP was how I imagined Corrigan’s late
work should have been resolved. There is definitely
the idea of a lineage with Corrigan in the way that
the plan shape has been flipped to the elevation/
section, and the way that the building is meant to
communicate with the surrounding environment and
people.
PC Lesson 5: Make a building as good as the drawing.
Corrigan did not always follow this rigorously as
there were times when his drawings were more
powerful than the built work (or worked in a different
way from the built reality), but seeing his example, I
tried.
PC Lesson 6: Buildings should have shock value as
well as the mundane. The influence of punk and
Avant-garde theatre.
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Still of Ian McDougall in ‘Dr Caligari Moves to the
Suburbs - The Architecture of Edmond and Corrigan’
(2013). The studio and green-screen are exposed to
show the construction of the images.

Still of Howard Raggatt in ‘Dr Caligari Moves to the
Suburbs - The Architecture of Edmond and Corrigan’
(2013).

PC Lesson 7: Buildings are the stage sets to real life.
The fictional infiltrating everyday reality.
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PC Lesson 8: The corner of the building. Corrigan
often quoted the corner from Mies’ Friedrichstrasser
project (Keysborough, Athan House). This tendency
rubbed off on all his students and we became
particularly aware of the importance of the edge
in connecting or interacting with the surrounding
environment. This subliminal lesson can be seen in
a very different reworking in the edge of the PEP
Dandenong.
PC Lesson 9: The suburbs: The Australian myth as
personified in the tin shed is a right wing colonial
myth. Corrigan substituted this with the suburbs but
this was a licence to insert anything but the slick
tin shed. Corrigan’s championing of the suburbs
always seemed to me to be part of the Avantgarde technique of choosing a culturally discarded
object and raising it to art, similar to Duchamp’s
Readymade and Koolhaas’ use of Dali’s ‘Paranoid
Critical Method’110 and later the ‘Junkspace’ of the
modern world. I never took Corrigan’s interest in the
suburb literally as this was going to be a dead end.
The lesson was to study and absorb what has been
rejected by the current cultural elite and then insert
what is right for the society not for that elite, often
re-using rejected elements.
PC Lesson 10: Build ideas not architecture. This is
really the biggest lesson Corrigan taught our whole
generation. He did not tell us how to do it. We each
had to try work out our own way of negotiating the
feedback loop of ideas and forms and spaces in the
design process. It was the conceptualising of this
loop which helped me find ways of building ideas.
One of the great moments in my Corrigan education
was when Peter Eisenman came to Melbourne
and the two spent the day arguing in front of the
students in the RMIT architecture building. The
argument kept returning to the notion of the local
versus the international. Corrigan spoke for a
generation of Australians who needed to make the
local heroic. By the time my generation began to
build buildings, this notion had become tainted by
nationalism. I preferred to see the idea of the local
replaced by a conceptualisation of the importance
of multiple dispersed, scattered global subcultures
fluctuating and intersecting.
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“Europeans: Biuer! Dali and Le Corbusier Conquer New
York” in Delirious New York p. 237.
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I worked for Peter and Maggie on the Museum
Library competition and some other projects around
that time. Anna Nervegna also worked for him
then as did Rob McBride. This was an interesting
experience, as he made us try every option on the
site possible. The final result was my least favourite
but we helped on other projects in the office and
watched as he slowly worked towards the conception
of the Athan House.
Corrigan’s work was a big influence on everyone
in Melbourne at the time. The collage of ideas
and fragments of architecture was mind-blowing,
especially as evidenced in the plans and the drawings
by Geoff Barton. The best aspect of the built result
was partly the shock value (to architectural good
taste as well as to suburban tastes of the time) and
the insertion of ideas into the urban fabric.

The main thing I learnt from Peter was not something
that he elaborated on verbally, but more the fact that
he took on a position as the ‘underground’ fighting
against the mainstream. This was in part due to his
combative personality, which came out in his work.
We all learnt from this and interestingly many of his
students have managed to turn that underground
into the dominant design orthodoxy in Melbourne,
which gives Melbourne its distinct separation from
the rest of Australia. This is an important lesson.
I think Peter’s teaching taught me as much as his
architecture.

When it came to making the documentary I realised
that the ideas had to be presented as much as
possible, and that often the ideas were manifest
in the plans, the perspectives by Geoff Barton and
Robert Pierce and Gollings’ photos, as much as the
actual experience of the buildings themselves. I
also chose to discuss the buildings that I thought
were most significant, unlike his book111 that evened
everything out and underplayed the best aspects of
his work.

Paul Morgan

I spoke with Peter a number of times and he kept
saying he would be interviewed but in the end
he did not show up. In these conversations Peter
expressed the desire to forget the past and gave
the impression that to dwell on these events was
too painful. However when the documentary was
finished he repeatedly watched it and took friends
to see it. His sudden absence from the shooting
made it very hard to plan the structure as the
editing had to be completed very quickly for the
exhibition112. Ultimately the project gave me the
chance to discuss Peter and his work with a lot of old
friends and people I had known vaguely but all had
a connection with architecture and Corrigan. These
people included Howard Raggatt, Ian McDougall, Rob
McBride, Debbie Ryan, Paul Minifie, Carey Lyon, Paul
Morgan and Maggie Edmond. Something shared by

Las Vegas Studio: Melbourne

111
112
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most of the architects, but expressed best by Carey
Lyon, was Corrigan’s idea of throwing as many ideas
as possible at a design. This is something that I have
always consciously moved away from in my design
practice, even when studying under Corrigan.

Cities of Hope. Conrad Hamann, 1992.

Peter Corrigan: Cities of Hope. RMIT Gallery 2013.
Curated by Vanessa Gerrans.

Paul Morgan opened and closed the Corrigan
documentary. I studied with Paul. We both had a
fascination for the readymade in our student work. I
designed a nightclub with a large part in the shape
of a spark plug and another building as a readymade
service core from an office block. We studied
together in China and visited Shinohara in Tokyo in
1984.

The films for the RMIT Design Hub’s Las Vegas
Studio show, initiated by Fleur Watson, allowed me
to further delve into my architectural education
with other people who I had studied under or
who I had studied with, such as Rob McBride and
Debbie Ryan from MCR, Howard Raggatt and Ian
McDougall from ARM Architecture, Carey and
Corbet Lyon (Lyons). The Las Vegas Studio show
was curated by Martino Stierli and Hilar Stadler and
related closely to their book. This show had travelled
extensively around the world and when it came to
Melbourne a new section was added to the show.
This new addition to the show was a Melbourne
section which Fleur curated and which focused on
the influence of the ideas in the book on Melbourne
architecture. We made six films that run together,
focusing on six firms or individuals. Fleur Watson
and I conducted the interviews together. Extending
the language of the Corrigan documentary I decided
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Leon van Schaik

Still from ‘Las Vegas Studio: Melbourne’ 2014. Leon
van Schaik floatng in the virtual Las Vegas.

to animate a tracking loop through a zero gravity
floating plan of Las Vegas stripped of everything
but signs and markings. Each architect then had
his or her buildings floating in the virtual space as
they spoke. The discussion focused on the influence
of the book ‘Learning From Las Vegas’, which is a
seminal moment in pop urbanism. Unlike my peers,
I did not share the enthusiasm for practicing the
methodologies in this book, or at least was not as
eager to follow the formulas, in particular the idea of
being trapped in the duck/decorated shed trajectory.
I always recognised the importance of this stripped
down approach to semiotics and architecture and
have attempted to negotiate a territory that blurred
the clear cut distinctions and was more complex. As
a student I was already steeped in the history of 20th
century art and pop and felt there were other ways
to explore semiotics and the image. Andrew Leach
discussed the films and the show in his article in
Grey Room113 in which he felt there was a re-shifting
of the context of the book. However my concerns
were slightly separate from his and more localised. I
was trying to make sense of a particular moment in
Melbourne architecture which had been defined and
interpreted by my mentors and peers in relation to
the Learning From Las Vegas text. My reading of it
as one of the first pop architectural manifestos, and
the start of a trend using a city as a way of proposing
an architecture saw it as an object to be countered
with opposing ideas, not as a guide book. I was
also interested in exploring my own attitude to pop,
semiotics and modernism through the attitude of
the animation loops, superimposed images and the
dialogue.

The first segment of the ‘Las Vegas Studio:
Melbourne’ film features Leon van Schaik discussing
his personal recollections and analysis of Denise
Scott Brown and Robert Venturi. I have had a long
and engaging association with Leon since my
undergraduate years and this dialogue has been a
constant creative encouragement . He has written
consistently about a number of our projects, starting
from his piece on the WD House for Monument
magazine, and those events have formed key points
of engagement and discussion around ideas that
have been analysed in this dissertation.

113
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Grey Room MIT Press.
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ARM Architecture

McBride Charles Ryan

Both Howard Raggatt and Ian McDougall were
in the film twice and appeared in the Corrigan
documentary. Both have been important to me
personally and to my architectural development.
The first person I studied with at RMIT was Howard
Raggatt and we had an immediate creative
engagement which has lasted to this day. At first
Howard taught by himself, and then later he began
teaching studios with Ian McDougall and Peter Elliott,
which had very explicit ideas and concepts for the
students to attack. Although I did not have the love
for Venturi, we shared an obsession with Duchamp.
Howard and Ian have always been significant
teachers and important architects to me. Ian’s Marion
Centre is one of my favourite Australian buildings.
Howard and Ian taught a type of critical pastiche
and localism, which derived from Corrigan and which
became an integral working method in Melbourne in
recent years. I have often tried to define the aims for
my work by analysing their work and their teaching.
ARM pushed a Neo-Baroque when I favoured a
more ‘primitive’ cool. They favoured appropriation,
which I then substituted with sampling in-order to
avoid the metaphysics of representation and that
whole ideology. Their concept of the local was fixed
very much to their generation’s experience of being
Australian. This is not the Australia that I knew, and
feels too linked to patriotism in all its forms. My
attitude to the idea of the local is substituted by the
idea of scattered and localised subcultures that form
mini fluctuating points of difference over the globe,
and are not linked to nationalism of any sort.

The segment featuring Rob McBride and Debbie
Ryan (who also appeared in the Corrigan
documentary) was interesting as they were ahead
of me in the RMIT architecture course and Rob
worked at Edmond and Corrigan and ARM at the
same time as I did. MCR oscillate between the optic
expression of the Neo-Baroque and the singular pop
object, which strays form the Corrigan formula of
‘more ideas, less refinement’. Whereas their buildings
subscribe to a Neo-Baroque multi-colour formula, I
tend to react against this trying to create a reality
in black and white. My early experience of visiting
Le Corbusier buildings at Chandigarh had a lasting
effect on my spatial subconscious and my sensibility
towards architectural experience which pushes me
away from MCR’s overt pop sensibility.

I worked with Howard in the early days of ARM when
his office was AR (Ashton Raggatt) and Ian was
sharing the office (Rob McBride was also working
there at the time). It was actually like one office
and I worked on Ian’s projects as well. Howard’s
competition entry for the Shinkenchiku Residential
Design Competition where he inverted the Philip
Johnson Glass House inside out using a mirrored
cone was very important to me. When we were about
to build the PEP Dandenong the head government
official announced that he would only approve it
if ARM analysed the design and gave a favourable
report. Ian wrote a very supportive letter (this was
later reinforced by the Government Architects
approval) and we built the project.
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Lyons
Carey Lyon featured in the Corrigan film and Corbet
Lyon featured in the Las Vegas film. I have always
shared the love of the optic surface with Lyons
work. They pushed the ideas of Venturi and pop
into kinetic modes of architecture with a conscious
sense of the spatial democratisation of the social.
This is an aspect to Lyons architecture which I
share and it seems appropriate that soon after
we finished the PEP in Dandenong, they started
designing the Community Centre on the same plaza.
When designing the PEP I was eager to define an
optic surface which differed from Neo-Baroque
categorisation (like the Lyons surfaces, as well as
Corrigans and ARM’s). The mediation of the hot and
the cool with the abstract and the sample allowed
me to find a way that did not seem to be constrained
by categories.
Peter McIntyre + Kevin Borland
The preceding generation of Melbourne architects,
such as Roy Grounds, Robin Boyd, Kevin Borland and
Peter McIntyre, have been an influence just as my
contemporaries and mentors have been. My mother,
who studied under Boyd and Grounds, used to often
take us to Robin Boyd’s pop Fishbowl restaurant,
which seemed to critique his own writings, and which
she later told us about. Of these architects Borland,
and McIntyre I have known well.
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My childhood in Australia in the 1970s, was centred
around the Kevin Borland designed Preshil school
which I went to. Borland’s hippy, timber brutalist,
architecture seemed to permeate our lives, was
everywhere, in every house. It appeared to me as a
young child that everyone we knew lived in a Kevin
Borland house. In the 1970s it definitely felt like
everything was falling apart, just like in the disaster
movies of the time. The spatial optimism that I felt
in the London of white rooms and op-art was giving
way to an architectural animal farm of 1970s idealism
with no fun. I was very excited in 1976-77 when punk
appeared and seemed to embody all my feelings
about the aftermath of post-hippy culture. Within a
few weeks I saw film-clips of The Saints and the Sex
pistols. It was over ten years later when Greil Marcus

Stills from ‘Las Vegas Studio: Melbourne’ 2014.
Worms-eye view of Howard Raggatt Toby Reed and
Ian McDougall (R) walking in the virtual Las Vegas.

The influence of Melbourne’s modern architects is
inextricable from my childhood memories. I have
recently been making a film on Peter McIntyre so that
I can explore the architecture of 1950s Melbourne
that is the architecture of my childhood. He worked
closely with Kevin Borland. McIntyre’s river house
and McIntyre Borland and Murphy’s Olympic pool
are important Australian buildings to me and were
an indirect influence on my Arrow Studio and
the PEP, through the singularity of the sectional
image. It always seemed to me that the roots of the
Melbourne tendency toward optical expressionism
lay unintentionally in McIntyre’s1950s work.

in his book Lipstick Traces114 made the link between
punk and Guy Debord (who I had read by then) and
the Situationist Internatonal, that another link was
made in my mind between 1960s counter culture,
films like Godard’s Weekend (1967), May ’68, and
then what I saw in punk. The punk/Debord attitude
has certainly infiltrated my designs, in that I consider
that everything is political and propositional to some
degree. The Arrow in particular pushes away from
the romanticism of the Australian vernacular and
construction methods that Borland admired.
The late modern attitude of Borland and other
1970s Australian architects towards the bush, which
contrasted heavily with films like ‘Wake in fright’
(1971) or ‘The Cars That Ate Paris’ (Weir, 1974), was
lingering in the back of my mind when designing the
Arrow Studio. The Arrow was intended to counter
the romanticism of the bush and the colonial tin shed
so loved by 1970s Australian architects.
There is a John Gollings115 photo of me outside our
grade four classroom, the ‘homeroom’. The black and
white fisheye distortion equates with my alienated
memory of these spaces and the endless ideological
discussions that took place in lieu of any creative

114
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Marcus, Greil. Lipstick Traces.
Kevin Borland – Architecture from the Heart. Doug Evans.
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activities. The interesting thing about the photo is
that my memories of Preshil are all colour (in contrast
to my more monotone London spatial images).
Kevin was like a god at the school and was always
coming to tell us stories, such as his experience in
the navy being on the first boat to arrive in Hiroshima
after the bomb. Kevin was a family friend and my
mother worked for him at one time. I remember
going on a site visit with our two families to the
Clyde Cameron College in Albury-Woodonga while
under construction. The large concrete tubes were
reminiscent of Archigram and were very powerful
in a science-fiction manner. Many years later Kevin
was very cynical about me studying with Corrigan at
RMIT. 116

Projects and Concepts
I have focused on five projects (or groups of
projects) which are important to me, and a number
of corresponding theoretical perspectives that have
come out of these particular projects.
The WD House and the W House explored an interest
in the overlapping of the cinematic with the free plan
and the domestic architecture of 1920s modernism.
The PEP Dandenong expressed a concern with the
sub-optic influence of the screen on our experience
of surface and our changing experience and design
of surface in an urban context. This lead to an
exploration of the black hole effect in relation to
architectural surface and its relation to the city. The
PEP explored ideas concerning Debord’s critique
of the image in our modern reality. The project is
also an essay in free association and urban context
relations under the cluster of ideas termed space
junk.

116

Other important early spatial memories included visits to
my family in India. The effect of the key buildings in Chandigarh,
which my uncle Jasbir Sachdev worked on under Le Corbusier, was
very significant. This experience along with the Ajanta caves, the
observatories in Delhi and Jaipur were very strong in the formation
of a spatial/formal predilection. Visiting the area of the Kowloon
Walled City when I was eleven also left an indelible impression.

Still of Rob McBride and Debbie Ryan
in ‘Las Vegas Studio: Melbourne’
(2014).

The PEP explored the sub-optic influence of the
screen on surface and the Arrow Studio expanded
this idea to the influence of the screen on our
perceptual field and the building as black hole zone
within the field. If the PEP proposed the building
as screen, then the Arrow put forward the world,
or tabula rasa, as screen. The Arrow explored the
minimum architectural move required to trigger
consciousness and self-reflexive relation to the
architectural experience.
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The ‘splatter’ Pavilion is concerned with the
implications of ‘‘splatter’’ as a way of negotiating
the sliding relationship between abstraction and
image. This idea which had been present in the W
House and PEP became more explicit in the ‘splatter’
Pavilion, and became a way of investigating how
semiotics submerge and emerge through abstraction.
The 30km Master-plan for Dazhou and the ECB
Officer project explored how, out of necessity, an
urban theory and method of practice was extracted
out of the earlier small projects and applied and
transformed on a larger scale. This lead to an idea
of architecture as guerrilla warfare, attacking a
sprawling out of control urbanism, with space junk
insertions of object/context displacements.
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Shifts and transformations

It would appear that the movement from PEP to
the Arrow is one of dispersive free association to
minimalism, or from the hot to the cool, but the
minimal was also present in the W House, before
the PEP, and the PEP mixed the hot and the cool. It
is not a forward movement towards a perfection or
ideal. There is a learning that occurs in each project
but not a progression towards an ideal which is nonexistant. After working on the submerged semiotics
of the W House, graphic elements of the house
reappeared in different formations in PEP. This is
more like a reorganisation of the field of clusters
and monads which magnetically, depending on all
the characteristics and forces, realign in various
ways, sometimes forming a chaotic exuberance and
sometimes restrained minimalism. We can see echoes
of the W House plan in the elevation of the PEP.
Formal elements from my RMIT thesis relating to the
morphology of a ‘screen-building’ with dispersed
points of identification reappeared as a hidden
structure in the PEP. The mixing of the minimal and
the graphic surface in my 1986 Moneyscraper RMIT
student project (with Howard Raggatt, Ian McDougall
and Peter Elliot as tutors) which inscribed the skin
with Godard influenced literalising signs, reappeared
in the WD House with Anna Nervegna’s working
drawing. These shifts have many reasons and effects.
The submerging of the semiotic in the W house
was specifically related to creating the right place
for the clients to feel at home. The shifts that took
place in the PEP were of a political and urban nature
regarding the democratisation of public space and
the critique of the modern image in the social. These
overarching desires (personal and political) helped
align the clusters of elements into each design.
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Stills of John Wardle and Nader Tehrani in the
film for AR Asia Pacific ‘Practice Collaboration’.
John Wardle and Nader Tehrani.

The transformations and shifts in these projects
have not been lineal. These shifts are more like
a scattered field of shifting ideas, forms, spaces,
actions and compositional tendencies that constantly
shift and regroup in different clusters depending
on the situation. Each cluster forms a building or a
project that then appears as a transformation. These
shifts form a non-lineal learning curve. Each project
depending on the intensity of the constellation of
elements has a different outcome and can appear
to be a shift or a transformation, but not necessarily
a movement in one direction. Depending on the
situation, the shift could be so subtle that a repetition
could almost occur (but slightly different).
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Preshil 1974
Toby Reed is on the left.
Photo John Gollings.

The movement from straight or angular geometry
to fluid curved geometry in the ‘splatter’ Pavilion is
also simply a realigning of the various conceptual
elements which brought about a seemingly different
result. ‘‘splatter’’ as methodology and image
has always been important to me but due to the
conditions surrounding most of my projects it never
had the opportunity to fully arise. We can see the
curved space of the ‘splatter’ Pavilion in the corridor/
side wall of the main space of the W House, just as
we can see the ‘splatter’ as image on the screen
surface of the PEP. The shifts in geometry and form
are a result of a consistent but dispersive conceptual
approach that can result in seemingly different
physical results. For example, the geometry of the
Arrow and ‘splatter’ may seem very different but
the concepts behind the negotiation of the abstract
and the image and its effect on subjectivity are very
close. This has been a development of a conceptual
framework and conscious design methodology aimed
at allowing maximum freedom of idea, expression
and outcome.
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CONCLUSION

Part one of this dissertation is concerned with
ideas that evolve around my work in relation to
the experience and perception of reality through
architecture. This perception of reality is very much
influenced by the cinema and other modern media.
The black hole concept has been used along with
other related concepts such as space junk, feedback
loops and screen surfaces. These are concepts that
came out of my work over many years. They were
not imposed on the work at a later point in time.
Therefore, the speculative nature of the text comes
from the ideas being part of a practice research
experiment. The desire behind the designing of the
buildings is to understand our experiential context
in the world and to design in a way that allows us to
better understand reality. This way buildings can be
reality nodes. Behind the designs is also the desire to
understand how image and spectacle work within the
architectural object in our post-cinematic world, and
how to interfere with this system in order to provoke
free association of thought. The black hole concept
begins with the architectural object, then widens to
the city and then the surface of the object and the
interior experience. The ideas then tackle the idea of
a guerrilla urbanism and how to fight an urbanism of
the image.
Part two is primarily autobiographical except for
the inclusion of the ‘splatter’ Architecture concept
which is more concerned with the relation between
semiotics and the experience of the real object. This
section explores the relation between abstraction
and image as being a sliding scale where both are
always present. The cave and the screen explores my
childhood spatial memories of screening rooms as an
influence on my thought and designs. The Samurai
method discusses my working method and the
relation between thought and action in the design
process. The last section is concerned with my
community of practice. Together, all these ways of
dissecting my practice give an idea of the ideas and
thoughts that were present for me during the design
and construction processes. However these are
ultimately my perception and people who experience
the buildings would have many other perceptions.
The act of writing this allows for a reflection that
could shift the next stage of my work and also
possibly cause me to see new ideas that have come
out of this process.
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SPATIAL CORTEX DISRUPTOR

Spatial Cortex Disruptor
Concept for an architecture
exhibition in which the
architectural models and
entourage hang upside-down
from the ceiling with a GoPro
filming (also upside-down)
the scene in the foreground
and the people in the room
in the background. The
footage is then transferred
by CCTV to a screen on the
floor which ‘corrects’ the
image. The screen displays the
architectural scene ‘corrected’,
but now the spectators are
upside-down. The screen
would also have a feedback
loop effect combined with the
spatial dis-juncture.

EXHIBITION
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The exhibit for the PhD presentation at the RMIT
Design Hub in October 2017 was based on the
visual cortex of the eye. If we are born with upsidedown vision and then our brain learns to correct
it, I thought that this could be a basis for a room
that disrupts our normal spatial expectations and
provokes thought on the nature of our physical
reality. I constructed a model of the PEP and the
Arrow with a tree, then hung them upside-down from
the ceiling at the RMIT Design Hub. A camera was
also held upside-down, recording an upside-down
image of the model in the room. A screen (also being
shot by the camera, to form a feedback loop with the
model and screen) was connected to the camera that
displayed the image of the model in the room. The
image of the model in the screen is corrected (see
photos), but the people walking around the room are
reversed and now look like they are walking on the
ceiling. The screen is reflected ad infinitum within
itself, each mirror reflection reverses the gravity/
orientation of the one before. This in some ways is
the basis of much of my architecture, as I attempt to
make minimal changes to an object, to provoke the
maximum spatial reaction and thought, to create an
awareness of reality, the structure of image and the
architectural object.
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Spatial Cortex Disruptor
RMIT Design Hub
Installation view October 2017 showing
the upside-down models and tree with
upside-down video CCTV camera linked
to the screen which corrects the model
view but turns the viewer upside-down.
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In the screen the viewer is upside-down
and the model ‘corrected’ but the screen
is also forming a feedback loop and when
the screen is repeated as an image in the
screen, the model is again upside down
and the viewer is normal again. This goes
on until it is too out of focus.

Spatial Cortex Disruptor
RMIT Design Hub
Installation view October 2017 showing
the upside-down models and tree with
upside-down video CCTV camera linked to
the screen.
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Project Credits: Toby Reed / Nervegna Reed
Architecture
WD House (Working Drawing House, 1997-8)
Lead Architects: Toby Reed and Anna Nervegna
Team: Anna Nervegna, Toby Reed, Dean Boothroyd,
Tom Jordan
“Nervegna Reed House” Leon van Schaik. Monument.
issue 38, 2000 (magazine)
Circle Template Studio (Project, 1999)
Lead Architects: Toby Reed and Anna Nervegna
Screen Country House (Project, 2003-2012)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
SKIPPS Shade Structure (St Kilda Park Primary
School) - 2010
Nervegna Reed Architecture and Grant Amon
Architects
Lead architects: Toby Reed, Grant Amon, Anna
Nervegna
AIA Victorian Chapter Awards 2010 – Winner - Small
Project Architecture
Architeam Awards 2011 – Winner - Small Built Project
“Shade Structure St Kilda Park Primary School”
Monument. pp 106-107 Issue 101, 2011 (magazine)
W House (White House Prahran, 2003-9)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Project Team: Toby Reed, Anna Nervegna, Peter
Hogg
Architeam Awards 2011 – Winner - Large Built Project
“Architetura Sem Fronteiras” Arq & Design. Sofia
Pires (Interview and article) pp 22-32 (cover), edicao
2, 2011, JPJ Editora Portugal (magazine)
“Free Form” Architectural Review Australia. Leon Van
Schaik pp 64-69, issue 118 2010/2011, Niche Media
(magazine)
White House James R Henderson. Visual. 2012
Thirtyfifteen Los Angeles (magazine)
“The White House Prahran” 21st Century Houses. pp
2-5 (book)
“The White House Prahran” Casa Trend. pp 54-63,
Italy (magazine) July August 2011
“The White House Prahran” Modern Lux Housing. pp
95-99 (book) Sandu Publishing
Featured in ArchDaily.
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PEP Dandenong (Precinct Energy Project, 2011-12)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Project Team: Toby Reed, Peter Hogg, Fairlyn
Wiyono, Anna Nervegna, Marcus Fajl, Ming Lie
AIA Victorian Chapter Awards 2013 – Shortlist Sustainability Award
“Revitalising Central Dandenong” Landscape
Architecture Australia. pp.34 LAA#141, also published
in Australian Design Review
“White Scenery: Precinct Energy Project” A+A
Magazine (Interview and article) pp. 20-25
(Architectural Society of China)
“Toby Reed” Ideograms (book and Melbourne Now
exhibition NGV) Leon Van Schaik (Precinct Energy
project) Lyon Housemuseum Publishing
“Precinct Energy Project”, Architectural Review Asia
Pacific. Leon Van Schaik, pp 84-90, AR131 Spring
2013 also published in Australian Design Review
Precinct Energy Project. The Corporate Image In
Architecture. Tianjin fengspace Culture and Media Co,
China 2015
“Slice: PEP” Architect Victoria. Brett Seakins P.34-35
Autumn 2014 (magazine)
Architizer “This Building’s Façade Literally Maps Out
a Sustainable Future” Brigette Brown, Opinion. 29
May 2014
Architectural Façade II (book) “Preface” Toby Reed
(Hong Kong Polytechnic, Liaoning Science and
Technology Publishing)
Architectural Façade II (book) “Precinct Energy Project”
(Hong Kong Polytechnic, Liaoning Science and
Technology Publishing)
The Australian “Learning to Live Well Off the Grid”
Geoff Hiscock September 3, 2014
Practical Poetics in Architecture Leon van Schaik
(book) “Precinct Energy Project”, Wiley AD UK, 2015
Featured in ArchDaily.
ECB Officer (2011-12)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Project Team: Toby Reed, Peter Hogg, Marcus Fajl,
Sam Reed
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Arrow Studio (2012-13)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Project Team: Toby Reed, Peter Hogg

Trafford Street Tea Room (2015)
Lead Architects: Toby Reed and Peter Hogg
Steel Industry Awards 2016 - Winner Jury Award

AIA Victorian Chapter Awards 2014 – Commendation
- Colorbond Steel Architecture Award
Architecture Australia “Arrow” Leon van Schaik
(March 2014), also published in Australian Design
Review
Dezeen “Small Arrow Shaped Art Gallery Installed in
an Australian Garden” (Interview / story).
Architect Victoria “Colorbond Award For steel
architecture” and “Bates Smart Award For
architecture In The Media”, Winter 2014
The Age: “Arrow Design at the Pointy End of
Architecture” Clay Lucas P.8, 12.04.2014 (newspaper)
Architecture Australia “At the Limits of Not” Callum
Morton and Nigel Bertram pp.59-62, July-August
2014
Architecture Australia “Interview with Toby Reed”
Nigel Bertram pp.66-73, July-August 2014
Nanotecture The Arrow. Phaidon, UK 2015
Practical Poetics in Architecture Leon van Schaik
(book) “Arrow” Wiley AD UK, 2015
ArchDaily “Arrow Studio” 9 June 2017
Architizer “Side Surprise: 10 Enchanted Garden Sheds
That Blend Architecture with the Great Outdoors”
Eric Baldwin, Collection. 18 Jan 2017
Architizer “7 Backyard Workspaces That Shed
Light on Working from Home” Gabrielle Golenda,
Collection. 31 Aug 2016
Featured in ArchDaily, Dezeen, Architizer and others.

30km Master-plan for Dazhou (2015)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Landscape design: Jack Healy (Urban Initiatives)
NR / USDG Team: Toby Reed, Anna Nervegna, Bibo
Yu, Tom Miao, Jack Healy

Flinders Street Station Redevelopment Competition
(2012)
Nervegna Reed Architecture, Workshop Architecture
and PH Architects
Lead Architect: Toby Reed and James Staughton
Team: Peter Hogg, Hoa Yang, Lili Nie, Ming Lie, Peter
Knight
McLune House Restoration and Pool Shed (2012-17)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Project Team: Toby Reed, Anna Nervegna, Peter
Hogg
Cowra Energy Masterplan and cogeneration plant
(2013-14)
Lead Architect: Toby Reed
Project Team: Toby Reed, Peter Hogg, Erwin
Boermans
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Architeam Awards 2017 – Unbuilt Award
Mei Long Lake Nanjing (2015)
Lead Architect (architecture and infrastructure): Toby
Reed
NR Team: Anna Nervegna, Yidong Zhao, Zhenzhen
Fu
Landscape design: Tim Hart and Yan Zhao (Urban
Initiatives)
Urban Design: Toby Reed, Anna Nervegna, Bibo Yu,
Tom Miao, Tim Hart, Yan Zhao
Melbourne Art Fair (2016)
Lead Architects: Toby Reed and Anna Nervegna
NRA Team: Huaiwen Wu, Fuzi He
NGV ‘splatter’ Pavilion (Competition, 2016)
Design Team: Toby Reed, Anna Nervegna
NR Team: Tom Nervegna Reed, Lim Chong Shien,
Yidong Zhao, Zhenzhen Fu, Rikky Falantino, Ye
Zhang, Huaiwen Wu
Engineer: Arup (Melbourne): Brendon McNiven,
Kelvin Cheuk
Lighting: Arup (Melbourne): Tim Hunt, Hoa Yang
Shortlisted: NGV Architectural Commission Design
Competition 2016
Architect Victoria “‘splatter’ Pavilion” 2017
Nepean Highway House, Frankston (project, 2016)
Lead architects: Toby Reed and Peter Hogg
Moneyscraper (RMIT student project 1986)
Tutors: Howard Raggatt, Ian McDougall, Peter Elliott
VCA Film and Television School (RMIT thesis 1987)
Tutor: Peter Corrigan
Projects have sometimes been published as
PHTR or Peter Hogg + Toby Reed Architects. This
represents the joint venture between Nervegna Reed
Architecture and PH Architects on certain projects.
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Film Credits:

Derrida Signature Event (1998-2000)
Directed by Toby Reed and Anna Nervegna with Jacques
Derrida
The Melbourne Festival, 2000
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018
Microwave Nights (2000)
Directed by Toby Reed
Produced by Lou Weis
The Melbourne Festival, 2000
Joyride (2003)
Directed by Toby Reed
Produced by Lou Weis
The Melbourne Festival, 2000
The Singapore Festival, 2000
The Boy Who Radiates That Charm (music video, 2003)
Artist: Lisa Miller
Directed and designed by Toby Reed
Animation by Marcus Fajl
Edited by Sam Reed
Pushover (music video, 2004)
Artist: Lisa Miller
Written, directed and designed by Toby Reed
Edited by Simon Trevaks
Dr Caligari Moves to the Suburbs – The Architecture of
Edmond and Corrigan (2013)
RMIT Gallery
Directed by Toby Reed
Interviews by Toby Reed
Produced by Anna Nervegna and Sam Reed
Designed by Toby Reed
AIA Victorian Chapter Awards 2014 – Winner - Bates Smart
Media Award
Architect Victoria “Peter Corrigan: Cities of Hope” Review
Larry Cirillo p. 29-31 winter 2013
Architecture AU “Peter Corrigan: Cities of Hope” Review

Joyride(2003)
Video made for the Singapore Festival and the Melbourne Festival 2003.
The viewers would lie on a circuar rotating platform as they watched the
circular rotating screen above. The filming of liquid splatter predated the
Splatter Pavilion experiment.
Produced by Lou Weis.

25 FPS (Architecture at 25 Frames per Second, 1998)
Directed and designed by Toby Reed
Animation by Marcus Fajl
Exhibited RMIT and Sydney 1998.
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018

Norman Day
The Age “Peter Corrigan: Cities of Hope” Ray Edgar
(Newspaper)
RMIT Gallery “Peter Corrigan: Cities of Hope” (Catalogue)
2013
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018

Photography Credits:

Las Vegas Studio: Melbourne (2014)
RMIT Design Hub
Directed by Toby Reed and Sam Reed
Interviews by Toby Reed and Fleur Watson
Designed by Toby Reed

W House - 2012 (black and white stair details)
Toby Reed

“Leaving Las Vegas, Again” Grey Room Issue #61 .Andrew
Leach, MIT Press, USA, 2016
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018

PEP Dandenong - 2012
John Gollings

The Future is Here (2014)
RMIT Design Hub
Directed by Toby Reed and Sam Reed
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018
Practice Collaboration: Nader Tehrani and John Wardle
(2014)
Directed by Toby Reed
AR Asia Pacific
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018
Future Happiness (2016)
RMIT Design Hub
Directed by Toby Reed and Callum Morton
Written by Toby Reed
Animation by Tom Nervegna Reed and Andre Bonnice
Exhibited in MPavilion Screentest: Archi films with
Nervegna Reed 2017-2018
Architecture Australia “Occupied: How can architecture do
more with less?” Niki Kalms pp.13-14, Jan-Feb 2017
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WD House (Working Drawing House) - 1999
John Gollings
W House (White House Prahran) - 2009
John Gollings

SKIPPS Shade Structure - 2010
Sonia Mangiapane

PEP Dandenong – 2014-16
Tommaso Nervegna Reed, Toby Reed
Arrow Studio - 2013
Sam Reed + Toby Reed
Trafford Street Tea Room - 2015
Tommaso Nervegna Reed, Toby Reed
Future Happiness Installation - 2016
Toby Reed (interior)
Sam Reed (exterior)
NGV Aerial Photography
John Gollings
Model photos and miscellaneous photos (Shanghai,
Dazhou, Nanjing, NGV)
Toby Reed
Extra graphics: Mouchang (Michael) Lin, Yiyun (Rita) Yang
Film Stills:
Story of the Kelly Gang (Tait, 1906)
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Toby Reed’s research discusses architectural ways
of experiencing, understanding, constructing and
disrupting the surface of reality. This practice-based
PhD argues for an anti-representational account of
conscious and sub-conscious aspects of experiencing
and designing architectural objects, using the notions
of black hole, screen-vortex and space-junk as
heuristics to investigate his practice.
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